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INTRODUCTION

Several months ago, I realized that many members of my family were involved in extensive criminal activity related to a drug and human trafficking ring operating in Oklahoma and several other states. So far, I have matched suspect descriptions, vehicle descriptions, clothing descriptions and/or other information to my step-father Perry Wayne Floyd and members of his family in relation to dozens of unexplained disappearances, unsolved murders, or other serious crimes.

I have been contacting local and federal law enforcement as warranted by the individual cases. Many law enforcement personnel that I have contacted have been helpful and seem genuinely interested in solving and stopping these crimes. Their reactions have varied from shock to anger when they hear the overwhelming amount of evidence suggesting this crime ring has been active for decades and has been responsible for a devastating amount of lives lost. These hard-working, honest law enforcement personnel are likely still working diligently on many of these cases.

But Perry Floyd is a retired Oklahoma Highway Patrol officer, and his wife, Norma Floyd, has been a lifelong employee at the Oklahoma Council of Law Enforcement, Education, and Training (C.L.E.E.T.). They know people at virtually every law enforcement agency or office in the state. They also have several close, lifelong friends in the Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigations (O.S.B. I.) and the Oklahoma City FBI office.

I am compiling this overview of Perry Floyd and his family and likely criminal associates because, not surprisingly, this organized crime ring has apparently maximized Perry and Norma Floyd’s connections to law enforcement in the state. I have encountered several individuals in Oklahoma law enforcement who seemed, to put it mildly, corrupt as hell. When I have presented my information regarding this crime ring, some of these people have reacted with hostility; others have actively avoided my calls and e-mails for months at a time or otherwise demonstrated an incriminating involvement with this organized crime ring.

Now it appears that members of the O.S.B.I. and the OKC FBI office are actively covering up crimes related to this cartel that I gave them information about in good faith. I do not wish to impede any future or currently on-going investigations by honest law enforcement, but I cannot allow corrupt law enforcement any more time to hide, destroy or distort evidence. The media and the public may be critical in getting to the real truth of some of these cases.
SAY ‘HOWDY!’ TO THE FLOYDS OF OKLAHOMA:
RAPISTS, THEIVES AND MURDERERS FOR (AT LEAST) THREE GENERATIONS

PERRY FLOYD

Perry Floyd (age 61) seems to be at the center of organized crime in Oklahoma. He currently lives in Earlsboro, but he has lived, worked and owned property in several places across the state throughout his life.

A recent picture of Perry and Norma Floyd follows on the left; a picture of Perry and Norma Floyd circa 1992 follows on the right:

Perry Floyd is a white male approximately 6’1” to 6’3” tall; his weight has fluctuated between about 190 lbs. to about 240 lbs. since I met him in 1985 or 1986. He used to have black hair that has since gone white/gray, and he has almost always sported a moustache.

With this description and the above photographs, anyone can easily research and verify that:

- Perry Floyd matches the suspect description of the likely abductor of Pamela Tinsley, who was last seen at Lake Overholser on April 13, 1986.
- Perry Floyd matches the suspect description of one of the likely abductors of Kathy Engle, who was taken from Shepherd Mall on April 26, 1986.
- Perry Floyd matches the suspect description of the man last seen with Tracy Michelle Samuels, who disappeared from Tulsa in February of 1993.

Could this possibly be coincidence? Absolutely not, given that:

- Pamela Tinsley was last seen reluctantly leaving with the man matching Perry Floyd’s description on a motorcycle. Perry Floyd owned a motorcycle that he got rid of sometime after this crime.
The likely abductor of Kathy Engle was seen in a white Cadillac car similar to one owned by Perry Floyd’s father, James Floyd. Perry Floyd was oddly attached to this car, and he tried repeatedly to get James Floyd to give it or sell it to him.

Tracy Michelle Samuels was last seen getting into a white flatbed pickup truck in Tulsa with the man matching Perry Floyd’s description right around the time Perry Floyd bought his white flatbed pickup truck – from a dealership in Tulsa just a few blocks away from the area where Tracy Samuels was last seen.

If matching suspect and vehicle descriptions weren’t damning enough, consider that:

- Pamela Tinsley told friends that she had been “busted” for her roommates’ possession of marijuana by a lone man in a police uniform a few weeks before her disappearance. However, there is no record of any similar charge against Pamela Tinsley, nor is there any account of Pamela Tinsley getting booked into or brought to any Oklahoma police department or other law enforcement agency. Perry Floyd had taken an early retirement from the Highway Patrol by this time, but I knew him to have kept his uniform and equipment from this and other police positions he had previously held. Perry Floyd could have easily impersonated an Edmond police officer and pretended to arrest Pamela Tinsley.

- The second likely abductor of Kathy Engle matches the description of a close friend and pseudo-family member with whom Perry Floyd grew up and attended school. I am unsure of this man’s name, having seen him only once briefly. But he was described as a “cousin” that was not actually related to the Floyds – and unrelated “cousins” such as this are a hallmark of organized crime families. This man was tall, and at the time I saw him, he had dark skin, black hair and a medium-slim build. He seemed to be of mixed Caucasian and Native American or Hispanic heritage, and he wore glasses. Norma Floyd told me at that time that James Floyd had given the white Cadillac car that Perry Floyd wanted to this “cousin” instead of to Perry. She also said that Perry Floyd and this “cousin” had a falling out because the “cousin” had drug habit, and he had sold or traded the white Cadillac car to drug dealers. Perry Floyd is also very familiar with and fond of Sayre, OK, where Kathy Engle’s body was discovered four days after her abduction. Perry Floyd has owned land in Sayre, and he also knows former and possibly current police officers from the area.

- Tracy Samuels and her husband were reportedly involved in cocaine, and Tracy Samuels was reportedly carrying a large sum of money at the time of her disappearance. Tracy Samuels told her family she was going to a job interview, but she did not specify the job or location. A witness described Tracy Samuels getting out of her truck in the parking lot of the apartment where it was later found abandoned. The witness said that Tracy Samuels appeared reluctant to get into the white flatbed truck driven by the man matching Perry Floyd’s description. This account is eerily similar to the description of Pamela Tinsley’s reluctance to go with the man matching Perry Floyd’s description on the motorcycle.

The above brief accounts of these three cases should have established that Perry Floyd is not someone anyone should go with for a scenic car ride out in the country. But that’s just the tip of a much bigger, more-gruesome iceberg: A quick count through my research notes just now revealed the names of well over thirty victims, missing persons and/or cold cases that seem to
have some connection to Perry Floyd. I will discuss Perry Floyd’s apparent connections to these cases in much greater detail after briefly introducing some of Perry Floyd’s family and likely criminal associates.

FRANKLIN DELANO FLOYD

A man described as Perry Floyd’s cousin, Franklin Delano Floyd, was sentenced to death in 2002 for the killing of a 19 year-old exotic dancer named Cheryl Commesso. Franklin Floyd has also been convicted or investigated for other murders, kidnappings and connections to organized crime by local and federal law enforcement, including the OKC FBI. He has a long history of criminal convictions, including an Oklahoma bank robbery as far back as 1963 and the abduction of Michael Anthony Hughes in 1994.

I met Franklin Delano Floyd at least once during my childhood at a Floyd family reunion in Ada. I remember Franklin Floyd distinctly because of his permanently angry scowl, his low, raspy voice, and his ‘country’ accent not unlike Billy Bob Thornton’s character in Sling Blade.

Eleven-year-old Jacob Erwin Wetterling was abducted from St. Joseph, Minnesota, in October of 1989 by two men, one of whom was described as having a “low, raspy” voice, just like I remember Franklin Floyd’s voice.

The picture on the left that follows is of Franklin Delano Floyd from a few years ago; the picture on the right is a suspect sketch of one of the abductors of Jacob Erwin Wetterling from St. Joseph, Minnesota on October 22, 1989.

The similarities between the sketch and photo above are obvious: the drooping eyelids and similarly shaped eyes; the right eyebrow is just a little thicker, rising just a smidge higher than the left eyebrow towards the edge of the face; the long ears; the jowls of his cheeks that droop just below the wide, bulbous chin, which is slightly larger and droops slightly lower on the left side; the similar placements, proportions and shapes of the mouth, the cheekbones, the eyes and eyebrows, the ears, the nose, and the neck; even the so-called ‘laugh-lines,’” which have been
exaggerated by the passage of time in the picture, but which are clearly visible in the sketch as well. And of course, the edges of his mouth are turned down in that permanent scowl that I remember from childhood.

I will discuss the crimes for which Franklin Delano Floyd has been convicted or investigated more fully later on. Suffice it so say, the evidence suggests that he is a vicious psychopath with clear connections to human trafficking and organized crime.

JAMES FLOYD

Jacob Wetterling’s other abductor is pictured in the suspect sketch on the left that follows. A picture of James Floyd, who is Perry Floyd’s father and is somehow also related to Franklin Delano Floyd, follows on the right.

The similarities of the above suspect sketch and photo are again obvious: The hairstyle is identical — sideburns and a balding white or gray hairline that just barely appears over the top of the scalp at the back of the head. The bald scalp is depicted with freckles and/or splotches in the sketch, and they are visible in the photo as well. The glasses in the picture obscure James Floyd’s eyes and eyebrows somewhat; however, they are similar to the sketch as well in terms of the drooping eyelids and the eye shape, which turns downward slightly and comes to a sharp point at the outer edges of the eyes. The right ear in the picture matches the sketch of the ears on the left in size, shape, and placement, protruding a little more at the top of the ear than at the earlobe. And again, the mouth, chin, ears, eyes, cheekbones and neck all have similar size, shape and placement in the suspect sketch and the picture of James Floyd. James Floyd appears to have gained a little weight between 1989 and 1998, but this is clearly the same man.
Similarities in the abductions of Jacob Wetterling and Michael Hughes, as well as other circumstantial evidence, further indicate that Franklin and James Floyd are the suspects depicted in these sketches. Jacob Wetterling was abducted at gunpoint; Franklin Floyd was said to have abducted Michael Hughes at gunpoint. Both Michael Hughes and Jacob Wetterling were also singled out and targeted specifically from among other children they were with at the time of their abductions. In the fall and early winter of 1989, when Jacob Wetterling was abducted from Minnesota, James Floyd and his wife Lorene Floyd were traveling. They were supposedly visiting their daughter in a northern state – I believe either North Dakota or Montana -- for what seemed like a two or three month period.

STEVEN FLOYD

Steven Floyd (44 years old) is Perry Floyd’s oldest son from his first marriage. Steven Floyd attends church weekly and was a member of the University of Oklahoma’s marching band for many years. He is an accountant, working alongside Norma Floyd at C.L.E.E.T. the last I knew.

A recent picture of Steven Floyd follows on the left. Following on the right is a still image taken from a surveillance video of the robbery of the InterBank bank branch in Sayre, OK, on July 11, 2013.

The FBI has described the suspect in the surveillance video image as “a white male, 40-50 years of age, medium to heavy build, gray hair, [and] prescription glasses.” Steven Floyd is a white male, 44 years old, with a medium-heavy build and gray hair who wears prescription glasses. The suspect in the surveillance video image is also wearing a ‘crimson and cream’ colored shirt identical to one Steven Floyd has worn on multiple occasions. It is his Pride of Oklahoma marching band polo shirt from the University of Oklahoma, whose colors are crimson and cream.

In the bottom right corner of the surveillance video image, the red sleeve of the suspect’s shirt has white lettering appearing just above where the image cuts off. The white lettering is the word “pride,” which is stylized in lower case letters with no punctuation on Steven Floyd’s shirt. It appears that the bottom “stem” of the letter ‘p’ in “pride” is covered by a fold in the suspect’s shirt sleeve. I have enlarged the area in the image that follows on the left, and I have indicated the positioning of the letters in the word “pride” in the image that follows on the right.
SHANE FLOYD

Shane Floyd (approx. 40 years old) and Byron Floyd (approx. 39 years old) are Perry Floyd’s nephews, the sons of Perry Floyd’s brother Roger Floyd. Shane Floyd currently lives in Ardmore, OK, and Byron Floyd currently lives in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Jessica Heeringa was abducted from Norton Shores, Michigan, on April 26, 2013. A witness described a silver minivan with dark tinted windows that circled the gas station from which Jessica disappeared in a suspicious manner. The minivan driver was named a person of interest in the case, and he was described as “a heavy-set, white man between 30 and 40 years old, about 6 feet tall and having broad shoulders, with light brown, wavy hair parted in the middle and longer on top [who] may have been wearing a bright red or orange sweatshirt.” Shane Floyd is a white male about 40 years old; he is also about 6 feet tall with a heavy-set build, broad shoulders and light brown, graying hair. Shane Floyd is also a fan of the Oklahoma Sooners. Several years ago, he wore a bright red Oklahoma Sooners sweatshirt during family photos taken at the Floyd family’s Christmas celebration. Shane and his wife Tracie Floyd also owned a silver minivan with dark tinted windows the last time I saw them.

A picture of Shane Floyd in his late teens/early twenties follows on the far left. Two more-recent pictures of Shane Floyd follow in the middle, and the composite sketch of the person of interest in Jessica Heeringa’s disappearance follows on the far right.
Shane Floyd matches this person of interest’s physical and vehicle description, and he also strongly resembles the composite sketch on the far right. The picture on the far left shows Shane Floyd’s light brown hair, his long, pinched nose, his closely-set eyes, his prominent philtrum/upper lip, his long, rectangular face-shape, and his relatively thin lips and eyebrows, all of which closely match the placement and size of these same features on the composite sketch. The picture on the middle-left shows these same facial features decades later, after Shane Floyd had gained weight. This picture also more clearly illustrates Shane Floyd’s wide, flat chin, similar to the sketch on the far right. The picture on the middle-right illustrates Shane Floyd’s closely-set eyes and light brown hair, as well as his heavy-set build.

The sketch of the person of interest does not have facial hair, and he appears to have longer hair than Shane Floyd on the top of the head. However, the hair in the sketch resembles a long, wavy toupee or hairpiece falling over shorter hair on the sides. The hair on the sides of the person’s head in the sketch resembles Shane Floyd’s closely-cropped hair. The man’s hair in the sketch also has a distinctly even, wig-like hairline that seems very high on the forehead and does not have the shape of a naturally receding hairline. Shane Floyd has made numerous “jokes” and comments about secretly owning toupees and male hairpieces over the last several years as his own hair has receded.

SUMMARY

By now, it should be obvious that these members of the Floyd family match the suspect descriptions, vehicle descriptions, composite sketches, and many more details for a disturbing number of crimes. But again, the information I have presented so far is only a fraction of the information I have discovered or recalled that connects these individuals and other family members and associates of Perry Floyd to similar crimes. I will examine indicators of the Floyd family’s criminal enterprises in much greater detail after I have addressed the apparent widespread corruption of many members of Oklahoma law enforcement in relation to this crime ring.
ORGANIZED CRIME’S STRANGLEHOLD ON OKLAHOMA LAW ENFORCEMENT

OKLAHOMA STATE BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Perry and Norma Floyd’s Associations with O.S.B.I. Personnel

Perry and Norma Floyd have extensive contacts at the O.S.B.I., including at least three very close lifelong friends with long careers at this agency:

- John Hardridge is or was an O.S.B.I. agent for many years, although he may be around retirement age now.
- John Hardridge’s wife Donna Hardridge is also likely around retirement age, and she has or had been an administrator at the O.S.B.I. for decades. I believe she may have been the O.S.B.I. Director’s administrative assistant at some point.
- A man named Cleo with red hair and a moustache also worked for the O.S.B.I. in some capacity, and before that Cleo worked in Edmond as a law enforcement officer. Cleo was married to a woman named Paula who is or was also employed in law enforcement in some capacity.

Perry and Norma Floyd took me to John and Donna Hardridge’s house about a dozen times a year growing up. Perry and Norma Floyd, John and Donna Hardridge, and their friends Cleo and Paula have socialized together extensively since at least the mid-1980s. They have traveled to Las Vegas and other places on multiple occasions, and they have taken several cruise vacations together. At one point they even discussed the possibility of retiring to the same location together in their old age.

In addition to these individuals, Norma and Perry Floyd are likely friends or acquaintances with many or even most of the employees of the O.S.B.I. Norma Floyd began working for C.L.E.E.T. at age 19. Norma and Perry Floyd’s wider social circle has always included his and her contacts in law enforcement. Norma Floyd’s employment at C.L.E.E.T. has also necessitated direct or indirect contact with basically every law enforcement office, police academy cadet, and licensed private investigator in Oklahoma for the last 30-plus years.

Likely Leak at the O.S.B.I.

A little more than a decade ago, I overheard Perry Floyd bragging that during his time as a Highway Patrol officer, he had “beat the shit out of an English guy and his little ol’ lady” on a specific country road near his current home in Earlsboro. Earlier this year, I discovered that a young British man and his wife had actually been assaulted on the same rural road in Earlsboro to which Perry Floyd had referred. Paul Jones was beaten and stabbed to death on May 4, 1983, and his wife Melody Ann Jones disappeared at the same time. In 1983, Perry Floyd was living with his first wife and family in Tecumseh, just a few miles away from Paul and Melody Jones.

I typed an anonymous letter explaining what I had heard and sent it to the Pottawatomie County sheriff’s office. A few days later I typed a second letter with additional information and sent that to the Pottawatomie County Sheriff’s office as well. I also sent copies of both of these letters to the O.S.B.I. at that time.
Within days of sending these letters, I received a text from Norma Floyd that indicated to me that she had heard something about them. I had stressed the importance of discretion regarding the information I had, but somehow Norma Floyd had been told about the letters anyway. I have no doubt that someone inside the O.S.B.I. notified Perry and/or Norma Floyd about the letters and their content almost immediately after the O.S.B.I. office received them.

Within a week of sending these letters, private investigator James “Tommy” Bottoms came into the Pottawatomie County Sheriff’s office asking what Sheriff Mike Booth knew about the 30 year-old cold cases of Paul Jones’ murder and Melody Jones’ disappearance. Sheriff Booth said that he had known Tommy Bottoms when the man had worked in law enforcement many years ago, and Sheriff Booth described Tommy Bottoms as “squirrely.” Of course “squirrely” is Oklahoma slang for an untrustworthy, “shady” person. It simply could not be coincidence that this private investigator began asking about the Paul and Melody Jones cases immediately after I had sent information on these cases to the O.S.B.I.

Other than the criminal(s) who committed this crime, who would possibly have reason to hire a private investigator concerning these cases at this late stage? And how would anyone know to send the private investigator to Sheriff Booth if they did not know that I had sent him these letters at that exact time? Again, this strongly suggests that someone inside the O.S.B.I. promptly leaked the information I sent to them in good faith.

Other Indications of Corruption and Cover-ups at the O.S.B.I.

I began sending the O.S.B.I. regular e-mails whenever I recalled or discovered new information that might be relevant. In nearly every e-mail, I requested a chance to speak with an O.S.B.I. agent in order to give them more information than I could easily type out. I also called the O.S.B.I. several times and requested a chance to discuss some of the cases I mentioned in my e-mails. I have only ever received one reply to my many e-mails to the O.S.B.I. This reply was an unsigned, two-sentence message advising me not to go to the media with the information I had collected.

I also spoke to a few O.S.B.I. agents very briefly over the phone. But the O.S.B.I. eventually quit returning my calls and e-mails altogether. Suddenly, I began to see headlines about the O.S.B.I. making headway on several of the cases that I had referenced in connection to Perry Floyd. It seems that shortly after I began informing law enforcement about Perry Floyd’s connections to organized crime, a wave of people began coming forward out of the blue to give statements about the very cases I had mentioned.

Most of these cases, like that of Paul and Melody Jones, were cold cases that had not made any significant progress in many years. But within a very short span of time, new witnesses apparently “spontaneously” came forward to give information about several cases. These cases included the disappearances of Lisa Kregear, Wendy Camp, and Cynthia Britto, who had all disappeared in late May of 1992.
I informed a male O.S.B.I. agent over the phone that Perry Floyd recently had been questioned by law enforcement in relation to a murder. Joe Neff, a bar owner from Poteau who was murdered in 2009, had Perry Floyd’s phone number in his cell phone at the time of his murder. The O.S.B.I. agent said that he was working on the Joe Neff case, but he did not seem to know anything about the e-mails I had sent several weeks prior. This agent also was not aware of any of the details concerning Perry Floyd and Joe Neff that were contained in my previous letters, e-mails and phone calls to the O.S.B.I.

Either someone intentionally kept the e-mails I sent from reaching this agent, or the O.S.B.I. is criminally inefficient. Because he had not read the information in my previous e-mails, the agent I spoke to seemed genuinely puzzled toward the end of our conversation. This agent indicated that my phone call to him was the second time in a short span that someone had come forward seemingly out of the blue with new information about the Joe Neff case.

**Summary**

I will discuss these and other cases in relation to other indicators of corruption at the O.S.B.I. a little later. But it should be obvious that the O.S.B.I. cannot be trusted to honestly investigate the crimes of Perry Floyd and his associates. Many internet message board postings concerning crime in Oklahoma and the O.S.B.I. show that a significant number of Oklahoma citizens already suspect the O.S.B.I. of incompetence and corruption.

I’m sure there are honest people working at the O.S.B.I., because I think I’ve dealt with a few of them. But if there are corrupt individuals working alongside of honest individuals at the O.S.B.I., this potentially compromises all of the O.S.B.I.’s investigations.

**OKLAHOMA CITY FBI OFFICE**

The OKC FBI office has been investigating Perry Floyd’s cousin, Franklin Delano Floyd, for several years now in relation to the Michael Hughes abduction and other possible disappearances and murders linked to organized crime. I initially left them a short message several months ago stating that I had information on organized crime in Oklahoma and requesting that they contact me.

**Agent Gary Johnson**

A month or so later, guess who responded requesting more information? Why, it was none other than Perry and Norma Floyd’s close friend of three decades, OKC FBI Agent Gary Johnson.

When I was a boy, Perry and Norma Floyd took my brother and me to a pool party at Gary Johnson’s house in Northwest OKC or Edmond. Later, we attended a “catfish fry” party at Gary Johnson’s new home, a three-story house on a rural property with two ponds “stocked” with catfish. Gary Johnson did not seem to recognize my name when we spoke several months ago, but he did seem to get nervous after I began discussing Perry Floyd.
Gary Johnson directed me to another agent without mentioning that Perry and Norma Floyd were his close friends, which made me suspicious. There’s no way he didn’t remember them, because I recall Perry and Norma Floyd going to other engagements with him that were not “kid friendly.” Dozens of times growing up, I heard Norma Floyd begin a conversation with Perry Floyd with the phrase, “Well, Gary Johnson at the OKC FBI said…” Obviously Norma Floyd and Gary Johnson kept in at least semi-regular contact.

_Hmmm, now why would organized criminals want to hear the latest gossip swirling around the local FBI office? That’s a stumper…_

Gary Johnson directed me to Agent Scott Lobb a few minutes after I began discussing Perry Floyd’s connections to organized crime. If Gary Johnson did not immediately and formally address his friendship with Perry and Norma Floyd with his supervisor after our e-mails and phone conversation, this would be a huge breach of proper protocol. This would also be an obvious indication that Gary Johnson had some reason to want to conceal this relationship.

**Agent Scott Lobb**

Agent Scott Lobb seemed helpful and receptive to the information I had when I first spoke with him. He agreed that there seemed to be a disturbing overabundance of connections between Perry Floyd and several cold cases and disappearances. I offered to compile e-mails that I had already sent to various local law enforcement agencies at that time and forward them to Agent Lobb.

I stipulated that the information in those e-mails was complex and was dated to a time when I had not yet fully researched Perry Floyd and his family. Because of this, I asked that Agent Lobb return my call and speak to me in depth to clarify and expand on the information at a later date. Agent Lobb agreed, and he asked for several days to review the information I forwarded to him. In the meantime, I was to send any new information I found to him as well. Several days later, I addressed Agent Gary Johnson’s lifelong friendship with Perry and Norma Floyd in an e-mail to the attention of Agent Scott Lobb.

After I notified the OKC FBI office of Agent Gary Johnson’s friendship with the Floyds, Agent Lobb began screening my phone calls and not returning my messages. I was only able to speak to Agent Lobb one more time after that, for less than a minute. Agent Lobb told me that he had received my e-mails, and he then claimed to be too busy to go over the details on the phone. He asked for another week’s time to get caught up, but he again agreed to take more information from me at a later date. But after this brief phone call, Agent Lobb began to ignore my repeated requests via e-mail and phone for a chance to go over the information I had already sent as well as even more information that I had not sent.

I continued sending information to the OKC FBI office as Agent Lobb had instructed me to do, repeatedly requesting a chance to speak to someone over the phone. But I did not hear from Agent Lobb or anyone else at the OKC FBI office again until Agent Lobb left me a message a few months after I had originally contacted the OKC FBI. Agent Lobb’s message simply stated
that I “could call his office [back] if I wanted, but the OKC FBI was dropping the whole Perry Floyd thing and would not be investigating Perry Floyd any further.”

Agent Lobb had never contacted me to clarify and expand on the information I had. The information I had forwarded to the OKC FBI was largely preliminary at that point. I made this very clear, and I stressed that it only represented a small fraction of the information which I had not had a chance to explain in detail in writing at the time. It would have been impossible for the OKC FBI office to have conducted any half-way decent “investigation” into Perry Floyd at that point. After all, how could they investigate information that I had not yet given to them?!?

Summary

The flat-out refusal by the OKC FBI office to honestly and thoroughly investigate Perry Floyd and his associates is clear evidence of widespread corruption inside this office. The fact that the OKC FBI office became uncooperative immediately after I mentioned Perry Floyd’s connection to Agent Gary Johnson is also clearly indicative of the OKC FBI’s corruption and collusion with this organized crime ring.

As with the O.S.B.I., I’m sure there are honest, hard-working individuals in the OKC FBI office. Unfortunately, it would only take a few corrupt individuals working alongside these people to conceal or distort facts or otherwise hamper any investigation.

TULSA POLICE DEPARTMENT

Margaret Loveall

I contacted the Tulsa Police Department several months ago as directed by the instructions on the Doe Network’s missing person’s website page for Tracy Michelle Samuels. I called a couple of times and left at least one fairly detailed voicemail for Detective Margaret Loveall, who did not reply. After about a week, I called again and spoke to Margaret Loveall, who claimed not to have gotten my message(s). I told her at length about the connections between Perry Floyd and Tracy Samuels’ disappearance. I also gave her a very brief overview of Perry Floyd’s likely connections to a few other crimes.

During this conversation, Margaret Loveall gave me the distinct impression that she knew or knew of Perry Floyd. She seemed able to anticipate some of the significant details of his life as if she was familiar with them. She also seemed to want to subtly convince me that my information about Tracy Samuels and Perry Floyd was probably just a strange coincidence. However, Margaret Loveall wasn’t aware that I had already connected Perry Floyd to dozens of similar crimes by then, so her efforts to dissuade my pursuit of justice were in vain.

Margaret Loveall had not been the investigator listed on the Doe Network webpage for Tracy Samuels; she explained that she had taken over the case after the retirement of a different Tulsa PD officer a few years prior. As we were getting off the phone, Margaret Loveall indicated that she had a dinner engagement later that evening with the very detective who had handled the
Tracy Samuels case before his retirement. Margaret Loveall said that she planned to go over the details of the Tracy Samuels case with this detective over dinner.

But if Margaret Loveall never got my previous messages, then how would she have known to arrange this dinner before my call to her? Margaret Loveall indicated that she had not worked with this retired detective before taking over the Tracy Samuels case, and that was why she was not immediately familiar with any of the details of the case. How could anyone believe that Margaret Loveall just randomly had a platonic dinner-date with this retired detective, a man she indicated she didn’t know very well, coincidentally on the very same day that I finally got through to her by telephone? Margaret Loveall had apparently been avoiding my phone calls and messages on purpose before I ever even spoke to her; she even went so far as to lie and claim that she hadn’t gotten my message(s)!

At least the OKC FBI and the O.S.B.I. offices had the decency to wait until after I gave them a ridiculously large and disturbing amount of information that seems highly relevant to very serious unsolved crimes they are responsible for solving before they avoided and ignored all of it!

One thing I have learned in my extensive recent dealings with law enforcement is that honest, hard-working law enforcement personnel usually will return your call within a day or two when it concerns something like human trafficking and murder. If it takes over a week and multiple attempts to get ahold of them, as it did with Margaret Loveall and the Tulsa Police Department, it isn’t because they’re suuuuper-swamped with all the other human trafficking and murder cases that came in that week. It’s because they don’t want to speak to you. This means they are either lazy, or they have some interest in preventing you from giving information to them that might help an investigation. In fairness to Margaret Loveall, if she is a corrupt cop “on the take” from organized crime, it could easily mean that she is lazy and has a vested interest in preventing any honest investigation into these crimes.

After Margaret Loveall and I spoke, I was so suspicious of her that I began researching her. I immediately found more indications that she had known or known of Perry Floyd prior to my calls, and that she was likely corrupt and “on the take” from this drug and human trafficking cartel. However, the information I found is of a gossip-y and speculative nature that I won’t stoop to conveying – unless someone asks nicely.

Jillian Roberson

I soon had enough indications of corruption at Tulsa PD that I called Jillian Roberson, the Tulsa PD Public Information Officer, to inquire about who I might speak to other than Margaret Loveall about the case. Jillian Roberson insisted that I explain why I couldn’t just give the information to Margaret Loveall. I explained that Margaret Loveall seemed reluctant to take the information I had, and that I suspected her of being involved in covering up crimes related to organized crime.

Jillian Roberson did not seem shocked or try to deny my accusation of corruption in any way. She simply insisted that I had to go ahead and give all of the information I had directly to
Margaret Loveall anyway. I explained to Jillian Roberson that I had hoped to speak to a supervisor of some sort who could make a decision about an alternative detective with whom I might speak, because I planned to file a statement with Tulsa’s internal affairs department concerning Margaret Loveall.

Jillian Roberson become so exasperated that I wouldn’t simply work with the detective I believed to be corrupt that she actually screamed at me: “He [Margaret Loveall’s supervisor] would not ever make a decision to give the case to another detective!” Jillian Roberson claimed this was because Margaret Loveall was assigned to the Tracy Samuels case, and there was just no way to change that!

Jillian Roberson then refused to give me a name or e-mail address associated with Margaret Loveall’s supervisor or the Tulsa PD Internal Affairs division. She would not even confirm that there were any official Tulsa PD Internal Affairs personnel, staff or liaisons. Jillian Roberson’s hostility and her refusal to do her job and give me the public information I was seeking made it clear that she was likely also corrupt and “on the take.”

**Internal Affairs**

Less than a half-hour after Jillian Roberson refused to give me any information about Tulsa’s Internal Affairs department, I received a call from Richard Alexander, who said he represented Tulsa PD Internal Affairs. I had not given my name or my number to Jillian Roberson during our conversation. The only person at the Tulsa Police department whom I had given my name to at that point was Margaret Loveall. Jillian Roberson must have gotten my name from Margaret Loveall, which would have made Margaret Loveall aware that I was trying to initiate an Internal Affairs investigation of her.

If a law enforcement agency doesn’t return multiple calls and messages regarding human trafficking and murder for a week or more, but they do track down your name and phone number immediately and try to coerce you into giving them the incriminating information you have about their own wrongdoings, that law enforcement agency is likely corrupt.

I exchanged a series of e-mails with Richard Alexander. Initially, Richard Alexander said that the Tulsa PD was opening an investigation into Margaret Loveall. Then Richard Alexander backtracked, and said that he would open an investigation only if I could give him evidence that incriminated Margaret Loveall.

I explained that I was uncomfortable giving any information to the Tulsa PD. Richard Alexander at first suggested that I give my information to the O.S.B.I. However, when I said that I would prefer to give my information concerning corruption at Tulsa PD to other state and federal law enforcement agencies, Richard Alexander pressed me many times to give the information to him instead. I had to tell Richard Alexander at least three times that I would not give information about Tulsa PD’s corruption directly to that same agency.

Richard Alexander also said that he had contacted both the O.S.B.I. and the FBI to see if either agency was investigating Tulsa PD for corruption. This strikes me as very odd. The whole point
of having an internal affairs department is to initiate investigations into your own police department and root out corruption. The internal affairs department at the Tulsa Police Department seems willing to see if other people have information concerning their corruption, but they aren’t willing to look for any evidence themselves.

Summary

Margaret Loveall avoided speaking with me about the Tracy Samuels case and lied on multiple occasions. Jillian Roberson screamed at me and was openly hostile to me after I indicated possible corruption at Tulsa PD. And Richard Alexander equivocated about the existence of an Internal Affairs investigation while practically harassing me for any incriminating information linking members of the Tulsa PD to organized crime. These coordinated actions are clearly indicative of people working to cover up the corruption of the Tulsa Police Department.

I will discuss more details of the Tulsa Police Department’s likely corruption related to organized crime a little later.
LI’L HITLER: THE LIKELY CRIMES OF PERRY FLOYD EXAMINED MORE FULLY

Perry Floyd has a history of and reputation for violent and sadistic acts, as well as seemingly endless connections to cold cases and unexplained disappearances.

Violence Against Family Members

Perry Floyd has an established history of “accidentally” harming his family members. When Perry Floyd was a child, his younger brother Danny Floyd had gotten to choose the flavor of ice cream their mother would make. I think it was Danny Floyd’s birthday. Danny Floyd chose vanilla, a flavor that Perry Floyd hates. Later that day, Perry Floyd snuck up behind his younger brother and jumped off of a large rock, stabbing Danny Floyd in the back with a sharpened pencil as he did so. The lead tip of that pencil is still lodged in Danny Floyd’s back.

Perry Floyd has always gotten a special thrill out of “accidentally” harming me. When I was seven, he “accidentally” threw me headfirst into a ceiling fan. The ceiling fan had just been installed – at O.S.B.I. employees John and Donna Hardridge’s house – and was on its highest setting. The metal ceiling fan blade that struck me bent significantly, and I still have the scar behind my right ear from this “accident.” Despite the fact that I lost consciousness, I was not taken to the hospital, even though there was a nurse present who would have known about the likelihood of a concussion.

A few years later, on Christmas morning, Perry Floyd “accidentally” shocked me with an electric cattle prod that Norma Floyd gave him. Perry Floyd also liked to lunge at me with a revving chainsaw during the many weekends of my childhood and adolescence that we spent doing ranch work on various properties. Norma Floyd insisted that this was just a hilarious joke; but if I had not always been wary of Perry Floyd and jumped out of the way, I would have more scars to prove the seriousness of his violent behavior.

Murder and Torture of Animals

While living in rural Wellston, Perry Floyd shot a neighbor’s cow and her newborn calf. One morning while I was waiting for the bus, I saw our neighbor Jim Holmes’ cow give birth and lick the placenta from her calf. I told Norma and Perry Floyd about it that night at dinner. The next evening, Jim Holmes called the Sheriff out to his house to report that he had heard two gunshots, that he saw Perry Floyd leaving the area where the gunshots came from carrying a shotgun, and that when he reached the area, he found his cow and her newborn calf dead from shotgun blasts.

Perry Floyd admitted that he had been on or near Jim Holmes’ land and had fired two shots from his shotgun; but he claimed that he had been shooting at a stray dog and had definitely not hit any cattle. We lived in a very rural area with less than a dozen neighbors in walking distance. But Perry Floyd would have you believe that someone else snuck out and murdered the two animals I brought to his attention the day before.
Perry Floyd’s bizarre half-alibi did contain a nugget of twisted truth: Perry Floyd loves to shoot stray dogs! I’ve also seen him swerve to try to run over turtles or other animals on the road. He even backed up once to squash a turtle that had narrowly avoided his truck tire on his first attempt. Taking joy in torturing and murdering animals in this way is a common feature of many serial killers.

The Cousin’s Wife

Norma Floyd also told me that Perry Floyd has a cousin whose wife was raped and murdered. I met this cousin once at another Floyd family reunion in Ada, but I do not remember his name. However, it should be fairly easy for anyone with access to the proper databases to research and determine if any of the spouses of Perry Floyd’s family members are murder victims.

Perry Floyd acted oddly energized and nervous around this cousin whose wife had been killed. Norma Floyd explained that Perry Floyd had known this cousin’s deceased wife in high school, and he was seeing his cousin for the first time since she was found raped and murdered in her own home. Norma Floyd also indicated that the police “never caught the guys who did it.” Norma Floyd used the plural noun “guys” in a way that indicated that she knew there was more than one perpetrator of this horrific crime.

The fact that Perry Floyd’s cousin’s wife was raped and murdered in her own home means her assault and murder were not crimes of opportunity, and she was likely intentionally targeted by her attacker(s). This implies that this woman’s murderers knew her or knew of her before they attacked her. Norma Floyd also once said that there were only eight people in Perry Floyd’s graduating class. There were seven boys and one girl, and “the girl belonged to [Perry Floyd].” This cousin’s wife may be the same girl that Perry knew and “owned” in high school, which obviously would indicate a motive of simple jealousy if Perry Floyd ordered her death or otherwise participated in this crime.

Paul and Melody Ann Jones

Perry Floyd, his first wife, and their two sons lived in Tecumseh for many years, just a few miles down Highway 9 from Earlsboro. After Perry Floyd and his first wife divorced, he married Norma Floyd (née Claxton) and relocated to Wellston around 1984 or 1985. In 1997, Perry and Norma Floyd moved to Earlsboro, where they currently still reside.

In May of 1983, when Paul Jones was murdered and Melody Jones disappeared, Perry Floyd would have been either in the last years of his first marriage of the early years of his divorce from his first wife, Pam Floyd. Either way, Perry Floyd would have been intimately familiar with Earlsboro, the next town over from him, where Paul Jones was murdered and Melody Jones vanished. Since Melody Ann Jones likely travelled along the nearby highways frequently to get to her job in Seminole, Perry Floyd may have known her from his time as a Highway Patrol officer.
Paul Jones was British, and he lived with Melody Ann Jones in a house on 119th street in Earlsboro. The houses on this street in Earlsboro are sporadic and few. Perry Floyd’s statement that he had “beat the shit out of an English guy and his little ol’ lady” on this very rural road could not have been in reference to any other couple.

Paul and Melody Jones’ vacant house was believed to contain lingering forensic evidence from Paul Jones’ murder. But a “grassfire” in the lot surrounding this house likely destroyed or damaged any forensic evidence. The article that described this suspicious fire indicated it occurred in the mid-90s. This is around the same time that Perry Floyd bought a trailer attachment to pull behind his truck; this trailer attachment was a huge gas tank that could hold a few hundred gallons of gas.

As retired law enforcement, Perry Floyd would have known that forensic testing had improved since 1983. The “grassfire” that destroyed this house could have easily been set by gasoline from the tank Perry Floyd bought around this time, and of course the fire itself seems disturbingly beneficial for whoever killed Paul Jones and abducted Melody Jones.

Perry Floyd’s first marriage ended, in part, because of his frequent overnight and weekend "hunting" trips. Odd comments that members of the Floyd family have made over the years have indicated that he used these “hunting” trips as an alibi to conceal abductions and murders that took place far away from his home.

It is likely that Perry Floyd’s anger over his failed/failing first marriage caused him to break his previous pattern of taking long trips to commit murders and to strike closer to his home in Tecumseh. This may be why Paul and Melody Jones were targeted. It was soon after this occurrence that Perry Floyd moved away from Tecumseh and retired (at a suspiciously young age) from the Highway Patrol. Perry Floyd may have suspected someone was "catching on" to him after the death of Paul Jones and the disappearance of Melody Jones, and that is why he left his job with the Highway Patrol and his home in Tecumseh.

Finally, let’s not forget that my implication of Perry Floyd’s involvement in the Paul and Melody Jones cases seems to have sparked a leak from someone at the O.S.B.I.

Pamela Dawn Tinsley

After Perry Floyd’s divorce from Pam Floyd, I believe he lived in Oklahoma City or Edmond. Pamela Tinsley may have been targeted in part as symbolic "revenge" against Perry Floyd’s first wife, who is also named Pam. Perry Floyd was not happy about having to pay child support to Pam Floyd.

I read that the last people to see Pamela Tinsley alive "seemed intimidated and anxious" about describing the man on the motorcycle that she left with reluctantly. Perry Floyd seems to have often targeted young women with criminal records and blackmailed them into having sex with
him, distributing drugs, or performing other acts for the Floyd’s criminal enterprises. If Perry Floyd was using his badge to intimidate and blackmail Pamela Tinsley and her friends in a similar way, this would explain the witnesses’ reluctance to describe the man on the motorcycle in greater detail, as well as Pamela Tinsley’s reluctance to leave with him.

**Rozlin and Fawn Abell**

The investigation into Paul Jones’ murder and Melody Jones’ disappearance in 1983 was led by the Sheriff of Pottawatomie County at the time, Paul Abel. Rozlin and Fawn Abell disappeared from Bethany on July 25, 1985. Rozlin and Fawn Abell may have been targeted two years after Sheriff Paul Abel’s investigation because of the similarities in their last names, in “revenge” for the investigation into the Paul and Melody Jones cases. Perry Floyd may have blamed Sheriff Abel for his displacement from his home in Tecumseh and his sons, his divorce from his first wife, and/or his early retirement from the Highway Patrol.

Just like Tracy Samuels, Rozlin and Fawn Abel told their family they were going out to look for a job at the time they disappeared. Also similar to Tracy Samuels is the fact that Rozlin and Fawn Abell did not specify what type of job they were searching for, where they were searching for it, or who they hoped might hire them. If any of these women were coerced into prostitution or other illicit work by Perry Floyd and/or his associates, they would certainly be inclined to keep the specifics of their “job” or job hunt secret.

Rozlin and Fawn Abell’s brother came home on the afternoon of July 25, 1985, and overheard his sisters talking as they were leaving. Their brother remembers one of the girls saying, “Hurry up. They're waiting for us down the street.” This indicates that Rozlin and Fawn Abell met with multiple individuals who were known to them before they left their house that day. The fact that whoever met Rozlin and Fawn Abell that day was waiting down the street for them also indicates that these people did not want to be seen picking up the Abell sisters at their house. It also implies that Rozlin and Fawn Abell understood or at least didn’t question this need for secrecy. Again, this suggests engagement in illicit activities by some or all of the parties involved.

If former Sheriff Paul Abel is still alive, it might be beneficial to seek his opinion and see if he knows Perry Floyd, and if so, if he remembers anything odd about him. Also, Rozlin and Fawn Abell were redheads, and I have heard it said often that Perry Floyd “has a thing for redheads.” In fact, there are a disproportionately high number of "Jane Doe" women whose bodies have been recovered in Oklahoma with descriptions of red or reddish hair. Although I don’t believe Perry Floyd targeted redheads exclusively, he may definitely have preferred them.

**Kathy Engle**

The case of Kathy Engle, who was abducted from Shepherd Mall on April 23, 1986, has many connections to Perry Floyd: Shepherd Mall is located in northwest OKC, near where I believe Perry Floyd had lived previously.
Engle's body was found in Sayre, OK. Perry Floyd is oddly revenant about Sayre. I think he may have attended school or worked there for a while. Perry and Norma Floyd even bought a time-share property and a vacant lot at the Red River Ranch in Sayre in the eighties or nineties. This is where Perry and Norma Floyd planned to retire at the time. This is also the location that Perry and Norma Floyd’s law enforcement friends, John and Donna Hardridge and Cleo and Paula, talked about retiring to at one point.

Engle's car was found in Tucumcari, NM. Perry Floyd has a very odd habit of saying "Tucumcari" almost musically, and he asks about the town specifically whenever anyone mentions travelling through New Mexico. Perry Floyd also smoked cigarettes at the time, and cigarettes with testable DNA were found in Engle's car.

Eugene Sinclair from Sayre may have been a witness to Engle's abductors. Eugene Sinclair describes one of the men in particular as "just looking evil something terrible" and "evil coming off him." I know that's a subjective description, but that is EXACTLY how Perry Floyd looks when he's not putting on his "good guy" persona. My friends who have met Perry Floyd always say he "looks evil," so much so that they call him "Lil' Hitler."

Although the men Sinclair saw may have been heavier than those described at Shepherd's mall, they were light-skinned and darker-skinned, and they fit the other descriptions of Perry Floyd and his “cousin.” Perry Floyd and/or one of his accomplices in law enforcement could have easily tampered with these suspects’ weight descriptions to disguise himself and this “cousin.”

Eugene Sinclair also thought he saw the men in a modern-style white town car similar to the one that James Floyd owned and that Perry Floyd and this “cousin” both wanted for their own. For some reason, the presence of the white town car led investigators to disregard Eugene Sinclair’s sighting ‘because Engle had been abducted in her own yellow Colt.’

However, it is quite logical that if two murderers dump a body in Sayre, OK, but the victim's car ends up Tucumcari, NM, that the murderers were in two cars. One murderer drove Engle's stolen Colt, and the other followed in the white town car (or another car). When the murderers ditched the Colt in Tucumcari, they would have needed a ride back to Oklahoma, so two cars just makes sense. Murderers don’t usually take long bus rides right after ditching a vehicle used in a homicide.

The fact that the Sayre police ignored Eugene Sinclair's tip because of the presence of the white car makes it likely that Perry Floyd knew people on the Sayre police department at the time, since he spent so much time in the town. It is entirely possible that Perry Floyd had accomplices in law enforcement in Sayre at the time, and that may be why Kathy Engle’s body was dumped in that particular rural location.

Tracy Samuels
Tracy Samuels was last seen getting into a white flat-bed Chevy or GMC pick-up truck driven by a man with dark hair and a mustache in the 700 block of West 49th street in Tulsa on February 17, 1993. In 1993, Perry Floyd matched this description, although his hair has since gone white/grey. Perry Floyd also bought a white flat-bed pick-up truck from a dealership in Tulsa only a few blocks away from where Samuels was last seen, just a little while after she disappeared. It is highly probable that Perry Floyd abducted Tracy Samuels while 'test-driving' the truck that he later purchased.

This would ensure that Perry Floyd was not a suspect during the immediate aftermath of Tracy Samuels’ disappearance, because he did not yet own the truck matching the description of the one in which Tracy Samuels was last seen. But by buying the same truck later, Perry Floyd still got to enjoy his serial killer “trophy,” the truck itself. This attachment to a vehicle that was likely used in an abduction and murder echoes the attachment Perry Floyd had to the white car that was likely used in Kathy Engle’s abduction and murder.

Tracy Samuels and her husband were reportedly involved with cocaine. Perry Floyd had a procurement job for the Oklahoma National Guard at the time of Tracy Samuels’ disappearance, which he was likely using to smuggle in drugs, including cocaine, for trafficking purposes. As a procurement officer for the National Guard, Perry Floyd would have constantly been receiving large parcels sent from arms, ammunition, and other military supply dealers. People who deal in arms, ammunitions and military supplies are sometimes also involved in dealing drugs, especially if these dealers are based internationally. Perry Floyd’s procurement position would have allowed him to receive illicit packages from these individuals on a regular basis. But it also would have given Perry Floyd the opportunity to deny involvement if drugs were ever discovered in a shipment, since he was ordering items for his job and not for his personal use or to his personal address.

Joe Neff

In recent years, Perry Floyd has acted as "manager" to his son Chuck Allen Floyd’s country and western band. This has required Perry Floyd to travel around Oklahoma and the surrounding states quite a bit. Although Perry Floyd is now 65 years old, he is in relatively good health and could still be committing murders. Perry Floyd often travels alone to and from Chuck Floyd’s "gigs" at bars, casinos or other performance venues. It is therefore reasonable to suspect Perry Floyd’s involvement in disappearances or murders connected to bars and venues of this type.

One of Perry Floyd’s capacities as "manager" of Chuck Floyd’s band has been to negotiate with the managers/owners of venues to set up concerts and agree on payment. Perry Floyd has frequently become angry when his offers have been refused or when he thought he was being "shorted." Perry Floyd apparently had at least one unsatisfactory financial arrangement with Joe Neff, the owner/manager of the Long Branch Saloon south of Poteau, who was murdered in May of 2009.
I recall that around this time, Perry Floyd took a phone call from a detective about what Perry Floyd described as "a robbery gone wrong" at one of the bars at which Chuck Floyd’s band had played. Apparently Perry Floyd’s phone number had been in Joe Neff’s cell phone at the time of Joe Neff’s murder. Perry Floyd then elaborated: “He [Joe Neff] was kind of a stingy old fella. If someone’d tried to rob him, he’d a probably put up a fight.” This statement seemed to indicate that Perry Floyd had some idea of the details of Joe Neff’s murder.

This statement also shows that Perry Floyd’s sympathy was firmly aligned with Joe Neff’s murderer(s) and not Joe Neff himself. Perry Floyd described Joe Neff’s likely desire not to be robbed as evidence that Joe Neff was “kind of a stingy old fella.” Not wanting to be robbed and defending oneself from attackers is not evidence of stinginess or frugality. But I bet it would seem stingy to the criminal(s) who wanted to take Joe Neff’s money.

Perry Floyd’s statement about Joe Neff also reads like a defense of the criminals who tried to rob and then murdered Joe Neff. The implication is clearly that if “stingy old” Joe Neff had simply given the thieves the money they were after instead of fighting back, the robbery wouldn’t have had to escalate to murder.

After the phone call regarding Joe Neff’s murder, Perry Floyd began growing his hair long for the first time in his life. This was completely out of character for him, as he had voiced a lifelong hatred of men with long hair. Perry Floyd likely began growing his hair out (and later cutting it himself) so that his hair trimmings could not be retrieved and tested for DNA matches to Joe Neff’s crime.

Perry Floyd also sold the large white van which he had been using to haul around Chuck Floyd’s band and/or their instruments and equipment around this time. Perry Floyd likely sold the white van after Joe Neff’s murder because this was the vehicle used to abduct Joe Neff and/or transport his body to the site at which it was dumped. If Joe Neff was injured at his bar in Poteau and then transported somewhere else to be executed, there was likely also testable DNA in this vehicle that could have directly linked Perry Floyd to this murder.

Joe Neff’s body was found bound by wire and hard plastic zip ties. Many years ago, Perry Floyd bought a pack of hundreds of hard plastic zip ties. Perry Floyd used a few of these zip ties during ranch work on his cattle properties, and then I never saw the huge bundle of zip ties again.

Joe Neff’s body had been bound, weighted and dumped in a body of water. This is an indication of organized crime’s involvement, as most people do not have all the supplies necessary to easily dispose of a body this way on hand at any given moment.

The O.S.B.I. also claims that Joe Neff’s body had suffered multiple blasts to the back of the head and neck from different guns, including a shotgun and a handgun. This indicates that Joe Neff was killed “execution style” by more than one person. Joe Neff must have been bound before he was killed, as there would be no reason to bind Joe Neff with wires and zip ties if he was
already dead. Likely more than one person was involved, since two different types of guns were used. It is highly unlikely that a single killer would bind Joe Neff, shoot him with one gun, and then switch to another gun and shoot him again.

Multiple murderers would also better explain the careful disposal of Joe Neff’s body. In addition to the wire and zip ties, duct tape was wrapped around Joe Neff’s mouth and head, and his body was attached by a chain to a cement block. The elaborate disposal of the victim’s body does not fit the profile of a first time killer acting on his own and driven by simple, petty greed. Rather, this suggests the involvement of organized crime.

Cover-up of Joe Neff’s Murder

Right after I informed the O.S.B.I. of Perry Floyd’s likely involvement in Joe Neff’s murder, new information ‘miraculously’ came in directly to the O.S.B.I. about this very same crime. It seems that after four years of investigative dead ends, “new witnesses” came forward to say that Joe Neff had indicated his ex-wife and her brother in an extortion plot before his death. According to these new witnesses, Joe Neff even had the seemingly prophetic foresight to state explicitly that if any foul play befell him, his ex-wife and her brother, Raymond Larry Nichols, should be considered suspects.

Much about the accounts of these “new witnesses” implies a cover-up. At the time that I gave them information about Joe Neff and Perry Floyd, the O.S.B.I. had described the case as having “gone cold” due to a lack of leads and information. The O.S.B.I.’s investigation of the Joe Neff murder was so “cold” that they were even advertising a $5,000 reward for any information that could lead to a conviction.

So why did the “new witnesses” wait four years to come forward with such detailed information? Joe Neff’s murder and the resulting investigation had been highly publicized locally. If these “new witnesses” knew Joe Neff, then they would have obviously known how important this information could be to solving his murder.

The only plausible explanation for waiting four years to come forward is that these “new witnesses” had some reason to cover up their very specific “knowledge” of the circumstances of Joe Neff’s death. The “new witnesses” came forward almost immediately after I implicated Perry Floyd in Joe Neff’s death. The O.S.B.I. had apparently already leaked other information I had sent to them at this time in an effort to help conceal Perry Floyd’s crimes, so the story of these “new witnesses” is automatically suspect.

Doesn’t it seem unrealistically convenient that Perry Floyd’s buddies at the O.S.B.I. just happened to find these new witnesses with the stunningly detailed and prophetic “last words” of Joe Neff that turned the investigation away from Perry Floyd at the exact time I had implicated him? This is an obvious indication of a cover-up of Perry Floyd’s involvement in the Joe Neff murder by the O.S.B.I. and potentially these witnesses, and it is not the only such indication.
The O.S.B.I.’s other questionable actions on this case also imply a cover-up. The O.S.B.I. claims that after the “new witnesses” came forward, they called in the Oklahoma Highway Patrol dive team to search the waters in which Joe Neff’s body was found. (Remember, Perry Floyd has been drawing a substantial retirement check from the Oklahoma Highway Patrol for about three decades now, despite his retirement at the young age of 35.) The OK Highway Patrol dive team found a pistol “in the silt” around where Joe Neff’s body was found. Within weeks, they had matched the serial number on this gun to Raymond Larry Nichols’ deceased common-law wife. The O.S.B.I. also completed the autopsy on Joe Neff’s body and the forensic analysis of the bullet pulled from his neck in those same few short weeks. The O.S.B.I. matched this bullet to the gun they found in the silt, if one can believe it. (No one should believe it.)

It is beyond inconceivable that this “avalanche” of new information just happened to fall into the O.S.B.I.’s lap right after I implicated Perry Floyd!

To begin, why did the O.S.B.I. wait four years to have the OK Highway Patrol dive team search the area where Joe Neff’s body was found for a weapon? There was no new information in the statements of the “new witnesses” that indicated a gun was disposed of in the water with Joe Neff’s body.

What motivated the O.S.B.I. to call in the OK Highway Patrol dive team out of the blue after four years of not doing so? Isn’t it protocol – and common sense – to search for a weapon in the immediate vicinity in which a murder victim’s body is found? It would be even more critical to any honest investigation to search this area immediately in Joe Neff’s case, given that his death was obviously a murder committed by someone with a meticulous approach to disposing of evidence.

The first articles I read described Joe Neff as having been shot fatally once in the back of the head by a shotgun blast. But the O.S.B.I.’s newer accounts claim there were two distinct gunshot wounds, one from a shotgun and one from the pistol supposedly traced back to Raymond Nichols’ deceased wife. So why would the killer(s) dispose of only the pistol along with the body and not the shotgun, when they were so meticulous about disposing of the other physical evidence of this crime?

The reason the O.S.B.I. didn’t call in the OK Highway Patrol or someone else in 2009 to search for a weapon when they discovered Joe Neff’s body is likely that they simply didn’t want this case to be solved. Perry or Norma Floyd could have easily passed a message to their friends in the O.S.B.I. that this case should not be honestly or thoroughly investigated immediately after Joe Neff’s death.

The O.S.B.I.’s offer of a $5,000 reward for information on this case gives the appearance that the agency is trying to solve this crime. But if there are corrupt members of the O.S.B.I. manipulating this investigation, they would know that if they never solve the case, they would never have to pay any reward.
Once I began informing the O.S.B.I. of Perry Floyd’s involvement in this and other crimes, it became necessary for the corrupt members of the O.S.B.I. to misdirect the investigation away from Perry Floyd. The promise of a $5,000 reward might explain how the “new witnesses” became motivated to come forward after all this time with such specific, reward-criteria-meeting information. These “new witnesses” conveniently provided much-needed misdirection away from Perry Floyd at a critical time, at least in the eyes of his corrupt former colleagues and close friends at the O.S.B.I.

The Backhoe Driver and the Bodies under the Shop

In the spring of 2013, I sent an email to the O.S.B.I. describing an odd occurrence from my adolescence. I stated that there are likely multiple bodies buried beneath a shop that Perry Floyd built in the backyard of the Wellston home in which we lived.

Perry Floyd demanded that no one but he and Norma Floyd could be near our Wellston home when “his friend with a backhoe” came to level out a plot of earth that would become the foundation of this shop. The excuse Perry Floyd gave was that kids “made the backhoe driver nervous.” The backhoe driver “didn’t want a bunch of kids running around” while he worked, according to Norma Floyd. It struck me as very odd at the time, because my brother and I were not young or disobedient children; there was no danger of us going outside if we had been told to simply stay indoors.

My brother and I were sent next door to our grandparents’ house, which did not have a clear view of the area in which the backhoe driver was to work. Our younger cousins, who lived nearby but almost never came to our house, were also made to wait inside our grandparents’ house that afternoon while this backhoe driver worked.

Perry and Norma Floyd even told my maternal grandparents not to come over to see the work being done. The pretense for this was that my grandparents needed to “watch” the grandkids. It became clear to me when I recalled all of this that Perry and Norma Floyd did not want anyone getting a view of exactly what the backhoe driver was doing.

Perry Floyd poured a large slab of concrete over the area immediately after the backhoe driver finished his work. Other odd comments and behaviors that Perry Floyd exhibited during the building of this “shop” have made it clear in retrospect that Perry Floyd placed multiple bodies beneath its concrete foundation. By sequestering us at my grandparents’ house, Perry and Norma Floyd prevented any other members of our family from seeing the bodies being placed in the ground and covered up by the backhoe driver.

Cynthia Britto, Wendy Camp, and Lisa Kregear

Wendy Camp, her 6-year-old daughter Cynthia Britto, and her sister-in-law Lisa Kregear, were last seen in 1992. In the spring of 2013, the O.S.B.I. received a tip and recovered the remains of
these three people from a deep hole that was originally dug by a “backhoe tractor” for a septic tank.

A few weeks later, the O.S.B.I. announced the arrest of Grover Prewitt as an accessory to murder after the fact in these three homicides. Grover Prewitt came forward after all these years to implicate his long-dead mother of instructing him to have the backhoe driver fill the hole immediately because she had someone “take care of” these three women. Grover Prewitt claims that he did not look into the hole that contained these bodies as the backhoe driver covered them up, but that he nonetheless assumed that his late mother had these women killed and placed in the hole.

If Grover Prewitt’s mother had these women “taken care of” as he claims, it implies that she hired a hit-man. It is highly likely that someone working for or with Perry Floyd’s organized crime syndicate carried out these murders. It is also highly likely that the backhoe driver who covered up these three bodies is the same backhoe driver that Perry and Norma Floyd used to cover up the bodies beneath the shop in the backyard of their Wellston home.

The Oklahoma Girl Scout Murders

The gruesome rapes and murders of three young girl scouts at Camp Scott in 1977 were originally attributed to a man named Gene Leroy Hart. However, Hart was acquitted of the crimes. The account of the “investigation” into Gene Leroy Hart also indicates he may have been targeted as a suspect by overzealous local law enforcement with a grudge against him.

A camp counselor found a note at the beginning of the summer promising to kill three children. The note was considered a prank and was ignored. This indicates that the murderer was so comfortable with killing children that he or she would take months to plan the details of the attack.

The murderer also would have been able to bide their time for the perfect opportunity to commit these horrific acts. The murderer was likely waiting for bad weather so that the sound of the storm would drown out the noise made during the attack.

A camp counselor saw a sliver of light go on and quickly turn off in the woods near where the bodies were found as it grew dark on the night of the murders. The camp counselor said the pinprick of light looked like a flashlight that had most of its surface area covered with tape. Again, this suggests careful planning and preparation for this brutal crime.

The murder scene was gruesome, and the murderer seemed to have left “bloody footprint(s)” at the crime scene deliberately as a “signature” of his work. The gruesomeness of the carnage, the number of children murdered, and the signature footprints further suggest a murderer who methodically planned out the rape, torture and murder of 8 – 10 year olds as a “summer project.” This indicates that the murderer is a hardened, experienced killer, as well as an unrepentantly
sadistic sociopath. Having grown up with Perry Floyd as my step-father, I can say with confidence that this odd mix of controlled rage and methodical cruelty sounds like him.

The bloody footprint also suggests a murderer who is confident that he won’t be caught. This could be illustrative of Perry Floyd’s confidence in his position as a Highway Patrol officer and his connections to Oklahoma law enforcement at the time. The desire to leave a signature on murders like this also suggests an accomplished serial killer with a grotesque sense of artistry or “balance” to his murders.

Finally, the bloody footprint(s) left at this crime scene were left by a pair of men’s “waffle soled jungle boots.” Perry Floyd owned at least two pairs of black, waffle-soled jungle boots during the time I knew him. One pair was newer, and Perry Floyd wore these boots frequently and casually. The other black, waffle-sole jungle boots that Perry Floyd owned were old, scuffed and torn, but Perry Floyd treasured them in an odd and disturbing way. Perry Floyd would sit in nothing but his underwear and polish these boots for hours on end with what I can only describe as a reminiscing, predatory sneer on his lips and a narrow-eyed, far-away gaze in his eyes. The behavior was disturbing and reeked of classic serial killer “trophy” behavior.

Upon learning of the murders at Camp Scott, then-Governor David Boren ordered all available Oklahoma Highway Patrol officers to the scene to help with the investigation. If Perry Floyd was among these Highway Patrol Officers, he could have easily contaminated any evidence linking him to the crime scene and/or steered the investigation in a new direction. Even if Perry Floyd was not at this crime scene, many of his friends and associates were, and these individuals could have similarly interfered with the investigation.

Perry Floyd’s Connections to Oklahoma Politicians

Perry Floyd may even have known Governor David Boren or members of his staff at the time of the Oklahoma Girl Scout murders. One of Perry Floyd’s duties as a Highway Patrol officer was to act as a driver and security detail for Governor David Hall and later Governor David Boren. This arrangement would have given Perry Floyd the opportunity to speak privately with these former-governors and their associates on many occasions without drawing any suspicion on them.

Perry Floyd owned a silver-plated cigar box commemorating Governor David Hall’s inaugural ball, and the box was engraved with a personal inscription to Perry Floyd. Governor David Hall was indicted on federal racketeering and extortion charges, and served 19 months in prison for convictions of bribery and extortion. Of course, racketeering, bribery and extortion are charges that are frequently brought up against members and associates of organized crime.

Perry Floyd also claimed that when Governor David Boren prepared to move to Washington, D.C., in 1979, to serve as Oklahoma’s junior Senator, he invited Perry Floyd to move with him and become his permanent driver and security detail. Perry Floyd claimed that he declined this
offer.

This demonstrates that Perry Floyd has established connections to two very powerful Oklahoma political figures. Obviously these connections would be very beneficial to Perry Floyd and his crime syndicate. Perry Floyd is also friends with other rich, powerful people from Oklahoma that likely helped finance and/or participated in his criminal enterprises. I would happily discuss this likelihood more fully with any legitimate investigator or law enforcement agency interested in investigating and prosecuting these individuals.
VULNERABLE PEOPLE HAVE CONSISTENTLY DISAPPEARED FROM AREAS IN OKLAHOMA THAT PERRY FLOYD HAS FREQUENTED

A pattern has emerged that indicates Perry Floyd has used his status and connections as a former law enforcement officer to target, blackmail and/or abduct vulnerable people, mostly young women who lived in areas nearby or well-known to him. Pamela Tinsley and Tracy Samuels both fit this victim profile. Rozlin and Fawn Abell also fit this victim profile. Even Paul and Melody Jones were likely to have interacted with Perry Floyd at some point when living so close to his home in Tecumseh.

In addition to the preceding cases, there are many more examples of vulnerable, mostly-young women and men who seem to have gone missing from areas near where Perry Floyd lived, worked or frequented. These individuals may have been intimidated or blackmailed by Perry Floyd in connection with his drug and human trafficking or other criminal enterprises, as Pamela Tinsley and Tracy Samuels seem to have been.

Cathy Lyn Shackleford, Arley Bell Killian, and Tina Sanders

The unsolved murders of Cathy Lyn Shackleford, Arley Bell Killian, and Tina Sanders occurred during a time that included Perry Floyd’s years spent living in NW OKC or Edmond.

Coldcaseokc.com Staff Writer Ken Raymond states that:

“Between 1976 and 1986, [an unidentified serial] killer struck at least three times near northeast Oklahoma City, stalking through sparsely populated neighborhoods that had emptied to make way for highway construction.”

As a Highway Patrolman, Perry Floyd would have been required to know which highways were undergoing construction at any particular time. Ken Raymond continues:

“[The unidentified serial killer’s] victims occupied the dark cracks in society's walls, poor and desperate, women willing to lie with strangers in exchange for drugs, booze, food or smokes… They were the easiest of victims, approachable and alone…”

This supports the supposition that targeting vulnerable women would be preferable to Perry Floyd’s organized crime ring. Ken Raymond summarizes that:

“[The unidentified serial killer] turned [the victims] into fuel for his grisly fantasies. Each was dismembered, not with a surgeon's skill but with the rough wisdom of a butcher. He mutilated the face of at least one woman and used the bodies of the other two to play a twisted game with police - scattering parcels of flesh for them to find, then leaving more once they had gone.

“[This guy] took great pleasure in placing the body out to be found and taunting police and making sure that the portions that he wanted found were found. ... They were placed in
areas where he knew they would be found for their shock value,” said Oklahoma City police cold case Inspector Kyle Eastridge.”

These displays of flashy, grotesque torture, mutilation and murder are reminiscent of the Oklahoma Girl Scout murders and Franklin Delano Floyd’s murder of Cheryl Commesso. Ken Raymond describes the scene that led to the first victim’s discovery:

“About 3 p.m., three Standard Drilling Co. workers got bored while waiting for a colleague. Gene Shores suggested to Jimmy Bishop and Decho Duke that they kill time by exploring a vacant house at 325 NE 8.

"Who knows?" he told Bishop. "We might find a dead body." “

The men broke into the deserted house that Gene Shores had suggested they explore, and they did indeed find a woman’s dismembered body.

Perry Floyd’s father James Floyd retired with significant wealth a few decades ago from a job in NW Oklahoma City that was described vaguely as “in the oil industry.” It seems like more than coincidence that three oil industry workers from NW Oklahoma City who likely knew James Floyd just happened to stumble upon this crime scene. It seems even more unlikely that Gene Shores would have been able to “predict” that they would find a dead body inside that very house on that very day.

Ken Raymond describes the circumstances that led to the human remains in this house being identified a decade later:

“Finally, in 1993, Andra Medina called the police. Her cousin, Cathy Lyn Shackelford, had been missing for 17 years. Medina had held off on calling the police because her mother said it wasn't her place; Shackelford's immediate family should make the call. When her mother died, though, Medina could wait no more. She contacted police.

Shackelford's remains were identified that same day. [...] DNA tests confirmed the match…”

Andra Medina’s mother’s reluctance to allow her daughter to contact police about Cathy Shackelford’s disappearance implies that she did not want police or public attention drawn to this case. This could indicate that Andra Medina’s mother was aware of or even involved in criminal enterprises associated with Perry Floyd’s organized crime ring, and that she feared possible retribution from him.

Ken Raymond states that Inspector Kyle Eastridge thinks this serial killer is: “someone who lived in the area, someone who knew the area pretty well. I mean, if you think about taking body parts and placing them around in public, you would almost have to be comfortable with the area you're in, because that's something that's certainly going to draw attention if someone sees you.”
Not only did Perry Floyd live in Oklahoma City briefly during this time period, but his parents James and Lorene Floyd lived in Oklahoma City throughout most of the 1980s. Perry and Norma Floyd also worked in Oklahoma City for years.

According to Ken Raymond, police pointed out a number of other similarities between these crimes, including:

- “Shackelford and Killian each had a distinctive incision through the center of the lower lip.
- Killian and Sanders' body parts were intentionally scattered at different intervals.
- The women were dismembered, and certain body parts, including sexual organs, were never found.
- All were left within a mile of each other in a predominantly black neighborhood.
- All were known prostitutes […]
- All were young American Indian women with the same body type.
- Each death occurred in the spring.
- By all indications, there was at least one other similarity: The killer didn't rush with the butchery. "There is evidence to suggest that this person took his time with the victims and may even have toyed with their bodies, at least post-mortem, not to mention the time it would've taken to dissect them into pieces," Eastridge said.”

All of these similarities align with the portrait of Perry Floyd that emerges from his seemingly endless connections to these cases: that of a brutal and sadistic, yet organized and methodical serial killer. Ken Raymond also notes that Inspector Eastridge thinks there is a high likelihood that these three cases do not represent the entirety of this serial killer’s victims.

Nancy Jean Medina and Meredith Ann Medina

Inspector Eastridge’s assumption that there may be more cases linked to the three above seems spot on. Cathy Shackleford’s cousin was named Andra Medina. Nancy Jean Medina was last seen on August 3, 1984, and she is presumed to have met with foul play. If Nancy Medina was related even distantly to Andra Medina or Cathy Shackleford, she may have been known to or acquainted with Cathy Shackleford’s murderer.

This would have been right around the time that Perry Floyd began seeing Norma Jeanetta Claxton, as they were married by the next May. There appears to be a symbolic similarity in the names of Norma Claxton and Nancy Medina, as there was with Pamela Tinsley and Rozlin and Fawn Abell. Both are women with two-syllable, five-letter first names that begin with the letter ‘N’ and end with an open vowel sound. Their middle names, Jean and Jeanetta, are also obviously derivative of each other.

Nancy Jean Medina may have been targeted simply because her name rolled off the tongue in a similar way to Norma Jeanetta Claxton’s name, and Perry Floyd was just beginning his
relationship with Norma Claxton. Given the similarity between Pamela Tinsley and Perry Floyd’s ex-wife Pam Floyd’s names, this could easily be viewed as some sort of horrific courtship ritual. Some men bring flowers or chocolates on a first date; perhaps Perry Floyd kills a woman with a name similar to his date’s name in lieu of such a gift.

Another grotesquely “romantic” twist to the case of Nancy Jean Medina’s disappearance is that of her daughter, Meredith Ann Medina. Four and a half years after Nancy Medina’s disappearance, sixteen-year-old Meredith Ann Medina disappeared from her home in Midwest City on Valentine’s Day of 1989. Meredith Medina’s disappearance and likely death could have been a grisly “sequel” to her mother’s disappearance years before, as well as a disturbing Valentine’s Day “gift” from Perry Floyd.

I was presented with awards yearly at Harrah High School’s annual banquet honoring academic achievement. Perry and Norma Floyd attended these banquets with me. At one such banquet, Perry Floyd chose our seats at a particular table because he was friends with two of the men who were already seated at the table with their families. One of the men that Perry Floyd sat by that evening was the father of a student named Matt Trow.

I knew Matt Trow from high school and during college, and he dated and lived for many years with a young woman named Ivy Medina. Ivy Medina once told me that she had family members who had gone missing. These missing family members were probably Nancy Medina and Meredith Medina. Matt Trow’s father, who was Perry Floyd’s friend, likely knew the Medina family. This establishes a possible connection between an associate of Perry Floyd and these missing women.

**Teresa Cupps**

Twenty-year-old Teresa Gail Cupps disappeared from Oklahoma City in 1977. Teresa Cupps matches the profile of vulnerable women who may have met Perry Floyd and consequently met with foul play.

Missing person’s website the Doe Network states that:

> “During the mid-1970s, Teresa Cupps lived in Girlstown, a juvenile shelter in Tecumseh Oklahoma.”

Perry Floyd also lived in Tecumseh during the mid-1970s, and as a Highway Patrol officer, he likely interacted with both personnel and juvenile offenders from Girlstown like Teresa Cupps. The Doe Network continues:

> “[Teresa Cupps] was convicted of grand larceny in 1975 under the name Kimbi Boyd and given to the custody of the Department of Corrections. She was reportedly using heroin and working as a prostitute at the time.”
Teresa Cupps’ grand larceny conviction, her multiple aliases/assumed identity, her apparent ability to consistently find heroin, and her work as a prostitute all make it highly likely that Teresa Cupps encountered members of Perry Floyd’s organized crime syndicate at some point. These details also establish that Teresa Cupps was a likely candidate for intimidation or blackmail by Perry Floyd or other corrupt law enforcement aligned with this crime syndicate.

The Doe Network further explains that:

“[Teresa Cupps] stopped reporting to her parole officer in 1977, and a warrant was issued for her arrest. Thirteen years later… the state dropped the charges against [Teresa Cupps]. […] Investigators are trying to find Cupps, but all public record for her ends in 1975.”

If all public record of Teresa Cupps ends in 1975, how is it documented that she stopped reporting for parole two years later in 1977, and that a warrant was subsequently issued for her arrest? The disappearance of all public records for Teresa Cupps indicates an extensive and organized attempt to obscure the details of her life. This further indicates the involvement of an organized crime syndicate with extensive connections to Oklahoma law enforcement and the Oklahoma Justice system in a cover-up attempt, as these entities were largely responsible for maintaining copies of many of Teresa Cupps’ public records.

Sandy Pathresa Rea

Seventeen-year-old Sandy Pathresa Rea was last seen in Shawnee on September 19, 1984. Shawnee is just a few miles directly north of Tecumseh, where Perry Floyd lived with his first family for many years prior. Sandy Rea was last seen leaving a bowling alley on foot in search of a ride. Sandy Rea was described as someone who often hitchhiked and accepted rides from strangers. As such, Sandy Rea also fits the profile of a vulnerable young woman who disappeared from an area that Perry Floyd frequented in both his personal life and his job as a Highway Patrol officer.

Sandy Rea also has a symbolic name connection to a friend of Norma Floyd. Norma Floyd is and was at the time close friends with a woman named Sandy Brown. Perry Floyd likely met Sandy Brown in the late summer of 1984 when he began seeing Norma Floyd – right around the time that Sandy Rea disappeared. Sandy Brown and Sandy Rea are both women named Sandy with one-syllable last names. Just as in the cases of Pamela Tinsley, Rozlin and Fawn Abell, and Nancy Jean Medina, Sandy Rea demonstrates a continuation of the pattern of significant similarities in the names of missing women and women who were prominent in Perry Floyd’s life at coinciding times.

Kassaundra Denise Williams Patterson

During the time that Perry Floyd was a Highway Patrol officer living in Tecumseh, he was likely
routinely assigned to cover vast distances and traverse a variety of different routes on the highways near his home. This means that Perry Floyd would have likely been very familiar with most of the western part of the state, including Tulsa and the surrounding communities.

On May 5, 1988, Kassaundra Denise Williams Patterson’s three young girls woke up to find their mother missing from their apartment in Haskell, Oklahoma. Haskell, Oklahoma lies right off of Highway 62 East between Tecumseh and Tulsa. This is an area through which Perry Floyd likely travelled often in his many years with the OK Highway Patrol.

Kassaundra Patterson was never seen again. In 1988, Perry Floyd was living with Norma Floyd, my brother, and myself in Wellston, Oklahoma. Because Perry Floyd had been our step-father for several years at that point, Norma Floyd asked my brother and me if we wanted Perry Floyd to adopt us. Norma Floyd explained that our last names would change from ‘White’ to ‘Floyd’ if this hypothetical adoption occurred. My brother James was agreeable to the idea, but I objected strongly enough that the adoption plan never materialized.

Once again, there are significant symbolic similarities to the name of an unexplained disappearance in an area that Perry Floyd frequented and a prominent person in Perry Floyd’s life – specifically, me. ‘Dennis W.’ refused to legally become Perry Floyd’s ‘son’ around the same time that Kassaundra ‘Denise W.’ Patterson disappeared. Perhaps Kassaundra Patterson was targeted out of symbolic “revenge” for my rejection of Perry Floyd’s offer of adoption, similar to how Pamela Tinsley, Rozlin and Fawn Abell, Nancy Jean Medina and Sandy Rea may have been targeted.

Kassaundra Patterson’s mother also received a call on Mother’s Day in 1989 that has never been explained, although it is believed the call may have come from Kassaundra Williams or the individual(s) responsible for her disappearance. It clearly has been established that Perry Floyd would have been the type of showy, cocky murderer to make such a call, if only to taunt Kassaundra Patterson’s mother on Mother’s Day.

Tammy Dawn Risenhoover

According to the Doe Network, 26-year-old Tammy Dawn Risenhoover “disappeared under suspicious circumstances in early 1984. At the time she was associating with a local motorcycle gang.” Tammy Risenhoover disappeared from Tulsa, OK, a city with which Perry Floyd is exceedingly familiar. Tammy’s association with a local motorcycle gang hints at her likely connections to members of Tulsa’s criminal underbelly, including Perry Floyd’s organized crime ring.

Donna Kay Kingston

Like Tammy Risenhoover, 21-year-old Donna Kay Kingston also disappeared under suspicious circumstances in early 1984. Donna Kingston is from Tahlequah, Oklahoma. Perry Floyd is very
familiar with the Tahlequah area, as our family often vacationed there sporadically for many years.

According to the Doe Network:

“Donna left in her mother’s car, a 1980 red 4 door Mercury Monarch. She told a couple of her family members she was leaving and told her grandmother she would call her when she got to [Tulsa]. The call never came. She had met a man from Tulsa who told her if she would go to Tulsa she could make some money. She has not been seen or heard from since.”

Like Rozlin and Fawn Abell and Tracy Samuels, Donna Kingston disappeared after giving her family a vague account of a possible job offer and leaving on her own accord. Again, this implies secrecy about the type of “work” being offered. The fact that both Donna Kingston and Tracy Samuels were “offered work” and presumably disappeared from Tulsa further links these crimes.

Linda Sue Davis

Another mother of three, Linda Sue Davis, went missing from a club in Claremore, Oklahoma, after being seen in the company of an unknown white male on January 7, 1976. Claremore is situated northeast of Tulsa off of I-44, in an area that Perry Floyd would have been very familiar with from his travels as a Highway Patrol officer.
AUSTRALIAN MURDERS CONNECTED TO PERRY FLOYD

Unsolved Serial Murders in Australia

Perry Floyd also travelled to Australia on multiple occasions in the 1980s and 1990s. Perry Floyd claimed that these trips were somehow necessary as part of his job as a procurement officer for the Oklahoma National Guard. It is hard to imagine a legitimate function of Perry Floyd’s “supply procurement” job that would have necessitated sending him across the globe a half dozen times or more.

Not surprisingly, as with most of Perry Floyd’s other travels, there are unsolved murders in Australia from around the same times that Perry Floyd travelled there. Specifically, the Claremont serial murders of 1988 and 1996 – 1997 and the Bowraville serial murders of 1990 and 1991 seem to coincide with Perry Floyd’s travels to Australia.

I know for a fact that Perry Floyd was in Australia between 9/13/90 and 10/4/90, a time-span that includes two of the Bowraville murders. I also know that Perry Floyd was away from home, supposedly on business trips, in early June of 1996 and mid-March of 1997, which match two of the dates of the Claremont Serial Killer.

I do not have specific recollections of the other trips that Perry Floyd took to Australia. But I can say with certainty that the frequency, duration and spacing of the dates of these unsolved serial murders match closely the frequency, duration and spacing of Perry Floyd’s other trips to Australia to the best of my memory.

The Claremont Serial Murders

The ‘Claremont serial murders’ refers to the unsolved murders of two young Australian women and the unsolved disappearance of a third woman in 1996 and 1997. All three of these women were abducted after leaving the same nightclub in Claremont, Australia.

These murders bear a symbolic name similarity to the case of Linda Sue Davis, who disappeared from a club in Claremore in January of 1976. Sarah Spiers, the first of the Claremont serial murderer’s known victims, also disappeared after leaving a club, in January of 1996.

Jane Rimmer disappeared from Claremont on June 9, 1996. I distinctly remember that Perry Floyd was away from home for an extended period of time “on a business trip” during early-to-mid June of 1996. I remember this because I attended a week-long civic leadership camp called Boys’ State sponsored by the American Legion during the summer of 1996. Perry Floyd was away on a “business trip” while I was at this camp.

On March 14, 1997, Ciara Glennon disappeared from Claremont. Perry Floyd was also out of town on a “business trip” at this time. I remember because this was the week of the State speech, drama and debate tournament my senior year, and Perry Floyd scheduled a “business trip” for the
dates surrounding this event, just as he had with my trip to Boys’ State the previous summer.

The Bowraville Murders

The Bowraville murders took place in Bowraville, Australia, in 1990 and 1991. The victims, Colleen Walker, Evelyn Greenup, and Clinton Speedy-Duroux, were all members of a close-knit Aboriginal community called “The Mission.” All three victims disappeared after they had left parties at The Mission.

The first murder occurred on September 13, 1990, and the second murder occurred just two and a half weeks later on October 4, 1990. I know for a fact that Perry Floyd was on an extended “business trip” to Australia during this time period.

I remember this trip specifically because it was Perry Floyd’s longest trip to date, and I treasured the times that Perry Floyd was away from home. Because this trip lasted several weeks and carried over into October, I remember hoping Perry Floyd would stay gone through Halloween. Instead, Perry Floyd returned from this trip in early or mid-October.

Colleen Walker’s body has never been found, but her clothes were found weighted and discarded in the Nambucca river. This disposal is clearly methodical and reminiscent of other crimes to which Perry Floyd is connected, including Joe Neff.

The bodies of the other two Bowraville victims were eventually discovered. Autopsies indicate that “both suffered blunt force trauma to the head.” Four-year-old Evelyn Greenup’s autopsy also noted a skull injury that was “consistent with a forceful penetration by a sharp instrument.” Perry Floyd is connected to similar cases that demonstrate an eagerness to carefully plan and execute the grisly torture and murder of small, innocent children like Evelyn Greenup.

Around this time, Perry Floyd also had the habit of slipping a hammer through a loop on the front of his work overalls so that it was always with him. Any standard hammer with one flat side and one sharp side could have caused both blunt force trauma and forceful penetration by a sharp object. Perry Floyd could have bought a hammer anywhere in Australia without raising any suspicions, and he could have easily cleaned it off and carried it home in his luggage as his “trophy.” I have other reasons to believe Perry Floyd used a hammer in some of his murders; however, for now, I am exercising discretion about these particular details so as not to interfere with a potential investigation.

There are also indicators of possible corruption among the law enforcement that investigated the Bowraville murders. The Missing Persons report filled out by Colleen Walker’s parents was “not taken seriously by police,” who took no formal action and did not engage in any search. Any Missing Persons report should obviously be investigated right away, since the probability of finding a missing person decreases significantly with each passing hour they are not located.

A man named Thomas Jay Hart was accused of two of these crimes. Prosecutors presented two
supposed confessions to these crimes, which were presumably produced by local law enforcement. But jurors were not convinced, and Thomas Hart was acquitted -- twice. If two sets of jurors all agreed to acquit Thomas Hart, they must have had some reason to doubt the validity of the two “confessions” he supposedly made to police. This suggests the possibility of corruption among the law enforcement that produced these “confessions.”

Summary

All of the victims in the Claremont serial murders and the Bowraville murders were abducted after leaving a particular area under similar circumstances. This establishes that both of these murderers employed a similarly predatory “hunting” pattern that was calculatedly opportunistic in a way reminiscent of other crimes to which Perry Floyd is connected.

If one assumes that organized crime is organized globally in our modern world, it is not hard to believe that Perry Floyd might have access to corrupt members of law enforcement in Australia and many other places. Perry Floyd was likely travelling to Australia in relation to one of his drug and human trafficking enterprises. It is likely that Perry Floyd was involved in these murders, and they conceivably could have been carried out for the purposes of human trafficking or simply for Perry Floyd’s pleasure.
PERRY FLOYD HAD A VERY BUSY 1996-1997

Jane Rimmer disappeared from Claremont, Australia, on June 9, 1996; four days later, on June 13, Crystal Gayle Dittmeyer disappeared from Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

Ciara Glennon disappeared from Claremont, Australia, on March 14, 1997; four days later, on March 18, Jamie Michelle McChurin disappeared from Muskogee, Oklahoma.

Perry Floyd was on “business trips” at the times of all four of these murders. I suppose if one’s life revolves around murder, as Perry Floyd’s does, it is entirely possible to commit an abduction, murder and/or body disposal in Australia, board a flight back to Oklahoma, and be rested and energized enough to commit another abduction, murder and/or body disposal within a four day time span. This way, Perry Floyd could maximize the alibi of his extended “business trips.”

There are other connections between Perry Floyd and the above cases, as well as other murders and disappearances from 1996 – 1997.

Crystal Gayle Dittmeyer

Crystal Gayle Dittmeyer disappeared under suspicious circumstances during the time that Perry Floyd was on a “business trip” in early- and mid-June of 1996. I remember this because this business trip of Perry Floyd’s overlapped with my trip to the American Legion’s Boys’ State civic leadership camp.

Crystal Dittmeyer’s step-father, Benjamin Harry Crider, Jr., denied any involvement in Crystal’s death for many years. Benjamin Crider was tried and convicted for Crystal’s murder in 1998; in 2001, the Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals struck down this conviction. Benjamin Crider was re-tried in 2004, but the judge in this case declared a mistrial. During Benjamin Crider’s third trial, he suddenly changed his story and confessed to the murder, accepted a plea deal, and was released from prison a little while later.

Indications of Organized Crime’s Involvement in the Crystal Dittmeyer Case

Much about this case indicates the involvement organized crime. Benjamin Crider was a nurse at the State Department of Health, which for some reason allowed him the use of a State Health Department vehicle from the motor-pool of the Coroner’s Office. If Benjamin Crider was an employee of the State Coroner’s Office, obviously this would make him a potential person of high value to an organized crime ring. A Coroner or Medical Examiner’s office has the power to declare that a murder has been committed and to spark an investigation. Employees of these offices are also able to prevent accurate police investigations into crimes by manipulating crime scenes and evidence, or by “ruling out” murder as a possibility in suspicious deaths.

Benjamin Crider was likely “on the take” and manipulating crime scenes and evidence or
otherwise aiding Perry Floyd’s organized crime syndicate in his capacity as an employee of the State Health Department. This makes it likely that Benjamin Crider was engaged in other illicit activity with this crime ring. Human trafficking appears to make up a large portion of Perry Floyd’s criminal enterprises. The majority of human trafficking occurs for the purposes of rape and sex trafficking, including child sex trafficking.

Indications that Crystal Dittmeyer was being Sexually Abused

The State of Oklahoma put forth the implausible theory that Benjamin Crider killed Crystal Dittmeyer in a fit of rage after she used his shower without permission.

However, there are indications that Crystal Dittmeyer may have been the victim of sexual molestation by child sex traffickers working for Perry Floyd’s crime syndicate. Five complaints had been sent to the State Department of Human Services child welfare division indicating that Tammi Jean Crider allowed Crystal Dittmeyer to be “looked after” by unsavory or unfit “caregivers.” There is also an unconfirmed account of Crystal Dittmeyer acting out by deliberately setting fires around her neighborhood, which could be a symptom of psychiatric trauma if Crystal Dittmeyer was being molested or coerced into child prostitution.

If one believes the account of Crystal Dittmeyer’s eight-year-old brother, who would have had no obvious reason to lie, then Tammi Crider also appears to have taken actions to cover up her daughter’s death. The fact that Tammi Crider took Crystal Dittmeyer’s brother shopping after he had seen his sister’s lifeless body indicates that she was trying to distract her son while Benjamin Crider disposed of Crystal Dittmeyer’s body. This shows that Tammi Crider did not become overly emotional upon learning of her daughter’s death. Instead, she executed a plan to remove a potential witness and provide a window of opportunity for disposing of the evidence of her daughter’s murder.

If Benjamin Crider killed Crystal Dittmeyer spontaneously in a fit of rage, why would Tammi Crider feel inclined to help cover this up instead of mourning for her daughter? Tammi Crider would have known that she would face scrutiny after her daughter’s disappearance. Tammi Crider must have had some personally beneficial reason for wanting to conceal Crystal Dittmeyer’s death. If Tammi Crider had been actively or even passively allowing her daughter to be sexually abused and/or forced into prostitution by the “caregivers” that she employed, this would explain her immediate actions to cover up her daughter’s murder.

The Likely Location of Crystal Dittmeyer’s Body

My observations of Perry and Norma Floyd during this time period suggest a likely explanation for Crystal Dittmeyer’s disappearance.

When I returned from the Boys’ State camp in June of 1996, Perry Floyd was returning from an extended “business trip” at the same time. I distinctly recall that Perry and Norma Floyd were
both anxious and very active at this time. I got the distinct impressions at the time that something unexpected had happened while Perry Floyd was unreachable on his “business trip,” that Norma Floyd had addressed whatever had happened while her husband was away, and that they were both concerned that Norma Floyd had not handled the situation satisfactorily. At the time, I thought that whatever unexpected event had occurred was related to Perry and Norma Floyd’s cattle ranching endeavors.

I did not understand Perry and Norma Floyd’s apparent need for secrecy when discussing this problem in my presence until I recalled other significant details from this time period. Like most of the families that lived around us in rural Wellston, we did not have a municipal trash removal service, so we had always disposed of our household trash at an illegal dump just northeast of our Wellston house.

Immediately after Crystal Dittmeyer’s disappearance, Perry Floyd declared that we were not to utilize this dump ever again, for any reason. Perry Floyd immediately hired a trash service to begin picking up our garbage from our driveway, which was an expensive service, since we lived in a very rural area. Perry Floyd also threatened to “bust my ass” if he “ever caught me” using the illegal garbage dump around the corner again. I did not even pass by this garbage dump, let alone deposit trash there, unless I was directed to do so by Perry or Norma Floyd. I did not understand Perry Floyd’s concern that I might suddenly disobey him and go hang out at an illegal garbage dump.

Perry Floyd explained that investigative teams from Oklahoma were “searching through trash dumps” like the one we had been using for Crystal Dittmeyer’s body, and he did not want them to find any discarded papers or mail that could be traced back to our family. At the time, he said this was because he did not want to get a fine for littering. But the trash service that Perry Floyd had hired would, over time, cost much more than any ticket or fine for littering. It is likely that Perry Floyd knew Crystal Dittmeyer’s body had been placed in the dump around the corner, and this was why he didn’t want our family connected to the site.

When Perry Floyd arrived home from his “business trip” that weekend, Norma Floyd hurriedly explained that she needed to talk to him about a phone call she had received about a “calf that had come early.” Based on her unusual sense of urgency, I’m quite sure Norma Floyd was indicating the death of Crystal Dittmeyer in coded language when she made this statement. Perry and Norma Floyd’s other odd behavior at the time of Crystal Dittmeyer’s disappearance indicates that Crystal Dittmeyer’s death was the unexpected event that had occurred while Perry Floyd was away on his “business trip” and unreachable.

Perry and Norma Floyd did not employ anyone to watch over the few small herds of cattle that they owned in various parts of the state. So who would have contacted Norma Floyd to alert her to the routine birth of a calf, and why was this so urgent to convey to Perry Floyd? Perry and Norma Floyd moved to their bedroom to continue their conversation in private, which was also
unusual. Perry Floyd then left the house under the pretense of attending to this newborn calf, and he returned about an hour later.

I knew at the time that Perry Floyd had not travelled to any of the properties on which he kept cattle that night, because the closest of these properties was an hour and a half’s drive away. Perry Floyd had not been gone long enough to even reach the closest property on which he kept cattle, let alone to return from there. I distinctly remember his quick return because, as I have mentioned, I cherished every minute that Perry Floyd was not in my presence. I had been counting on his absence for at least three hours that evening, and I was disappointed by Perry Floyd’s early return home.

After his return that night, Perry Floyd declared the ban on the garbage dump around the corner and announced his intention to hire a trash collection service. All of this occurred before Perry Floyd had even brought in his suitcases from his “business trip.”

All of these events occurred on a Saturday or Sunday immediately after I returned from Boys’ State. I remember because I left again the next Monday or Tuesday for cheerleading camp.

The pictures that follow are from this cheerleading camp’s “yearbook.”

The preceding picture on the left confirms my attendance at this camp. (I’m the blond cheerleader in the center of the front row.) The preceding picture on the right confirms that the date and location of this camp exactly match my recollection of these details.

Perry Floyd also left on another “business trip” that week. Perry Floyd and I were only home for that weekend and possibly that Monday before we both left again. When I returned home the next weekend, two significant changes had occurred that now indicate the final resting place of Crystal Dittmeyer’s body.

Upon returning home from cheerleading camp, there was either a washer or a dryer missing from its usual spot in the garage at our Wellston house. Norma Floyd claimed that the appliance had stopped working, and that she had it “hauling off” while Perry Floyd and I were out of town.
This is the type of work that Perry Floyd would almost always do for himself and enlist my brother and I to help with, so I didn’t understand why Norma Floyd had paid someone else to do it.

There was also a new feature in the middle of our front lawn when I returned home from cheerleading camp. A picture follows that depicts a tree that Norma Floyd had planted while she was staying at home by herself that week.
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It was also extremely odd that Norma Floyd had this tree planted while Perry Floyd was out of town, because Perry Floyd, my brother and I had done all of the previous landscaping on the Wellston property. Norma Floyd even had Perry Floyd’s “friend with a backhoe” come out and dig a deep plot of earth to make the bed of the tree.

Norma Floyd warned me that the fertilizer on the top of this bed of earth “smelled really bad sometimes.” Norma Floyd indicated that I shouldn’t worry if I detected a foul odor coming from the area of the tree because of this. It seemed like Norma Floyd rushed to have this tree planted, just as she had rushed to have the old washer or dryer “hauled away.”

If Crystal Dittmeyer was being sexually abused and/or coerced into child prostitution and was unhappy about it, this would provide a motive for killing her. It is entirely likely that Benjamin Crider had planned to hand over Crystal Dittmeyer to Perry Floyd for this purpose upon Floyd’s return from Australia in June of 1996. Perry Floyd was likely planning to use Crystal Dittmeyer for his human trafficking enterprises, and he may have even been planning to pay Benjamin and Tammi Crider for handing over Crystal Dittmeyer to him.

If Benjamin Crider was sexually abusing Crystal Dittmeyer and planning to have her killed, he may have tried to violently rape her “one last time” on the day of her death. This would explain why Benjamin Crider had defensive wounds at the time of Crystal Dittmeyer’s disappearance. This scenario also explains why Tammi Crider was not shocked or upset by her daughter’s death, and why she seemed to view the death as a nuisance problem to be covered up instead of the tragedy it was. With Crystal Dittmeyer dead, she would not be of use to Perry Floyd’s human
trafficking ring; as a result, Benjamin and Tammi Crider would not receive any payment that the Floyds likely promised them.

This scenario also explains why Norma Floyd used the phrase about a “calf that had come early” in her coded explanation of the events to Perry Floyd. Crystal Dittmeyer was the metaphorical “calf,” and she had “come early” by dying a few days before she was supposed to be handed over to the Floyds.

If Benjamin Crider accidentally killed Crystal Dittmeyer a few days before she was supposed to be handed over to Perry Floyd, Benjamin Crider might have tried to contact Perry Floyd or his associates to help dispose of the body. Since Perry Floyd was on a “business trip” and unreachable at the time, the decision of what to do with Crystal Dittmeyer’s body likely fell to Norma Floyd. In her husband’s absence, Norma Floyd likely instructed Benjamin Crider and/or others to dispose of Crystal Dittmeyer’s body in the illegal garbage dump around the corner from our Wellston house.

Benjamin Crider was said to be gone about two hours during the time he is thought to have disposed of Crystal Dittmeyer’s body. Norma and Perry Floyd’s house in Wellston is about forty-five minutes’ drive from Oklahoma City. This means Benjamin Crider could have handed Crystal Dittmeyer’s body over to someone or disposed of it himself in the garbage dump near Perry Floyd’s house in Wellston in enough time to be back home in two hours.

When Perry Floyd came home that weekend, he likely inspected Crystal Dittmeyer’s corpse in the dump in order to develop a permanent disposal plan for this incriminating evidence. Later that week, Norma Floyd and possibly other accomplices likely carried Norma Floyd’s old washer or dryer to the dump. They likely placed Crystal Dittmeyer’s body in this large appliance and placed it in the back of a pick-up truck. This would ensure that forensic evidence and the smell of decay did not taint any vehicle used to move Crystal Dittmeyer’s body.

Norma Floyd and her accomplices then likely carried this appliance back to the Wellston house and quickly buried it in the hole that had been dug up by Perry Floyd’s “friend with a backhoe” to plant this tree. This would ensure that they did not have to travel long or far to dispose of the decaying body, and they would certainly not encounter any law enforcement on the way.

After this week, Perry and Norma Floyd shared an inside joke that Norma Floyd had “really earned” the new washer or dryer that replaced her old one by seeing to these “chores” while Perry Floyd was out of town. Perry Floyd also took over all of the lawn mowing duties because he didn’t want me “disturbing” this newly planted tree. This was highly unusual, because Perry Floyd enjoyed forcing me to do extensive yard work and work on his cattle ranching properties in order to “build my character.”

A little over a year after Crystal Dittmeyer’s disappearance, Perry and Norma Floyd had sold their house in Wellston and relocated to the house they currently own in Earlsboro. This move
likely was motivated in part because Perry and Norma Floyd did not want to become suspects if search dogs ever discovered the smell of human decomposition at the garbage dump near their Wellston home where Crystal Dittmeyer’s body had originally been placed.

Benjamin Crider died in his parents’ home in Marion, Kentucky, on May 28, 2008. No cause of death was listed in Benjamin Crider’s obituary. Benjamin Crider was only forty-nine at the time, and I have found no indication that he suffered from any significant health problems. If Perry and Norma Floyd were involved in helping to dispose of Crystal Dittmeyer’s body, then Benjamin Crider’s seemingly mysterious death at a relatively young age was very fortuitous for them, because it removed yet another potential witness who could have connected Perry and Norma Floyd to organized crime.

More Corruption at the O.S.B.I.

There are also indications of an O.S.B.I. cover-up of Perry and Norma Floyd’s likely involvement in Crystal Dittmeyer’s disappearance. After repeatedly contacting the O.S.B.I. earlier this year to request a chance to speak to an agent, I eventually received a phone call from Agent Melissa Gann.

Melissa Gann heard some of the information I had concerning Perry Floyd’s connection to unsolved crimes, including the location in which Crystal Dittmeyer’s body was likely disposed. Melissa Gann immediately became audibly nervous. However, she did not press for more information on Perry Floyd’s crimes, and she declined to hear more information on this topic when I offered it to her.

Instead, Melissa Gann asked me for Perry Floyd’s cell phone number. If Melissa Gann had wanted Perry Floyd’s cell phone number as a means of identifying or investigating Perry Floyd, one assumes she could have easily retrieved it at a later date. Instead, I got the distinct impression that she intended to call Perry Floyd and warn him that I knew something about his crimes.

This suspicion was confirmed when I explained that Perry Floyd had not been answering his phone lately. I told Melissa Gann that I thought this meant Perry Floyd might have been tipped off to the information I was giving law enforcement, and that he may have gone into hiding. Melissa Gann immediately seemed relieved when I said Perry Floyd might have already taken steps to avoid capture by law enforcement. Melissa Gann even heaved a sigh of relief and said something to the effect of, “Oh, okay. That’s good to know.”

Melissa Gann got off the phone with me after a promise to follow up with me soon by phone and e-mail. I have not been contacted by Melissa Gann or any other agent or representative of the O.S.B.I. since this phone call.

Barbara Johnson-Willard
Jane Rimmer disappeared from Claremont, Australia, on June 9, 1996; four days later, on June 13, Crystal Gayle Dittmeyer disappeared from Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Four days after Crystal Dittmeyer disappeared, on June 17, 1996, Barbara Ann Johnson-Willard disappeared from Jay, Oklahoma. Barbara Johnson-Willard has not been seen since.

I know for a fact that Perry Floyd was away from home on yet another “business trip” at the time of Barbara Johnson-Willard’s disappearance on June 17, 1996. This “business trip” began just a few days after Perry Floyd’s last “business trip” had ended. I remember this because this second “business trip” occurred at the same time that I attended cheerleading camp the summer before my senior year began.

As with the civic leadership camp that I attended the week before, Perry Floyd had scheduled a “business trip” that completely overlapped with the dates of my extra-curricular activity. I was annoyed that Perry Floyd was out of town during the times I was at these two camps, because that meant that Perry Floyd was more likely to be at home at the same times I was in the near future.

Jay, Oklahoma, is located northeast of Tulsa on Highway 59 in Delaware County. Perry Floyd would have been familiar with this area and this Highway from his time in the Oklahoma Highway Patrol.

Barbara Johnson-Willard’s car was later found abandoned in Delaware County, Oklahoma. Barbara Johnson-Willard’s body was not recovered with her vehicle. This is reminiscent of the cases of Tracy Samuels and Kathy Engle, whose vehicles were both found abandoned after the women disappeared.

Perry Floyd likely intended to rape, torture and murder Crystal Dittmeyer upon his return from his “business trip” in June of 1996. But Crystal Dittmeyer likely died unexpectedly a few days before Perry Floyd’s return. This would have left a professional, experienced and bloodthirsty killer like Perry Floyd unsatisfied, because it denied him the chance to rape, torture and murder Crystal Dittmeyer himself. This could be one reason that Barbara Johnson-Willard disappeared only four days after Crystal Dittmeyer, and only eight days after Jane Rimmer.

Perry Floyd might have also intended for Crystal Dittmeyer to serve some purpose for his human trafficking enterprises. There are indications that Perry Floyd has operated multiple “rape rooms” in Oklahoma fairly consistently, which I will examine fully later on. If Perry Floyd had intended for Crystal Dittmeyer to serve as the victim in one of these rape-rooms, her early death would have made this impossible. Perry Floyd would have needed to procure another victim in this scenario to keep this twisted business going. This might be another reason that Barbara Johnson-Willard was targeted so soon after Crystal Dittmeyer’s disappearance.

**Indications of Another O.S.B.I. Cover-up**
A white pickup truck was seen in Barbara Johnson-Willard’s driveway on the day she disappeared. In 1996, Perry Floyd drove a white pickup truck. The truck seen in Barbara Johnson-Willard’s driveway that day was originally described by law enforcement as pertaining to her disappearance. However, this truck was later explained away as belonging to Barbara Johnson-Willard’s “neighbor’s landlord.” But a landlord would definitely know which properties he or she owned. So why would this “neighbor’s landlord” park in Barbara Johnson-Willard’s driveway, coincidentally on the very day she disappeared?

Unfortunately, this case was investigated by Perry Floyd’s friends at the O.S.B.I. The corrupt members of the O.S.B.I. working for Perry Floyd could have easily misdirected attention away from the white truck intentionally if they had been notified that this vehicle description might lead back to him. This would explain why the white truck was initially promoted as a key clue in Barbara Johnson-Willard’s disappearance before being dismissed entirely by the O.S.B.I.

The O.S.B.I. supposedly used a “new [forensic evidence-gathering] technique” to match both fingerprints and DNA evidence taken from Barbara Johnson-Willard’s car to a man named John Lee Weeks. However, there are indications that the O.S.B.I. falsified or otherwise tampered with this evidence. For example, one would assume that the techniques used to gather a fingerprint are substantially different from the techniques used to collect DNA samples. So what was the specific “new technique” that the O.S.B.I. supposedly used to simultaneously match both a fingerprint and a DNA sample to John Weeks?

The fact that many years passed before these clues “miraculously” were discovered is reminiscent of the O.S.B.I.’s “new witnesses” in the murder of Joe Neff. After years had passed without new leads in these cases, “new evidence” just happened to fall into the O.S.B.I.’s hands and incriminate someone other than Perry Floyd for both of these crimes.

Barbara Johnson-Willard’s case file had “disappeared in 2001, but was found under unknown circumstances in 2005 in a storage room in the Delaware County jail.” The disappearing, reappearing case file of Barbara Johnson-Willard is yet more evidence of corruption in Oklahoma law enforcement personnel, as well as the systematic cover-up of crimes connected to Perry Floyd by these individuals. This is also reminiscent of the way that all of the public records relating to Teresa Cupps seemingly vanished along with her, without any explanation from the law enforcement agencies responsible for keeping these records.

Jamie Michelle McChurin

Ciara Glennon disappeared from Claremont, Australia, on March 14, 1997; four days later, on March 18, Jamie Michelle McChurin disappeared from Muskogee, Oklahoma.

I know for a fact that Perry Floyd was out of town on a “business trip” at the time of both of these murders. I recall this “bursiness trip” distinctly because these dates coincide with the week of the state speech, drama and debate tournaments conducted by the Oklahoma Secondary
School Activities Association (O.S.S.A.A.) my senior year.

Muskogee, Oklahoma, lies southeast of Tulsa off of Highway 69, very close to Fort Gibson. Perry Floyd is familiar with this area both from his travels with the Oklahoma Highway Patrol, and also from time spent at Fort Gibson in relation to his military duties.

Jamie McChurin was a 16-year-old and had a one-year-old child at the time of her disappearance. Obviously, this means Jamie McChurin was sexually active enough to become pregnant at the age of 14 or 15. This is likely an indication that Jamie McChurin was involved in one of Perry Floyd’s child sex trafficking enterprises.

Fort Gibson would have provided Perry Floyd with an ample customer base of young, testosterone-fueled men for such enterprises. These men would have been living on an army base with mostly strangers, isolated from their families, girlfriends, and wider social circle, with steady paychecks that were not necessary for paying their rent or providing their food. Perry Floyd would not allow such a valuable potential revenue stream for his sex trafficking enterprises to go to waste.

Events in Coinciding Alignment

Perry Floyd’s “business trip” in March of 1997 coincided with an important event my senior year, the State Speech, Drama and Debate tournament. Perry Floyd had also taken “business trips” that coincided with my trips to Boys’ State and cheerleading camp the previous summer. It was clear to me at the time that Perry Floyd was intentionally scheduling these “business trips” to coincide with the trips I was taking my senior year.

Norma Floyd spontaneously offered an explanation that Perry Floyd was going out of town at all of the same times I was going out of town that year merely by coincidence. In retrospect, this clearly indicates that Perry and Norma Floyd actually were conspiring to time his business trips to coincide with my extra-curricular school trips. I am somewhat observant, and I have never trusted Perry Floyd. This may be one reason that Perry and Norma Floyd conspired to time his “business trips” with my extra-curricular trips.

However, Perry Floyd has also consistently demonstrated a strong dislike for me, literally since the first day we met, when I was five years old. Our mutual dislike of each other is a well-known aspect of our “family history” that many members of Perry Floyd’s family have commented on over the years. Perry Floyd may have targeted Kassaundra Denise Williams Patterson as some form of revenge against me for rejecting his adoption offer. Therefore, it also seems likely that the dates of all these murders were meant to coincide with important events in my life. This was likely a deliberate plan executed by Perry Floyd as a form of symbolic revenge or punishment directed towards me.

Kirsten Renee Hatfield
Eight-year-old Kirsten Renee Hatfield has been missing since May 14, 1997, from Midwest City, Oklahoma. Perry Floyd travelled through Midwest City often and is very familiar with the area.

Missing Persons website The Charley Project states that “several individuals close to [Kirsten Hatfield] failed polygraphs after her disappearance, but there was insufficient evidence to charge anyone.” This is a strong suggestion that Kirsten Hatfield was another victim of sexual molestation and possibly child sex trafficking. If several people close to Kirsten Hatfield lied to investigators about her disappearance, then they likely all had some knowledge about the details of her disappearance. These individuals also likely had some motivation to cover-up Kirsten Hatfield’s disappearance and perhaps make her disappear. If Kirsten Hatfield was being sexually molested or assaulted by these individuals and was unhappy about it, this could be what prompted these individuals to lie to law enforcement investigators.

The Charley project further states that “Kirsten’s mother was involved with drugs at the time of Kirsten’s disappearance and believes someone she knows, possibly someone connected to the drug culture, abducted the child.” Obviously, this is another indication of the possible involvement of Perry Floyd or an associate of his drug and human trafficking ring in Kirsten Hatfield’s disappearance.

Kirsten Hatfield disappeared on May 14, 1997, just days before my high school graduation ceremony. The timing of her disappearance suggests that Perry Floyd may have targeted Kirsten Hatfield at this particular time as another symbolic “punishment” directed at me, or even as a demented “graduation gift” to me from Perry Floyd.
MORE CASES WITH SYMBOLIC OR OTHER CONNECTIONS TO PERRY FLOYD

There are still more missing persons cases and homicides with connections to Perry Floyd. Many of these cases coincide with the dates of important events in my life, just as in the cases of Kassaundra Patterson, Jane Rimmer, Crystal Dittmeyer, Ciara Glennon, Jamie McChurin, Barbara Johnson-Willard, and Kirsten Hatfield.

Diane Jane Elmore

Diane Jayne Elmore was last seen on August 5, 1990, in Lone Grove, Oklahoma. Lone Grove lies south of Oklahoma City, just off of Interstate 35. Perry Floyd would have been familiar with this area from his time as an Oklahoma Highway Patrol officer.

Pictures of Diane Elmore reveal that she had exaggerated “laugh lines” around her mouth, sharp, sunken facial features, and a very thin, “bony” build. All of these characteristics are often associated with habitual methamphetamine users. Diane Elmore also has a sedated, half-asleep look in one of her pictures that also implies drug use. If Diane Elmore did use drugs regularly, she might have known members of Perry Floyd’s drug and human trafficking cartel.

Diane Elmore disappeared on August 5, 1990, just a little over a week before my eleventh birthday. Diane Elmore represents my first discovery of several missing persons who disappeared about a week before my birthday in different years. Diane Elmore and these other missing persons may represent a murderous collection of symbolic “birthday gifts” from Perry Floyd to me from throughout the years.

Mike James Minor

Mike James Minor was last seen in Noble, Oklahoma, on August 8, 1998. Noble is directly south of Oklahoma City and Norman off of Interstate 35. Perry Floyd is very familiar with this area from both his personal travels and his time in the Oklahoma Highway Patrol.

Mike James Minor was believed to have gone fishing at Lake Thunderbird on the day he disappeared. Perry Floyd is familiar with Lake Thunderbird, which sits off of Highway 9 directly east of Norman. Highway 9 runs through both Tecumseh, the site of Perry Floyd’s former home, and Earlsboro, the site of his current home.

Perry Floyd is also fond of Lake Thunderbird in part because of a symbolic connection between the name of this lake and a symbol associated with his National Guard unit. Perry Floyd was in the Oklahoma National Guard’s 45th Infantry Division. The 45th Infantry’s insignia had once been a four-pronged swastika. People complained that this symbol was also the symbol of the Nazi party, so the 45th Infantry changed its insignia – to the other famous symbol of the Nazi party, the Thunderbird.

Perry Floyd even mentioned the symbolic connection between Lake Thunderbird and this story
of the 45th Infantry’s insignia several times while I was growing up. This demonstrates that Perry Floyd has a tendency to examine the names of things for personally symbolic meanings. This would be a necessary characteristic for a killer who appears to have targeted many victims in part because of the symbolic associations he made to their names.

Mike Minor disappeared in the summer of 1998, likely from Lake Thunderbird. Around this time, Perry Floyd purchased a large poster commemorating the Oklahoma National Guard’s 45th Infantry Division and its symbol, the Thunderbird warrior. Norma Floyd had this poster framed, and it has had a prominent place in their living room in Earlsboro ever since. This Thunderbird poster may serve as a sort of psychological “souvenir” in Perry Floyd’s mind, commemorating the murder of Mike Minor at Lake Thunderbird.

Mike James Minor’s name also has symbolic significance to important people in my life. I have a half-brother named James that I grew up with and a half-brother named Michael whom I have never met. I was shown my half-brother Michael’s picture once as a child soon after he was born, and I have always been vocal about my desire to track down this half-brother and meet him in person. My other half-brother, James White, grew up with me in the Wellston house owned by Perry and Norma Floyd. ‘Mike James’ Minor may have been targeted in part because his first and middle names were the same as the first names of my two half-brothers.

Like Diane Elmore in 1990, Mike Minor disappeared about a week before my birthday in 1998. This may mean that Mike Minor was targeted at that specific time as another symbolic "birthday gift" from Perry Floyd. An alternative but similar possibility is that Diane Elmore, Mike Minor, and Nancy Medina all disappeared in early August as part of a symbolic commemoration of the time of year that Perry Floyd first began his relationship with Norma Floyd in 1984.

YULETIDE GREETINGS FROM PERRY FLOYD

As with the disappearances in early August and the disappearances that coincide with important dates in my life, there are also a number of deaths, disappearances, and rapes that have occurred around mid- to late-December which can be connected to Perry Floyd or members of his family and associates. Some or all of these victims may have been targeted at this particular time of year as another collection of murderous “gifts” from Perry Floyd. After all, what kind of dedicated, industrious serial killer would Perry Floyd be if he let the holidays pass without spreading a little “Christmas fear” around the neighborhood?

Lauria Bible and Ashley, Kathy, Danny and Shane Freeman

On December 30, 1999, sixteen-year-old best friends Lauria Bible and Ashley Freeman disappeared from the Freemans’ home in Welch. Welch, Oklahoma, lies at the junction of Highway 59 and Highway 2 in northeastern Oklahoma. Perry Floyd is familiar with the area
from his time in the Oklahoma Highway Patrol. I know this because Perry Floyd had explained to Norma Floyd how to get to nearby Miami, Oklahoma, to pick me up from the Boys’ State camp in June of 1996 before he left for his “business trip” at that time.

Lauria Bible and Ashley Freeman disappeared from the Freeman’s trailer in Welch the same night that a fire destroyed this trailer. Kathy Freeman and Danny Freeman’s remains were found inside the trailer; they had been murdered before the fire was set.

The specifics of this case give many indications of the involvement of both an organized crime ring and the collusion of corrupt law enforcement with this organized crime ring.

The fact that the Freeman’s trailer was burned down to conceal evidence is indicative of organized crime. This is also reminiscent of the way Franklin Floyd’s trailer was intentionally destroyed by fire to conceal evidence related to this organized crime ring.

Lauria Bible and Ashley Freeman disappeared from this trailer presumably around the same time that Kathy and Danny Freeman had been murdered. This means that the killer had some plan or use for the two young women that necessitated keeping them alive even after Kathy and Danny Freeman had been killed. A human trafficking cartel dealing in underage prostitution would definitely have reason to kidnap Lauria Bible and Ashley Freeman and keep them alive for at least a short while.

There were rumors that Ashley Freeman had been sexually abused prior to her disappearance. This makes it even more plausible that someone intended to coerce or force Ashley Freeman into participating in child sex trafficking, if they had not already done so.

Danny Freeman grew marijuana both for his personal use and for distribution. Some of Danny Freeman’s family members believe he may have been involved with a drug trafficking operation. These family members claimed that Danny Freeman may have “become involved in something out of his control” that ultimately led to Danny and Kathy Freeman’s murders and Ashley Freeman and Lauria Bible’s disappearances.

Ashley Freeman had been working and saving up money to buy a used car. Lorene Bible stated that Ashley and Danny Freeman had been arguing earlier in the month because Danny Freeman wanted Ashley Freeman to purchase a different used car than the one she wanted. This means that Ashley and Danny Freeman had been comparing used cars around the time of her disappearance and his murder. If Danny Freeman was involved in drug trafficking, he and Ashley Freeman may have been looking at used cars that belonged to other members, associates, or friends of Danny Freeman’s drug trafficking connections.

Ashley Freeman reportedly kept a large sum of cash that she had saved up for the used car she planned to purchase in her family’s freezer. Witnesses say Ashley Freeman had saved up as much as $3,000 or $4,000 dollars. Ashley Freeman had supposedly saved up this money from a
part-time job at a convenience store called *Roscoe’s*. But Ashley Freeman had just turned sixteen the day before her murder; she did not yet have her driver’s license. How long and how often had Ashley Freeman supposedly worked at this convenience store to have saved up so much money, given that she was only 16 and Oklahoma’s minimum wage at the time was $5.15 per hour? If Ashley Freeman had been involved in underage prostitution, she could have been given this money over time so that she remained secretive and compliant.

There was no money in the Freeman family’s freezer after the fire, according to authorities. If Ashley Freeman’s abductors had known that she was looking to purchase a car and that she had this large amount of cash at her home for the purpose, they could have stolen this money. If Ashley Freeman’s abductor(s) were involved in drug and human trafficking as well, this would have been an added incentive to target Ashley Freeman.

Jamie McChurin had also spoken to family members about buying a car on the day that she disappeared. It is possible that Perry Floyd or associates of his have often targeted young women that they knew to be searching for a car. This way, they could ensure that each of these victims had a large sum of cash available at the time of her kidnapping. Combining a classic robbery like this with a kidnapping for the purposes of human trafficking would be a way to maximize the criminals’ profit. This would also reduce the criminals’ chances of being caught, since the two crimes would be committed at the same time.

If Jamie McChurin or Ashley Freeman had been working with Perry Floyd or his associates as an underage prostitute, these men would have had some idea how much money each girl had earned. Perhaps after Ashley Freeman had earned $3,000 or $4,000 from these men, they decided to reclaim the money and eliminate her as a potential future witness at the same time.

**Indications of Corruption among Local Law Enforcement**

In 1999, Danny and Kathy Freeman were involved in a heated feud with local law enforcement that began in early January. Kathy and Danny Freeman’s seventeen-year-old son, Shane Freeman, had broken into Lauria Bible’s family home. The Bible family filed a complaint with local law enforcement stating that Shane Freeman had stolen some of Lauria Bible’s personal belongings and money, as well as several firearms, in early January of 1999.

Within days, on January 8, 1999, local law enforcement officer David Hayes shot and killed Kathy and Danny Freeman’s seventeen-year-old son Shane Freeman on an isolated, rural road. Shane Freeman was driving a stolen vehicle that had apparently broken down. Officer David Hayes claims that Freeman reached behind his back and drew out a gun, which is why he had to use lethal force.

However, members of the Freeman family say that Shane Freeman had encountered law enforcement before, and that he had always run away. The Freeman family believes that Shane Freeman’s autopsy shows that David Hayes shot Shane Freeman as his back was to the officer.
This would imply that Shane Freeman was fleeing the scene, as he was known to do, and that he posed no threat to Officer David Hayes.

After Shane Freeman’s death, Kathy and Danny Freeman claimed that several law enforcement officers’ cars were parked near their rural trailer. These claims were supported by additional witnesses. Kathy and Danny Freeman had complained of intimidation and harassment from local law enforcement before they were murdered. Kathy and Ashley Freeman even searched out of state for a new place to live, but Kathy Freeman ultimately decided to ignore the harassment from local law enforcement and return to Oklahoma.

Kathy Freeman was murdered on December 30. Kathy Freeman had made plans to go to the county courthouse on December 31 because the Freeman’s were considering filing a civil suit against the Sheriff’s department in relation to Shane Freeman’s death. Many members of the Freeman family believe that local law enforcement had something to do with Danny and Kathy Freeman’s murders and the disappearances of Ashley Freeman and Lauria Bible.

Officer David Hayes was cleared of any wrongdoing in the case – likely by his friends and co-workers from local law enforcement. David Hayes’ brother is also a local law enforcement officer. David Hayes claims that both he and his brother passed polygraph tests concerning this case. But again, these polygraph tests were likely administered by friends and colleagues of David Hayes and his brother; the validity of these polygraph tests – and even the existence of them – is called into question by this close association. The only thing David Hayes’ statement about “passing polygraph tests” does prove is that there was some reason to believe David Hayes was involved in these deaths and disappearances, and that David Hayes’ brother might somehow also be involved.

There are even more indications of corruption and unreliable investigative work by local law enforcement in other details of this case. To begin, authorities initially announced with certainty that only Kathy Freeman’s body had been found in the burned-down trailer, and that no other human remains were inside the rubble. Danny Freeman was initially promoted by these same authorities as the most likely suspect in his wife’s murder and the disappearance of his daughter and Lauria Bible. But Danny’s Freeman’s body was discovered inside the trailer the next morning.

The official explanation for why authorities did not initially find Danny Freeman’s body is that it was “partially covered with debris.” If the authorities that ‘investigated’ this crime scene overlooked an adult body because it was “partially covered in debris,” the ‘investigation’ could not have been very thorough. The whole point of a forensic investigation is to look through, under, and at the ‘debris’ around a crime scene for tiny clues! Any debris pile large enough to conceal an adult male’s body should have drawn the immediate attention of investigators. This particular debris pile is described as having only partially concealed Danny Freeman’s body, which makes it even more unbelievable that it went unnoticed by trained, experienced law
enforcement authorities.

If local law enforcement officers were involved in Danny and Kathy Freeman’s murder, this would explain why they had reason to conceal the discovery of Danny Freeman’s body. Danny Freeman could not be the prime suspect in this case if he was also a murder victim at the crime scene. The local law enforcement officers who supposedly investigated this case were likely hoping to pin the crime on Danny Freeman to distract from public suspicion that local law enforcement officers themselves had been involved in his murder.

If the authorities who investigated this crime scene have photos from this initial investigation, they should release them now and indicate where and how Danny Freeman’s body was “partially covered in debris.” If authorities do not have photos of this crime scene from this initial investigation, that is highly untypical and indicative of a cover-up.

These same authorities also did not make any effort to secure, protect or preserve the crime scene as demanded by evidentiary chain-of-custody protocols. Jay and Lorene Bible, Lauria Bible’s parents, were able to easily enter the Freeman’s trailer the morning after authorities had searched it. Jay Bible discovered the remains of Danny Freeman. How did this untrained layperson discover a body relatively quickly after trained investigators had overlooked it in a prolonged daylight search?

The Bibles had filed a complaint with local law enforcement concerning Shane Freeman just days before he was killed by a local law enforcement officer. Lauria Bible had disappeared form the Freeman trailer. This would seem to make all of the Bibles at least persons of interest in the case until their involvement could be ruled out conclusively. The fact that members of the Bible family broke into a crime scene and inevitably disturbed evidence therein is therefore highly problematic. The fact that members of the Bible family also found such a huge and critical piece of evidence – the body of Danny Freeman – while doing so is not only problematic, it is also highly suspicious and strongly indicative of a cover-up.

Lorene Bible, Lauria Bible’s mother, also made a statement that contradicts the scenario investigators have promoted about the night Lauria Bible and Ashley Freeman disappeared. Lorene Bible claims that Kathy Freeman took Ashley Freeman and Lauria Bible to dinner at a Pizza Hut in Vinita, Ok, on the night they disappeared. But authorities claim that Kathy Freeman actually took the girls to Big Bill’s Barbecue in Vinita that night.

However, the local law enforcement authorities involved in this case might also have a motivation to distort the facts of the events of this night. Perry Floyd took my brother and me to the Pizza Hut in Vinita, Oklahoma, on several occasions. I believe Perry Floyd may have known the owner(s) or manager of this restaurant. It is possible that Kathy Freeman did take her daughter and Ashley Freeman to this Pizza Hut in Vinita that night.

If local law enforcement was trying to silence the Freeman family, they may have conspired with
Perry Floyd to do so. Perhaps Perry Floyd or one or more of his associates was at that Pizza Hut in Vinita on that same night, and they encountered Kathy and Ashley Freeman and Lauria Bible there. If this was the case, corrupt law enforcement officers would be motivated to conceal the fact that these three women were at the Pizza Hut, because it might lead back to Perry Floyd and/or his associate(s).

DeAnna Dorsey and Ricky Martin

There are likely two more deaths that occurred as a result of the cover-up attempts of these crimes by local law enforcement. The Charley Project states that:

“Several of [Lauria Bible and Ashley Freeman’s] relatives participated in the pilot of the television program What Really Happened in October 2001. The show was not purchased by any of the networks and has never been broadcast. DeAnna Dorsey, a nurse who assisted the Freemans on the night of Shane's death, appeared on the show. [...] Deanna Dorsey’s] daughter was a friend of Ashley in 1999. DeAnna was shot and killed at the hospital where she was employed shortly after returning from the taping. Authorities said that paranoid schizophrenic Ricky Martin murdered her as a result of his anger about the hospital's decision to downsize. Martin was killed by police shortly after DeAnna's murder. Martin and DeAnna reportedly never met one another. Some people believe that DeAnna's death was connected to the Freemans' murders, but the theory has never been proven.”

If DeAnna Dorsey treated Shane Freeman on the night of his death, she could have been a reliable witness supporting the Freeman’s claim that Shane Freeman was shot from behind. Such a witness could have drawn even more scrutiny on the suspicious circumstances of Shane Freeman’s death and local law enforcement’s culpability in it. It’s disturbingly convenient for these local law enforcement officers that Ricky Martin silenced DeAnna Dorsey before she could speak in front of a courtroom instead of just a television camera.

It’s also disturbingly convenient for the local law enforcement involved in this case that Ricky Martin died just after he supposedly committed this act. With the paranoid schizophrenic suspect dead, he certainly couldn’t defend himself.

In essence, the untimely, suspicious death of Shane Freeman at the hands of local law enforcement officers may have prevented the revelation of their involvement with organized crime. The murders of Kathy and Shane Freeman and the disappearances Ashley Freeman and Lauria Bible then directed scrutiny away from the same local law enforcement entity in relation to Shane Freeman’s death. Deanna Dorsey’s murder then directed scrutiny away from this local law enforcement entity in relation to the death of Shane Freeman and potentially all of the other dead and missing Freemans and Lauria Bible. And then Ricky Martin’s death at the hands of this same local law enforcement entity directed scrutiny about DeAnna Dorsey’s murder away from this local law enforcement entity yet again.
There’s no cause for alarm, however, because that same local law enforcement entity has “investigated” itself and has assured the public that none of its members were involved in any of these crimes, in spite of all the indications otherwise.

Laura Melissa Scaggs

Like Ashley Freeman and Lauria Bible in 1999, Laura Melissa Scaggs also disappeared sometime in late December from a community near Tulsa, Oklahoma. Laura Scaggs was last seen by her family in Tulsa on December 25, 1991. Laura Scaggs’ sister posted a note on a message board stating that Laura Scaggs had intended to move to Council Bluffs with her two male roommates from Tulsa at the time of her disappearance. Laura Scaggs and her roommates may have intended to move away from Tulsa to get away from something unpleasant.

Not much information is available about Laura Scaggs or her disappearance. This is suspicious in and of itself, and it indicates a possible cover-up. The Charley Project does state that Laura Scaggs may have used or be using multiple aliases, including the names Melissa Scaggs, Laura Branstetter, Melissa Branstetter, or Melissa Cook. That’s a lot of possible aliases for a woman who was only twenty-two years old at the time of her disappearance. This could indicate a troubled personal life or connections to criminal activity and/or organized crime. If this is true, this might explain why Laura Scaggs and her roommates wanted to move away from Oklahoma before Laura Scaggs disappeared.

Amber Renee Barker and Daniel John Smith

Ten-year-old Amber Renee Barker disappeared on December 18, 1997, from a neighborhood near her home in Oklahoma City. Amber Barker’s bike was discovered in Denniston Park the next day. Amber Barker’s brother Daniel John Smith was likely involved in her disappearance, but he was found dead just a few days later on December 22.

The details of this case bear significant symbolic similarities to myself and two people who were prominent in my life at this time:

- At the time of Amber Renee Barker’s disappearance, I was spending most of my free-time with a girl named Amber Renee Williams. Amber Williams was also known to Perry Floyd because of a friendship and past business relationship between our families.
- My first name is Dennis, and Amber Barker’s bike was found in Denniston Park.
- My middle name is Ray, and Daniel John Smith was found dead in Ray Trent Park. Whenever I socialized with Amber Williams, I usually also socialized with her best friend Trent Uhland. As a result, Norma and Perry Floyd often heard me say that I was going to spend time with “Amber and Trent” around this time.

It is highly likely that Amber Renee Barker was abducted in part because of the similarity between her name and Amber Renee Williams’ name. It is also likely that Amber Barker’s bike
was placed in Denniston Park intentionally because of the park name’s similarity to my own name. These symbolic considerations indicate that Perry Floyd likely targeted Amber Barker as another form of revenge or punishment directed at me. Perry Floyd may have even intended for these gruesome acts to be my “Christmas present” from him that year.

It is likely that Daniel John Smith kidnapped Amber Barker, but it is unclear what happened to Amber Barker after that. Daniel Smith, who had a history of sexual aggression and violence towards women, had been sent to a boot camp for four months as “punishment” for an attempted kidnapping which included a rape attempt. It is likely that Daniel Smith met one of Perry Floyd’s many associates from among Oklahoma’s various military personnel at this boot camp.

Daniel Smith might have been sent to this boot camp specifically for the purpose of establishing criminal associations. It is not inconceivable that men with histories of violent sexual offenses could be steered to a boot camp instead of a cell by an unscrupulous judge. This scenario could serve as a means to recruit new young men as clients for sex trafficking, or even to recruit new members of the organized crime ring itself. The men being recruited would also have the incentive of avoiding a long jail sentence by agreeing to go to boot camp instead.

I know for a fact that Norma Floyd has a close connection to at least one long-time Criminal Court judge from Oklahoma City. One of Norma Floyd’s close friends is a woman named Marsha (possibly spelled ‘Marcia’) Black. Marsha Black worked with Norma Floyd at C.L.E.E.T. for many years. Norma Floyd frequently refers to Marsha Black’s husband as “Judge Black” because he has served for a long time as a justice in Oklahoma’s criminal court system. Judge Black or any other corrupt judge could have easily handed down sentences and issued findings and verdicts that were somehow beneficial to Perry Floyd’s crime ring.

If Daniel Smith had been recruited by Perry Floyd’s crime ring by this or any other means, he could have easily handed Amber Barker over to someone else almost immediately after her abduction. This would explain why Amber Barker’s body has never been found.

Daniel Smith was immediately a person of interest in Amber Barker’s case, but he was found dead just four days after her disappearance. The State Medical Examiner’s office declared Daniel Smith’s death a suicide because he was found hanging from a tree. But it has already been established that Perry and Norma Floyd likely have connections to the State Medical Examiner’s office, so it is probable that this suicide-ruling was just another cover-up of crimes related to the Floyds.

Amber Barker’s disappearance garnered a significant amount of media attention, and even Perry and Norma Floyd’s corrupt friends at the OKC FBI had to at least give the appearance of investigating the crime. Daniel Smith’s death immediately after Amber Barker’s disappearance is an example of yet another untimely death that just happened to occur at a time that would be very beneficial for Perry Floyd and/or whoever else was involved in this crime. With Daniel Smith dead, he certainly wouldn’t be giving any confessions or incriminating any accomplices.
Deaths by Hanging Connected to Perry Floyd

Daniel Smith was found dead by hanging from a tree in Ray Trent Park on December 22, 1997. There are indications Daniel Smith may have been working with human traffickers to abduct Amber Barker. If this is true, the human traffickers were almost certainly connected to Perry Floyd.

Perry Floyd is also connected to two other suspicious deaths of young men by hanging. I am unsure of the names of these young men or their exact deaths, but I have enough information that the details of these men’s lives should be easy to track down.

One of Perry Floyd’s superiors at the Oklahoma National Guard had a teenage son who supposedly hung himself while his parents were away for the weekend. Norma Floyd recounted the story to me, and she indicated that there “had been no warning sign” that this young man was in any danger of committing suicide. Perry and Norma Floyd attended the funeral for this young man, and I recall that Perry Floyd was oddly energized and happy on this occasion. I found it disturbing, and in retrospect, there is every indication that Perry Floyd was in a good mood that day because he was celebrating more of his murderous handiwork.

A few years after this, another young man died from hanging. This young man’s body was discovered in an office or facility owned by Perry Floyd’s brother Danny Floyd. The young man had worked for Danny Floyd’s company Danlin in an office or facility that was either in Texas or in southern Oklahoma near the Texas border. Norma Floyd also recounted this story to me in front of Perry Floyd, and she indicated that the young man had died while attempting auto-erotic asphyxiation. Perry Floyd’s reaction to this gruesome detail was similar to his reaction to his boss’ son’s funeral: Perry Floyd looked exceedingly pleased with himself.

It is likely that Perry Floyd and his criminal associates were responsible for the deaths of both of these young men. A hanging by suicide would be easy for an organized crime ring to fake, especially if local law enforcement and/or medical examiners were on the crime ring’s payroll. By posing the second young man in a manner that suggested he had died while masturbating, Perry Floyd could have added an extra sense of shame or humiliation to the grief with which this young man’s family was already dealing. I believe this was why Perry Floyd grinned so enthusiastically at Norma Floyd’s recounting of this tragic detail.

SUMMERTIME CRIMES CONNECTED TO PERRY FLOYD

Of course, a man obsessed with causing pain and death like Perry Floyd would be active at all times of the year, not just around the holidays. There are even more missing persons cases which date to the summer months and bear some connection to Perry Floyd.

Monique Christine Daniels
Monique Christine Daniels was last seen on June 2, 1992, in Moore, Oklahoma. A witness saw Monique loading clothes into a blue pickup truck driven by a Caucasian male at that time.

Monique Daniels’ mother and step-father, with whom she lived, did not report her missing for eighteen months, supposedly because they believed that she had run away. What kind of parents wouldn’t report their fifteen-year-old daughter missing just because they thought she had run away? The answer seems obvious: Parents who don’t want anyone looking for their fifteen-year-old daughter would not report her as missing.

Monique Daniel’s mother and step-father also claimed that they received two letters and one phone call from Monique after she disappeared. But Monique’s younger sister said that “[Monique Daniels’] step-father made [Monique’s sister] write the letters herself and that the phone call was also a hoax.” Monique Daniels’ younger sister then ran away to live with an aunt in another state the same month that Monique was finally reported missing. This suggests that Monique Daniels’ sister had reason to fear retribution for contradicting her step-father and her mother’s claims.

Monique Daniels’ step-father was a sergeant in the US Air Force at the time of her disappearance. One of the photos of Norma and Perry Floyd near the beginning of this document show the couple dressed to attend Oklahoma’s annual Military Ball. This photo illustrates that Perry and Norma Floyd socialized with Oklahoma military officers and personnel at least somewhat regularly. Monique Daniels’ step-father likely knew or knew of Perry Floyd through their mutual associations with various Oklahoma military personnel.

As with Crystal Dittmeyer, this suggests that Monique Daniels’ step-father and mother were involved in her disappearance. Also similar to Crystal Dittmeyer’s case is the likelihood that Monique Daniels’ step-father knew Perry Floyd or one of his associates from job-related interactions. It is likely that both of these missing girls’ step-fathers and mothers plotted to turn the young women over to Perry Floyd’s drug and trafficking ring for profit, or possibly to pay off debts.

Buffy Mayo

Buffy Sue Mayo was last seen in the early morning hours of July 12, 1994, in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Buffy Mayo reportedly worked as a prostitute, which would have likely made her familiar to law enforcement in the area. Both of these facts make it more likely that Perry Floyd or one of his associates knew Buffy Mayo, since Perry Floyd undoubtedly has connections to both organized criminals and corrupt law enforcement in Tulsa.

I remember that around this time, Perry Floyd returned home from doing “ranch work” with two deep scratches running down the left side of his face. At the time, Perry Floyd claimed to have been “scratched by brush” while doing work on a cattle property. However, the scratches were too deep and too long to have been caused by a stray branch. The scratches were also about five
or six millimeters wide, which is significantly wider than the sharp points found on thorny brush. These scratches were equidistant and ran parallel to each other, beginning just over the top of Perry Floyd’s left eye and streaking down the left side of his face. In retrospect, these scratches were clearly evidence of someone scratching Perry Floyd’s face. Rapists often display scratches similar to those I saw on Perry Floyd whenever their victims fight back, although I was not aware of this significance at the time. I did, however, suspect that Perry Floyd was lying about how he got the scratches.

I recall the timing of this incident as a weekday in early- to mid-July of 1994. I distinctly recall this because at that time, I was not old enough for a driver’s license, and our house in Wellston was very isolated. As a result, I was only visited a handful of times in person by my friends that summer. On the day that Perry Floyd came home with these scratches on his face, two friends of mine had visited me at our Wellston home.

I recall that this was a weekday because my friends timed their visit for the time my parents were supposed to be at work. I also recall that it was a weekday because Perry Floyd usually did his “ranch work” on the weekends. I was surprised that Perry Floyd’s excuse for the scratches on his face involved ranch work, because he was supposed to be at his office job at the National Guard that day.

Like so many women before her, Buffy Mayo may have been targeted as an act of symbolic revenge or punishment directed towards me. I had been a big fan of the movie Buffy the Vampire Slayer. I saw this movie twice in theaters after its release in 1992, and I rented it several times after it became available on video. This would have been around the time that Buffy Mayo disappeared. Perry Floyd knew about my fondness for this movie because either he or Norma Floyd had to drive me to the theater or video rental store several times in order for me to see it. Given that Perry Floyd has apparently attached so much significance to other name similarities between his likely victims and important people in my life, it is likely Buffy Mayo was targeted in part because of her name.

During my friends’ visit that day, I cooked spaghetti and tater tots for our lunch. I burned two fingers on my right hand at the knuckle while removing the tater tots from the oven. When Perry Floyd learned of the burns on my fingers that evening, he kept “offering” to bite these two fingers off of my hand so that I wouldn’t feel the pain from the burns anymore. Perry Floyd insisted that he could easily bite through two human fingers, and Norma Floyd found this incredibly funny for some reason.

From that night on, it became a recurring “joke” that Perry Floyd would bite my fingers off for any imagined offense involving my fingers. One time I pointed to the label on a bottle of Sprite to show Perry Floyd that it did not contain caffeine, and he insisted that pointing at inanimate objects was “rude.” From then on, if I pointed at anyone or anything with my fingers, Perry Floyd would reprimand me and threaten to bite off my fingers.
In retrospect, I believe Perry Floyd became obsessed with biting off my fingers after he actually had bitten off Buffy Mayo’s fingers. Buffy Mayo was older than many of the young women I have connected to Perry Floyd, which makes it more likely that she would fight back if she had been assaulted. Buffy Mayo likely scratched Perry Floyd with her right hand as he was on top of her or at least facing her, which caused the two scratches to fall on the left side of his face. Perry Floyd then likely bit off the two fingers on Buffy Mayo’s hand to exacerbate her torture in revenge for her act of self-defense. Every time Perry Floyd threatened to bite my fingers off after this, he was likely reliving – and savoring the memory of – this horrific act.

Kimberly Doreen Mullens

In June of 1998, Kimberly Doreen Mullens also disappeared under suspicious circumstances from Tulsa, Oklahoma. Kimberly Mullens got into an argument with her husband on the night she was last seen. Kimberly Mullens’ husband claimed that she left him for another man. However, Kimberly Mullens’ family says that she was in an abusive marriage. They also believe that Kimberly Mullens would not have left her two children, one of whom was only a few weeks old at the time of her disappearance.

At the time of Kimberly Mullens’ disappearance, Perry and Norma Floyd had just moved out of their house in rural Wellston. The Floyd’s Wellston house is located in the Harrah Public School System. Norma Floyd, my brother and I, and many of our relatives attended Harrah Public Schools. During the 1997-98 school year, Harrah High School’s varsity girls’ basketball team did very well. Norma and Perry Floyd began attending the Harrah High School girls’ basketball games regularly during this time.

This struck me as odd because Perry and Norma Floyd had not attended Harrah High School extra-curricular or sporting events in many years. Perry and Norma Floyd also no longer lived close to Harrah Schools, so it was not convenient for them to attend these games. At the time, I could think of no motivation for Perry and Norma Floyd to attend these girls’ basketball games repeatedly. The Harrah Varsity girls’ basketball team won the Class 3A State Championship tournament in 1998, and Perry and Norma Floyd supposedly attended this event.

One of Harrah’s star players on the girls’ basketball team that year was a young woman named Kimberly Mullendore. It has been a few years since I have seen Kimberly Mullendore, but I remember her as having similar physical features to Kimberly Doreen Mullens.

Obviously, Kimberly Mullendore also has a very similar name to Kimberly Doreen Mullens. The latter disappeared just a few months after Perry Floyd had been watching the former play basketball for months. It is quite possible that Perry Floyd targeted Kimberly Doreen Mullens because he was fixated on Kimberly Mullendore after having watched her play basketball. Perry Floyd claims to have been a ‘star player’ on a state champion basketball team in high school. Perry Floyd may have fixated on Kimberly Mullendore because he was jealous that a young female was garnering more attention, respect and interest from colleges for her prowess in
basketball than he had.

PATTERNS OF CRIMINAL ACTIVITY CONNECTED TO PERRY FLOYD

So far several patterns have emerged in the specific circumstances of cases connected to Perry Floyd. These patterns include:

- The selection of victims with symbolic name similarities to people in Perry Floyd’s life
- The selection of “vulnerable” victims who may have had contact with members of drug and human trafficking operations
- A gruesome sense of “artistry” or cruelty displayed by the killer(s)

Another pattern emerging from the chaos of the cases connected to Perry Floyd is the recurrence of deaths or disappearances occurring in groups of three temporally, regionally, symbolically or by similarity of victims profiles or other circumstances.

Marion George Perry

The Doe Network and The Charley Project have little information on the disappearance of sixty-seven-year-old Marion George Perry in March of 1995. Both missing persons websites agree that Marion Perry was last seen in a town called Bennington. However, the Charley Project states that this town is located in Texas, while the Doe Network states that this town is in Bryan County, Oklahoma. The Charley Project also states that Marion Perry “apparently walked away from his residence at the Winslow Court Retirement Center in the 3900 block of East San Miguel Street.” There is no such retirement center in either Bennington, TX, or Bennington, OK. An internet search shows that the Winslow Court Retirement Community is actually located in the 3900 block of East San Miguel Street in Colorado Springs, CO. This confusion about where Marion Perry disappeared from may be the result of corrupt law enforcement intentionally providing incorrect information to confuse the public and lower the chances of any potential witnesses coming forward with new information.

Obviously, Marion Perry’s surname is also Perry Floyd’s first name. This symbolic connection may be a sign that Marion Perry was targeted in part because of his name. If the Doe Network is correct in stating that Marion Perry disappeared from Bennington, Oklahoma, then there is another potential name connection to Perry Floyd. State Highway 70E is the main street running through the very tiny town of Bennington, Oklahoma; inside the town of Bennington, the name of Highway 70E changes North Perry Street. In other words, if Marion Perry did disappear from Bennington, Oklahoma, he may very well have been taken from North Perry Street by Perry Floyd or one of his associates. A killer obsessed with name symbolism, as Perry Floyd seems to be, likely would find a triple-name-connection like this very satisfying to his sense of ‘artistry.’

Potential Male Victim Profile
Marion Perry may fit another possible victim profile that Perry Floyd often targeted: adult men who may have been customers of one of Perry Floyd’s drug and sex trafficking operations, illegal gambling enterprises, or other criminal ventures. Perry Floyd’s main customer base for human trafficking operations like prostitution or child sex-trafficking is likely men. If a man lives long enough, at some point, he is likely to experience a loss of sexual function and/or diminished sex drive. These men would, therefore, likely stop frequenting Perry Floyd’s sex trafficking operations.

If a customer stopped patronizing Perry Floyd’s operations for this or any other reason, it would likely draw Perry Floyd’s attention. A current client of an illegal sex trafficking operation is a source of revenue, but a former client of an illegal sex trafficking operation is a potential liability. Adult men like Marion Perry or even Mike Minor may have been former clients of Perry Floyd or his associates, and these and other men may have been targeted after expressing a desire to discontinue their ‘patronage’ of Perry Floyd’s illegal businesses.

I have not had a chance to fully review most of the unsolved missing persons cases from Oklahoma. However, I did take a cursory glance at many of them, and I can say with some certainty that many of the men in these cases seem to fit the profile of men who may have frequented one or more of Perry Floyd’s criminal operations.

Tahlequah’s Missing People

Another pattern that has emerged is that of individuals disappearing from locations for which Perry Floyd has expressed a fondness and visited frequently. One such place is Tahlequah, Oklahoma. Perry and Norma Floyd took my brother and me canoeing on the Illinois River in Tahlequah many times in our adolescence. Perry Floyd was quite fond of the area, which is disturbing, given the other things in life for which Perry Floyd has expressed a fondness.

There are several unsolved missing persons cases for individuals who were last seen in Tahlequah, Oklahoma. Donna Kingston was last seen in Tahlequah in May of 1984. Jesse Wayne Yancey also disappeared in May from Tahlequah, a decade later in 1994. And Inocente Richmond Yanez disappeared from Tahlequah in January of 1999.

I have already explained the likely connections between Perry Floyd and the Donna Kingston case. There is very little information available on Richard Yancey and Inocente Yanez. However, both of these men seem to fit the victim profile of adult males who may have patronized one of Perry Floyd’s drug or sex trafficking operations. The fact that the disappearances of all three of these individuals also occurred from an area with which Perry Floyd is exceedingly familiar means they are likely additional victims of Perry Floyd and/or his associates.

MORE RECENT LIKELY VICTIMS OF PERRY FLOYD
I have not had a chance to review many cases of missing persons or murders dating to after the year 2000. However, I have accidentally stumbled across several such cases which bear obvious indications of connection to organized crime and/or Perry Floyd.

**Dustin Bench**

On July 1, 2001, Dustin James Bench disappeared while walking the streets of Tecumseh, Oklahoma. Perry Floyd lived in Tecumseh for many years during his first marriage, and he and Norma Floyd lived just a few miles away in Earlsboro at the time Dustin Bench disappeared. Dustin Bench’s skeletal remains were found in a field in Earlsboro in 2008.

The exact location in Earlsboro where Dustin Bench’s skeletal remains were found has not been made public, but Earlsboro is a very small town. The proximity of Dustin Bench’s disappearance and the recovery site of his remains to Perry Floyd’s previous and current residences, respectively, indicates a strong likelihood that Perry Floyd was personally involved in this murder.

An article by Tiffany Gibson on NewsOk.com states that there is speculation that Dustin Bench was killed “by people to whom he owed money.” This indicates that Dustin Bench may have been involved in illegal activity, as anyone with a legal debt has legal means to seek money that is owed to them. Organized criminals are known to kill people over even small debts when they can’t pay, in order to protect the crime ring’s ‘reputation.’ This further implicates the involvement of Perry Floyd and/or his associates in Dustin Bench’s death.

**Carina Saunders**

An article by Adam Kemp on NewsOk.com states that nineteen-year-old Carina Saunders “was killed in October 2011. Her dismembered body was found in duffel bags behind a grocery store.” The particular grocery store that Carina Saunders’ body was placed behind was a Homeland store near 23rd Street and Rockwell Avenue in Bethany, Oklahoma.

Rozlin and Fawn Abell disappeared from 51st Street and Rockwell Avenue in Bethany in 1985. Perry Floyd’s brother, Roger Floyd, worked for Homeland grocery stores in the Oklahoma City area for several years. Carina Saunders’ dismemberment and public placement also suggests the flashy, overly-confident pattern I have previously demonstrated in cases with some connection to Perry Floyd.

Adam Kemp’s article continues:

“Bethany police initially handled the investigation into the death of the 19-year-old. Nine months after Saunders’ body was found they arrested Luis E. Ruiz, now 39, and Jimmy Lee Massey Jr., now 35. In February, the case was handed over to the Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation and the murder charges against Ruiz and Massey were dropped due to insufficient evidence.”
[Carina Saunders’ mother Margie Queen] said it was shocking to see the two men released because Bethany police had seemed so confident. But OSBI officials insisted there was not enough evidence to support the charges.

“I'm more upset at the time about who to trust,” she said. “Who's telling the truth or who do we believe?” ”

Based on all the other indications of corruption among Perry and Norma Floyd’s friends at the O.S.B.I., I would suggest not believing them. Both of the men that Bethany police originally arrested in this case have other arrests or convictions for drug charges, so it is likely these men are connected to Perry Floyd’s organized crime ring. The O.S.B.I. likely stepped in and took over this case with the full intention of dropping the charges against these men for this reason.

JaRay Wilson

JaRay Mickell Wilson is yet another young woman who disappeared from an area known to be frequented by Perry Floyd and his family. An article by Lisa Monahan on News9.com states that:

“The 16-year-old [JaRay Wilson] disappeared from Weatherford on Oct. 15, 2012. At that time, investigators believed JaRay might have been sold into human trafficking.”

Weatherford, Oklahoma is very near Thomas, Oklahoma. Perry Floyd knows the area very well, as many of his family members live in Thomas, Oklahoma. These Floyd family members have worked, shopped, and gone to school and church in Weatherford for many years. When I learned that JaRay Wilson had disappeared from Weatherford and might have been the victim of human traffickers, I immediately suspected the involvement of the Floyd family.

I contacted JaRay Wilson’s family via the Facebook page dedicated to the missing teenager. I sent the Williams a brief summary of the Floyd family’s crimes and explained that if JaRay Wilson knew or socialized with any of the Floyds, they were likely involved. I also directed the Williams to look for connections between JaRay and any people who worked at Danlin, the company in Thomas, Oklahoma, that was owned by Danny and Linda Floyd until it was destroyed by a suspicious fire in late September, 2012.

I soon received an e-mail from a private investigator who claimed to be working on the JaRay Wilson case. This investigator was none other than James “Tommy” Bottoms, the very same “squirrely” investigator who had started asking questions about the cases of Paul and Melody Jones right after I sent a tip to the O.S.B.I. detailing Perry Floyd’s connections to these cases. Tommy Bottoms stated that he had already found one connection between JaRay Wilson and an employee of Danlin on Facebook.

I spoke to Tommy Bottoms briefly over the phone about JaRay Wilson and the Floyds. Tommy Bottoms offered his view that many people in Oklahoma law enforcement and the Oklahoma justice system were “corrupt pedophiles.” Tommy Bottoms further stated that he was not liked
by most people in Oklahoma law enforcement. Tommy Bottoms claimed this was because he
does not “play the corruption game.” Tommy Bottoms also claimed that he was not trusted by
most Oklahoma law enforcement agencies.

I asked Tommy Bottoms if he knew a retired Highway Patrol officer named Perry Floyd.
Tommy Bottoms said that he did know Perry Floyd. I then asked Tommy Bottoms if he knew
Perry Floyd’s wife, Norma Floyd. Tommy Bottoms replied that he “knew of her.” But a few
days later, Tommy Bottoms claimed that he “[didn’t] know a Perry Floyd.” At that time,
Tommy Bottoms claimed that he had said that he knew a man named “B.J.” Floyd and “knew
of” his wife Norma Floyd.
OTHER EVIDENCE OF PERRY FLOYD’S CRIMINALITY

Perry Floyd’s Dual Identity as “B.J.” Floyd

Tommy Bottoms said that “B.J.” Floyd was the Highway Patrol officer he had indicated knowing while speaking with me over the phone. However, “B.J.” [bee-jay] does not sound anything like “Perry” [peh-ree] phonetically. There is no way that Tommy Bottoms could have misheard me, because I said Perry Floyd’s name more than once during our conversation.

Tommy Bottoms also explained that he knew “B.J.” Floyd because he was familiar with Pottawatomie County, where he indicated that “B.J.” and Norma Floyd live. Perry and Norma Floyd currently live in Pottawatomie County. Perry Floyd’s former residence in Tecumseh would have also been inside Pottawatomie County.

During the first few years of Norma Floyd’s marriage to Perry Floyd, my brother and I often heard friends and family of Perry Floyd refer to him as “B.J.” My brother and I thought that this was odd, but we assumed that it was some kind of nickname.

However, I now suspect that this was another identity used by Perry Floyd during his time with the Oklahoma Highway Patrol. A second identity like this may explain how Perry Floyd (or “B.J.” Floyd) retired at the very young age of thirty-five from the Oklahoma Highway Patrol, long before he would have been eligible to draw an age-based retirement check.

My suspicion is that Perry Floyd’s legal name at birth began with the initials “B.J.” After his early retirement from the Oklahoma Highway Patrol, “B.J.” Floyd changed his identity to “Perry” Floyd so that he could draw a retirement check under one name and earn a separate income under the other name. Now that I have drawn scrutiny upon him, I believe that Perry and Norma Floyd may be trying to erase any evidence that he ever used the name “Perry.”

If that is the case, I have multiple ways to prove that Norma Floyd’s husband has used the identity of “Perry Floyd” for many years.

Here’s a screen-capture of the e-mail address shared by Perry and Norma Floyd:

Here’s a picture of the envelope from a Christmas card sent to me by Perry and Norma Floyd:
I have many more cards, envelopes and pictures with the names Perry and Norma Floyd attached to them, including many written in Norma Floyd’s own handwriting. This demonstrates that Norma Floyd’s husband has definitely used the name “Perry Floyd” for many years now.

I also have the e-mail from Tommy Bottoms, who claims that “B.J.” Floyd is the man he knew from his time in Oklahoma law enforcement many years ago, as well as the man currently married to and living in Earlsboro with Norma Floyd. This clearly establishes that “Perry Floyd” and “B.J. Floyd” are different names used at different times by the same person.

Other Aliases and Nicknames of Perry Floyd

I’ve already described the “Li’l Hitler” nickname that my friends and I used for Perry Floyd, since it described both his petty, childish and sadistic personality and his fixation on the Nazi-associated symbols of his National Guard unit.

Perry Floyd also had a nickname among his close friends Donna and John Hardridge, Cleo and Paula, and Sandy Brown. These people comprised the inner core of Perry and Norma Floyd’s social circle. These close friends sometimes referred to Perry Floyd as “the Prince.”

I will discuss later on why I believe that Sandy Brown may have been working as a “Madame,” coordinating prostitution for Perry Floyd’s crime ring. Suffice it to say, Sandy Brown supposedly gave Perry Floyd the nickname “the Prince” as a sarcastic reference to his proud displays of misogyny and chauvinism. I think Perry Floyd liked the symbolic title because it referenced both his violent hatred of women, which gave him great pleasure, and his position as the regional “overlord” of this organized crime ring.

Personally, I hope “Li’l Hitler” is used by the media as Perry Floyd’s serial killer moniker. I know it would give Perry Floyd great pleasure if he was given a fearsome or terror-invoking epithet. “Li’l Hitler” would likely upset him because of its emasculating, mocking nature, which I find hilarious, appropriate and necessary.
LIKELY LOCATION OF “RAPE ROOMS” AND BODY DISPOSAL SITES

The Wellston House and Backyard Shop

Perry Floyd has owned, leased or used several tracts of land in various parts of the state, including the property he grew up on near Wewoka, Oklahoma. Many of these are very rural, no-neighbor-for-miles types of locations that should be searched thoroughly for evidence of his crimes. In particular, I am quite sure I know of at least a few sites that Perry Floyd utilized as “rape rooms” in his human trafficking enterprises.

The Shop that Perry Floyd built in the backyard of his former home in Wellston, Oklahoma, was likely utilized as a rape room after Perry and Norma Floyd moved to Earlsboro. Perry and Norma Floyd put their house in Wellston on the market to be sold around the time of my high school graduation. Perry and Norma Floyd were told at that time that it might take years to sell this house because of its very secluded location on a rural dirt road. However, only three months later, this house was purchased.

Norma Floyd indicated to me that she somehow knew or knew of the young couple who supposedly bought this house. If Perry and Norma Floyd had criminal connections to whoever bought their house in Wellston, Perry Floyd likely utilized this property as the site of more criminal activity even after he and Norma Floyd had moved out of it.

I assume that the shop Perry Floyd had built in the backyard of the Wellston house was used as a facility to conduct the sale of rapes to Perry Floyd’s customers for a few reasons. The features, size and placement of this shop would seem to make it “ideal” for committing criminal activity. This shop was made out of large grey cement cinder blocks. The thick walls made it nearly impossible to hear extremely loud tools and equipment being used inside the shop when the doors were closed. This feature would have also dampened the sound of any screams, cries for help, gunshots, or any of the other loud noises associated with violent crimes.

This shop was also very large, and it had a large set of metal double doors that swung open wide enough to easily drive a large truck through them. The size of this shop seemed roughly equal to, or perhaps even larger than, the Wellston house itself. Perry Floyd often drove his large, flatbed pickup truck into this shop. There was still plenty of room inside the shop for tool chests, power saws, and other equipment, as well as lots of extra unused space, even with a large vehicle inside of it. If Perry Floyd used this shop as a facility for conducting rapes or other illicit activities, his clients could easily and quickly pull their vehicles into this shop for the duration of their stay. This way, neighbors would not be constantly aware of different vehicles regularly parking near this shop or the Wellston house.

Before he moved, Perry Floyd had his “friend with a backhoe” level out a long driveway down the steep hill in the backyard which led to the front doors of this concrete shop. Perry Floyd also had a large amount of gravel brought in and scattered over this driveway to make it more durable.
and sturdy. Why would Perry Floyd spend thousands of dollars building a driveway to a shop that he was no longer planning to use? It seems like Perry Floyd had some interest in making sure there was easy access to this shop for any future cars or trucks driven to it.

I’ve already indicated that bodies may be located underneath this shop and that Crystal Dittmeyer’s body is likely buried beneath a tree in the front yard of this property. However, I believe Perry and Norma Floyd were already seeing each other during the construction of the Wellston house itself. Perry Floyd moved into this house with Norma Floyd, my brother and I almost immediately after it was constructed. If there are bodies under the other features of the Wellston property, there may be bodies underneath the house itself as well.

Current House and Property in Earlsboro

Perry and Norma Floyd currently own a house and large property in Earlsboro, Oklahoma. The features, location and layout of this house and property suggest that it was also used as a “rape room” facility by Perry Floyd’s criminal organization at one time.

Perry and Norma Floyd seemed to have no particular area in mind while they searched for a new home in 1997. They simply wanted something rural but “near the metro area” so it would be easy to get to their jobsites, which were located on NW 36th Street in Oklahoma City. I was surprised when Perry and Norma Floyd purchased their current house in Earlsboro, because it is significantly farther from their jobsites than their house in Wellston. Norma Floyd explained that the house in Earlsboro was just about a mile off of Highway 9 and a few miles from Interstate 40, which she claimed made the longer commute more bearable.

The proximity to these highways also makes the Floyd’s home in Earlsboro easy to access from the metro area and surrounding areas; but it is also rural enough that there is not a heavy law enforcement presence in the area. I lived with Perry and Norma Floyd in Earlsboro for part of one semester and one summer during college, and I have visited Perry and Norma Floyd at this home on countless other occasions. I have only ever seen one law enforcement patrol car in Earlsboro on a single occasion during all that time.

Norma Floyd detailed many strange features of their house in Earlsboro upon moving into it. Norma Floyd said that “the previous owner must not have ever wanted company” at this house, because there had been an elaborate alarm system that Perry and Norma Floyd had to disable. The house in Earlsboro sits back from the road about a quarter of a mile. Whenever a car pulled through the gate at the end of this long driveway, an alarm sounded in every room in the Earlsboro house. Norma Floyd even said that the driveway-alarm sounded out in the Earlsboro house’s basement.

If Perry Floyd and his associates had been using this house as a “rape room” before Perry and Norma Floyd moved into it, this alarm would have given them a significant warning time about any approaching visitors, including the cartel’s known customers, strangers or solicitors, or even
potential law enforcement.

The fact that the alarm even sounded out in the basement of the Earlsboro house indicates that the house’s previous occupants/owners spent significant time in the basement. The door/hatch of the basement in the Earlsboro house was built into the floor of the den. Norma Floyd has, at times, arranged the furniture in this den in such a way that the existence of the basement was undetectable. This would be the logical spot to keep any rape and/or human trafficking victims in the Earlsboro house, and this likely function explains the previous owner/occupant’s apparent anxiety about being caught unawares in the basement by visitors to the Earlsboro house.

A small plot on the edge of the Earlsboro property was said to have been leased to the adjacent Earlsboro Public School System for the token fee of $1 per year by the house’s previous owner/occupant. This plot is a fenced off area that contains the school’s small baseball field. Perry and Norma Floyd supposedly agreed to continue this arrangement with the school when they purchased the property.

This arrangement would have made it easy for regular or expected customers of Perry Floyd’s criminal enterprises to park at the Earlsboro school baseball field and walk across the field to the Earlsboro house. This would obviously draw less suspicion than having a lot of different cars regularly pulling into the driveway of the home and setting off the elaborate driveway alarm.

The Earlsboro house sits on a property with three ponds big enough to fish from. One pond sits directly to the west of the Earlsboro house near the fence-line and the road, north of the Earlsboro school baseball field. Perry Floyd is oddly protective of this pond, and I believe it demonstrates that he knows that this pond was used to dispose of one or more bodies.

A man once came onto the property and asked Perry Floyd if he could fish in this pond. Perry Floyd not only told him that he couldn’t fish on any of the ponds on the property, he threatened to shoot this man if he ever caught him sneaking onto the property to fish. This seems like paranoid behavior, especially since Perry and Norma Floyd had agreed to allow the school to use an area just south of this pond on his property for relatively large, regular public gatherings at the baseball field.

My brother is an avid fisherman, and Perry Floyd also placed odd restrictions on his fishing from this property. Perry Floyd said that he had to be at home whenever my brother travelled to Earlsboro to go fishing. Perry Floyd was afraid my brother would “bring some stranger” onto the property to fish with him. Perry Floyd said that my brother could bring a friend to fish with him on this property only if Perry Floyd was there to meet and approve of them.

Perry Floyd also demanded that my brother fish from this pond with “bobbers only.” A bobber is a fishing device that suspends the fishing line and hook in the upper layers of the water near the surface. Perry Floyd said that the ponds on the property in Earlsboro had “a bunch of weeds and stuff at the bottom of the pond” that would get caught on any fishing line that wasn’t
attached to a bobber. Perry Floyd invoked this “bobbers only” rule at a couple of other ponds on properties he was using. I’m quite sure Perry Floyd disposed of one or more bodies in these ponds. This “bobbers only” rule was designed to prevent a fishing line from sinking to the bottom of these ponds and dragging up human remains.

The Pond, Property and “Rape Trailer” Near Ada

Perry Floyd leased a plot of land off of a highway in or near Ada, Oklahoma, for many years. This property also had at least one pond on it. Perry Floyd kept a small number of cattle on this property.

Perry Floyd bought a used, tow-behind travel trailer and placed it underneath a tree on this site, just a few yards away from a medium-sized pond. The trailer sat about three-quarters of a mile back from the highway that ran alongside this property. The trailer sat behind two sets of fences and gates, but it had a clear view of the main gate and driveway as well as the highway. This positioning would have given anyone at the travel trailer ample warning of approaching vehicles.

Perry Floyd supposedly bought this travel trailer to cut down on gas expenses associated with the weekend ranch work that he forced my brother and I to help him with. Theoretically, we would stay the night at this trailer instead of commuting between home and this property on Saturday evenings and Sunday mornings. But the trailer had a disturbing, musty smell that I now associate with rape and murder. We only stayed in the trailer about a half dozen times, which means the trailer surely didn’t “pay for itself” in saved gas expenses.

Perry Floyd also had multiple other properties at that time, so we didn’t always spend both Saturday and Sunday working at the Ada site. On a couple of occasions, we seemed to stay at the Ada site on Saturday evening for no reason, because we had to commute to a different property on Sunday morning anyway. Perry Floyd’s concern with cutting down on gas casts in such a minor way was also odd, because he and Norma Floyd had always had long commutes to and from their jobsites that required multiple tanks of gas every week.

If Perry Floyd was using this travel trailer as another “rape room” for his human trafficking endeavors, he likely disposed of bodies from this monstrous enterprise in the nearby pond on the property. Perry Floyd invoked the “bobber rule” for the pond that was just a few yards away from the trailer on this site. He also displayed a strange fixation with this and other ponds on properties he owned or used.

I once tied some X-Men action figures to a fishing line and cast them back and forth, splashing them on the surface of this pond on the property in Ada. After that, Perry Floyd seemed to fixate on these action figures, which had been a Christmas gift to me. Later that day, I accidentally tangled the fishing line tied to these action figures in the high branches of the tree to next to the travel trailer. Perry Floyd spent hours and hours on this and other occasions, trying to retrieve these action figures.
On the last day of their lease of this land, he even tried again for several hours to get these action figures down from the tree, even though I was in college by that time. Perry Floyd had a reputation for enjoying the small, cruel act of throwing away children’s unattended toys, especially mine. It’s clear that he was fixated on these action figures in the tree not for my benefit, but because he associated them with death and murder after I symbolically “baptized” these toys in the pond in which he had likely disposed of bodies.

There were no homes in the visible area around this property in Ada when Perry Floyd first leased it. However, after Perry Floyd, my brother and I had worked on this property extensively for several years, someone bought an adjacent plot and built a home there. Perry Floyd seemed oddly interested in these new neighbors, and shortly after that we began to frequent this property less and less.

“The Big Pond” and Properties near Wewoka, Oklahoma

Perry Floyd seemed to fixate on one pond in particular from among the properties he owned or used. This pond was located on land that Perry Floyd supposedly grew up on near Wewoka. The land was owned by Perry Floyd’s father, James Floyd, until about a decade ago, according to an account Norma Floyd once gave of the property. Perry Floyd and his family simply referred to this pond as “the big pond.”

The “bobbers only” rule for fishing at this pond was first introduced to my brother and I when we were very young. James Floyd used to “joke” that he would “throw me into this pond,” and the large snapping turtles who lived in it “would eat the skin off my bones.” I believe this is precisely what happened to many of the Floyd family’s victims.

Perry Floyd showed a deep reverence for this pond, and he often reminisced about swimming in it as a youth. Whenever we visited this location, Perry Floyd would stoop down and scoop up water from this pond with his hands. Perry Floyd would then drink the water from his cupped hands as if it were some sort of sacramental wine. Perry Floyd would tilt his head back and swish the pond water around in his mouth and close his eyes, savoring it.

When I first saw this ritual, I exclaimed with shock that there was a lot mud and silt in the pond water that Perry Floyd was drinking. Perry Floyd simply grinned wickedly and replied gleefully, “Minerals!” When I continued to protest that there were little bugs floating around in the water, Perry Floyd grinned again and said, “Protein!”

During one dry summer, the water level on this pond dropped by about a foot. Perry Floyd moved all of his cattle off of this property to “let the pond fill back up.” Perry Floyd then moved these cattle to a property that did not have a pond sufficient for the watering needs of the herd, so he had to buy a large watering trough and attend to it regularly. Perry Floyd did not allow anyone else to approach the big pond during this time, even though we were often working on a plot of land adjacent to the property containing the big pond. Perry Floyd was likely worried that
human remains would become visible if the pond’s water level continued to drop, which necessitated moving the cows that were on this land.

Sometime in the 1990s, my brother and my uncle “found” a large plot of marijuana being cultivated among in a small clearing in the trees on the property immediately adjacent to the big pond. My uncle supposedly went back at a later date to harvest some of the plants, but they had all already been removed by that time.

If the Floyd family was growing marijuana and disposing of human remains on these properties, it is likely that these lands were not legally held in any of their names. I am unsure of the exact locations of the big pond and the adjacent property, because they are located on a very rural, unnamed dirt road off of a highway near Wewoka. However, I remember the layout of the geographic features of the big pond and the surrounding land very well. It would not take me long to locate the land with a proper map and perhaps someone familiar with the area acting as a guide.

50-Gallon Barrels

In the 1990s, Perry Floyd acquired a number of used, 50-gallon metal barrel drums with lids and sealing mechanisms to keep the lids in place. Perry Floyd acquired these barrels from Danny Floyd’s chemical company, Danlin, in Thomas, Oklahoma. Perry Floyd claimed that he was going to use these barrels to store cattle feed on the various lands he owned. Perry Floyd claimed that this would help “keep the feed fresh longer.”

Perry Floyd would pick up six of the barrels at a time, because that was how many barrels easily fit on the back of his flatbed pickup truck. I saw him make about four of these trips, although he may have made other trips. The barrels came home on the back of the truck, sat in our yard for varying amounts of time, and then slowly disappeared. But only a few were scattered around the various plots of land that Perry Floyd owned or used.

The disposal of murder victims’ bodies in these types of barrels by organized crime is fairly common. Usually, these barrels are filled with one or two victims’ bodies and then dumped into a body of water. It is likely that many of these barrels were used in this exact manner and dumped in the ponds on the properties owned or used by Perry Floyd.

The Graveyard in Earlsboro

Perry and Norma Floyd’s current home in Earlsboro sits on a dirt road with a small, seemingly-abandoned cemetery at the corner. Perry Floyd has often stared at this cemetery and displayed a strange sense of giddiness while driving by it. I suspect that Perry Floyd may have “double stacked” old grave plots in this cemetery with the bodies of some of his victims. This cemetery should be searched for unmarked grave plots and/or recently disturbed earth.

Perry Floyd’s “Kidnapping” Van
During the very early years of Perry Floyd’s marriage to Norma Floyd, they owned both a car and a large van with a copper/rust/orange color. This van had belonged to Perry Floyd at roughly the same time that he had owned his motorcycle. The van sat in our driveway going mostly unused until Perry Floyd got rid of it. The back doors of this van swung open widely, and there was a large, long board inside of the van that Perry Floyd said he used to drive his motorcycle up into the back of the van.

This van had no windows down the length of its sides, and I believe it had tinted rear windows. I remember "jokes" being made that because it was difficult to see inside, this was a "kidnapping" van. This is yet another “joke” that was likely completely factual. Perry Floyd likely used this van often in his kidnapping and human trafficking enterprises.

If Perry Floyd was abducting or picking up women on his motorcycle – as in the case of Pamela Tinsley – he could have parked this van nearby. Perry Floyd could then hide his motorcycle inside the van, which would confuse any search for a suspect vehicle. No one would hear a description like “last seen leaving with a man on a motorcycle” and automatically think to check instead for a large, copper-colored van.

**Gore-tex Suits**

In the 1980s, Perry Floyd became obsessed with "gore-tex" suits, a type of waterproof rubber or latex cover-alls. Perry Floyd owned a green gore-tex suit that he couldn't stop talking about. Perry Floyd was excited that "if he got messy," he could just hose himself down, and his suit would be dry in a few minutes.

It struck me as very odd that Perry Floyd was so excited to be able to "clean up" in a manner of seconds, as he was known to wear the same filthy, muddy clothes for days at a time while doing ranch work -- even after he bought his Gore-tex suit. Since Perry Floyd wasn't using the Gore-tex suit to keep his clothes clean during work on the ranch, I suspect he was using it to quickly eliminate the physical evidence of his crimes.

Perry Floyd also discussed these Gore-tex suits at length with his uncle-by-marriage, Dave Levine of Watonga, OK. Dave Levine was also strangely excited about the Gore-tex suit that Perry Floyd owned, and Dave Levine made plans to buy one of his own immediately after Perry Floyd explained its usefulness to him.

Dave Levine has made open claims of having been a “hit-man for the mob” and a member of motorcycle gangs in his youth. Dave Levine is also the man that I heard Perry Floyd bragging to about “beating the shit out of an English guy and his little ol’ lady.” I suspect Dave Levine was a high-ranking member of Perry Floyd’s crime ring for these and many other reasons which I will discuss later on. However, it is clear that Perry Floyd and Dave Levine were in the habit of exchanging tips about how to avoid detection for crimes, and this Gore-tex suit was one such tip.
NORMA JEANETTA (CLAXTON) FLOYD

Even long after my suspicions about Perry Floyd and Dave Levine’s criminal activity had been confirmed, I still did not want to believe that Norma Floyd had any knowledge of Perry Floyd’s activities. However, Norma Floyd’s own actions, especially around the time of Crystal Dittmeyer’s disappearance, prove that she has been a full and active member of Perry Floyd’s organized crime ring. This realization saddened me and angered me, but it also explained a lot about the strange relationship Norma Floyd and I have always shared.

Norma (Claxton) Floyd is Not My Mother

Norma Floyd has always exhibited a histrionic, love/hate dynamic in her relationship with me. This may be because I am not Norma Floyd’s biological son, and she has always felt “burdened” by my presence.

I was a precocious child. My family says that I taught myself to read sometime before my second birthday. My family had no idea I could read until I excitedly point out that ‘stop’ spelled backwards is ‘pots’ while we were waiting at a stop sign one day. Norma Floyd took me home and gave me a book that I easily read aloud. By the time I was tested in first grade, I was reading at the level of a high school senior. By the next year, I was reading at the level of a college student.

When I was young, I often heard my family speaking in coded language in hushed and whispered tones about various family secrets. They thought that I was too young to understand them, but because I have always been sensitive to language and vocal intonations, I easily understood what they were saying most of the time.

When I was two or three, I heard my grandmother, Earline Claxton, tell a family friend that Norma Floyd and Harold White ‘were not my real parents’ in this manner. Norma Floyd also has a habit of looking at me wistfully and saying in a slow, melancholy voice, “There’s no doubt that I am your mother…”

Norma Floyd never says this to my brother, James White. As you can imagine, this repeated refrain and dramatic delivery actually reinforced my belief that I was adopted. But by the time I reached middle school, I had recognized that Norma Floyd and I look too much alike not to be blood relations, so I dismissed the possibility that I was adopted.

Indications of Norma Claxton’s Underage Prostitution

Norma (Claxton) Floyd has always “jokingly” used cliché phrases referencing prostitution, such as, “If you got the money, honey, I got the time.” I always assumed this to be just a quirky trait of her personality. However, I now believe that Norma Floyd was involved in underage prostitution in her youth.
Norma Floyd’s friendship with “Downtown” Sandy Brown pre-dates her friendships with Donna and John Hardridge, Cleo and Paula, and even her relationship with Perry Floyd. Sandy Brown is several years older than Norma Floyd, and I believe she worked as Norma Floyd’s “madame” during her time as an underage prostitute. When Norma Claxton later married Perry Floyd, Sandy Brown also became a part of their “inner circle” of associations. I assume this represented a new or continued agreement for “Downtown” Sandy Brown to continue to act as a “madame” for other prostitutes working for Perry Floyd’s organized crime ring.

Norma Claxton gave birth to her first son, James White, in January of 1978, at the age of sixteen. Norma Claxton was not married to her first husband, Harold White, Jr., at that time. It is also common knowledge in our family that Harold White, Jr., is not James White’s biological father. The story goes that Harold White and Norma Floyd began dating after Norma Floyd became pregnant with James White. James White’s actual father was described as someone who was “just passing through town.” Harold White, Jr., agreed to list himself as James White’s father on the birth certificate so that the space was not left blank.

Harold White, Jr., was also around sixteen years old at the time of James White’s birth. Harold White and his family had been very close to the Claxton family. Harold White, Jr. had two older brothers who both committed suicide in their twenties after suffering years of physical and sexual abuse at the hands of Harold White, Sr. One of Norma Claxton’s younger brothers had been named after one of Harold White, Jr.’s deceased older brothers.

Claxton family lore says that my late grandfather, Denver Claxton, used to haul moving trucks filled with marijuana back from California for distribution in Oklahoma. This implies a significant relationship with drug traffickers. It is likely that many members of both the Claxton and the White families were patrons or agents of organized crime in some form.

My late grandfather Denver Claxton was a kind-hearted, intelligent, and somewhat-unorthodox man. I can easily envision Denver Claxton agreeing to distribute marijuana in his youth. But Denver Claxton and Harold White, Sr., had a falling out because of the abuse Harold White, Sr., inflicted on his own children. I therefore cannot imagine my late grandfather Denver Claxton agreeing to see anyone hurt, especially small children. Nevertheless, Norma Claxton may have developed her association with organized crime through Denver Claxton’s drug trafficking contacts. I believe this is how Norma Floyd first got into underage prostitution.

When I realized that Norma Floyd had likely been involved in underage prostitution, I was also able to make sense of my grandmother Earline Claxton’s comment that Norma and Harold white were “not my real parents.”

My “Aunt” is My Mother; My “Mother” is My Aunt

Norma Claxton dropped out of high school after James White was born. A year and a half later, I was born. Norma Claxton likely exposed her younger sister, Kelly Claxton, to underage
prostitution as well. Kelly Claxton would have been around fifteen when I was born, which means that Kelly Claxton was around fourteen when I was conceived. I believe Kelly Claxton is my actual biological mother, and that she used Norma Claxton’s identity during doctor’s appointments and my delivery so that there would be no scrutiny about her young age.

Norma (Claxton) Floyd is older than her sister Kelly (Claxton) Thorpe by three years. However, Norma and Kelly Claxton look so much alike, they have been misidentified as twins many times in their lives. A picture follows that shows the nearly identical resemblance of Norma Floyd to her sister Kelly Claxton.

![Image of Norma and Kelly Claxton](image)

Norma Claxton dyed her hair blond to match Kelly Claxton’s hair color around the time of my gestation. I believe this was so Norma Claxton could take a picture for a photo ID with blonde hair. Kelly Claxton could then use this identification with Norma Floyd’s name at all of her doctor’s appointments and my delivery.

The timing of my birth in late summer also means that for the majority of the time that Kelly Claxton’s pregnancy was heavily “showing,” she was isolated in her parents’ rural Wellston home. Norma Floyd also stopped socializing regularly with many of her friends during this period. In pictures taken just days after Norma Floyd supposedly gave birth to me, her stomach is flat and thin. But pictures of Kelly Claxton show that she gained a significant amount of weight around this time.

Norma Claxton was likely coerced into raising me as her own son by Denver Claxton. Norma Claxton had already dropped out of high school to raise her son James, and this plan would allow Kelly Claxton to finish high school. Norma Floyd frequently complained that Kelly Claxton was
Denver Claxton’s favorite child. Norma Floyd was also bitter about her perception that Denver Claxton always spoiled Kelly Claxton while making Norma Claxton work for things.

My supposed aunt/presumed biological mother Kelly (Claxton) Thorpe and I used to be very close. Kelly Claxton flew to Oklahoma with her “first” son while his umbilical cord was still attached, in part because I could not travel to where she lived to see him. I was singled out from my brother and other cousins as someone who needed to see her newborn son right away. I was also taken out of state on multiple occasions to visit Kelly Claxton, while my brother and cousins were left behind. When I considered transferring to a college outside of Oklahoma, Kelly Claxton offered to let me live with her family. In hindsight, I was clearly given this special “status” with the family that Kelly Claxton acknowledged because she is my biological mother.

Since Norma (Claxton) Floyd and Kelly (Claxton) Thorpe look nearly identical, I resemble both of them a great deal. I actually look a little more like Kelly Thorpe than Norma Floyd because of my blond hair. This scenario of the circumstances of my birth explains Norma Floyd’s passive-aggressive history with me, and also my grandmother’s comment that I was not Norma Floyd’s real son. I confronted Kelly Thorpe about my realization that she is my biological mother, and she did not deny it.

**My “Grandpa” is My Father; My “Father” is My Brother**

I was able to determine who my biological father is through a similar process of observation and deduction. In spite of the fact that she knew he had a history of child abuse, Norma Floyd would often leave me with Harold White, Sr., for several days at a time. I was sent to spend time with my supposed grandfather, Harold White, Sr., without the accompaniment of James White, who was also Harold White, Sr.’s grandson, at least according to his birth certificate. This was very similar to the way I was included in visitations to my biological mother, Kelly Claxton, while my brother and other family members were excluded.

Harold White, Sr., lived with his wife and two of his sons’ young daughters in Oklahoma City. I do not remember the woman that I was told was my paternal grandmother, Harold White, Sr.’s wife. I literally never saw her because she always locked herself in the bedroom and did not come out during the times that I was at her house. This was likely because she knew that her husband was my biological father, and she resented me for that fact.

Lori White, the daughter of one of Harold White, Jr.’s deceased brothers, lived with them. A middle-school aged girl named Heather White also lived at or visited this home during most of my visits. I remember that Heather White was about seven years older than me when I was about five years old. Heather White was supposedly my half-sister, because Harold White, Jr., was reputedly her father.

However, Harold White would have only been around eleven years old when Heather White was born, which would have meant he was probably closer to ten years old when she was conceived.
Like Norma Floyd, Heather White’s mother was an underage girl who became pregnant. I find it highly probable that Harold White, Sr., was actually the biological father of both Heather White and me.

Harold White, Sr., was likely a regular customer of underage prostitutes. When Harold White, Sr., impregnated Heather White’s underage mother, he likely coerced his son into claiming to be the father of her child. When Norma (Claxton) Floyd became pregnant with James White, Harold White, Jr., was falsely listed as the father of an underage girl’s child for the second time. And when Kelly (Claxton) Thorpe became pregnant around age fourteen with me, Harold White, Jr., falsely claimed to be the father of an underage girl’s child for the third time. These bizarre family dynamics and twisted family histories are all indicative of underage prostitution.

NORMA FLOYD AND C.L.E.E.T.

Norma Floyd has worked for Oklahoma’s Council on Law Enforcement, Education and Training since she was nineteen. For over thirty years, Norma Floyd had access to – or was directly responsible for – records and files associated with literally every law enforcement agency and licensed private investigator’s office in the state. Norma Floyd has known individuals at virtually all of the state’s various law enforcement entities for three decades plus.

But don’t take my word for it! Here’s what (corrupt) private investigator and former Oklahoma law enforcement officer Tommy Bottoms had to say about Norma Floyd: “I know [Norma Floyd]. Anyone that has spent anytime [sic] in Oklahoma Law Enforcement and said they did not know Norma would be a lier [sic].”

Contemplating the seemingly endless ways that Norma Floyd likely used her position at C.L.E.E.T. to help spread corruption through Oklahoma’s law enforcement agencies makes me [sic] too, Tommy.

John Hardridge is an Idiot

Norma Floyd likely helped her husband’s organized crime ring solicit new law enforcement candidates from among their corrupt associates. Norma Floyd could also help any associate of Perry Floyd’s get coveted jobs at various law enforcement agencies. I have a suspicion that Norma Floyd may have helped John Hardridge become an O.S.B.I. agent, largely because John Hardridge is an idiot.

I mean that in all seriousness. I spent a lot of time around the man, and John Hardridge is a fracking idiot. John Hardridge did not easily understand the plot to sitcoms. On broadcast network television. From the nineteen-eighties. That’s how much deductive reasoning John Hardridge possesses. I have no idea how John Hardridge managed to get appointed to the O.S.B.I., Oklahoma’s “elite investigative law enforcement institution.” I suspect Norma Floyd
may have fudged John Hardridge’s test scores to make him seem a little smarter than he actually is -- or possibly a lot smarter than he actually is.

Norma Floyd likely routinely manipulated many of the records and files in her custody for the benefit of Perry Floyd’s corrupt law enforcement associates. Norma Floyd would have had ample time to do so in private, as she made a habit of getting to work nearly an hour before her co-workers.

Norma Floyd may have been reprimanded and reassigned after someone noticed one of her record manipulations or other fraudulent acts. Norma Floyd once came home from work very upset because she had “accidentally messed up some paperwork.” Because of this, Norma Floyd said she had been reassigned from her general supervisory capacity in the C.L.E.E.T. administration to the position of Director’s Secretary, a position which she held until her partial retirement several years ago.

Janet Biggs: Perry Floyd’s Mistress, Norma Floyd’s Frenemy

A woman named Janet Biggs worked at C.L.E.E.T. with Norma Floyd for most of her career. Janet Biggs was a woman who always “dressed up” and applied heavy, almost clown-ish amounts of make-up. Janet Biggs also often wore a platinum blonde wig that she had “specially made” for herself. Janet Biggs had this wig professionally styled and set on many occasions. Norma Floyd explained that Janet Biggs acted as some sort of “liaison” between C.L.E.E.T. and Oklahoma lawmakers, and that she wore the heavy make-up, wigs and flashy outfits in order to better “flirt with” the lawmakers with whom she was “liaison-ing.”

Janet Biggs was also Perry Floyd’s mistress during much of their time at C.L.E.E.T. For most of their careers at C.L.E.E.T., Norma Floyd and Janet Biggs worked next door to Perry Floyd. C.L.E.E.T.’s facility in Oklahoma City is separated by a small park from one of the National Guard offices where Perry Floyd often worked. Janet Biggs apparently made a habit of walking across this park enough times during the workday that Norma Floyd became suspicious of her. Soon after, Norma Floyd and one of her friends from C.L.E.E.T. began “power walking” in this park so that they could monitor Janet Biggs’ movements.

Norma Floyd and Janet Biggs have a relationship history that has always fluctuated between passive-aggressive and just aggressive. Norma Floyd often complained that Janet Biggs was trying to ruin her career at C.L.E.E.T. Perry Floyd seemed to take great pleasure in this feud between his wife and his mistress. Norma Floyd also said that in the eighties or nineties, Janet Biggs took an extended leave of absence from C.L.E.E.T. to quietly give birth to a baby, which she did not raise herself. Perry Floyd was likely the father of this ‘illegitimate’ child.

Janet Biggs’ infamous wig was also an indication of her affair with Perry Floyd. Janet Biggs almost always wore this wig when I went to work with Norma Floyd, and Perry Floyd
complimented her on her wig almost every time he saw her in it. Perry Floyd is not a “charming” man who gives compliments freely.

Perry Floyd takes great pleasure in telling the story of how he bought electric barber shears and “accidentally” shaved all of my hair off when I was in the second grade. Perry Floyd kept these barber’s shears, and he displayed a sense of giddiness about them that I have since come to associate with items connected to the murders he committed. My suspicion is that Perry Floyd shaved some of his female victims’ hair off with these same clippers during his assaults. This would have added an extra layer of psychological torture to the women’s ordeal, which would have made it that much more enjoyable for Perry Floyd.

Perry Floyd likely then gave the hair he’d shaved from his victims to Janet Biggs, who had the hair made into her treasured wig. This would explain the platinum blonde color of the wig, as hair taken from multiple female victims would likely have to be bleached and lightened substantially in order to make the different hair colors “match.” This also explains why Janet Biggs wore the wig on days that she knew Perry Floyd would be visiting the C.L.E.E.T. offices, and it explains why Perry Floyd repeatedly gave her compliments about this wig. Perry Floyd likely gained substantial pleasure from the idea that a “trophy” taken from his kills was paraded often and prominently around C.L.E.E.T., the epicenter of Oklahoma’s law enforcement agencies.
For seven years, I worked for the Oklahoma Indigent Defense System (O.I.D.S.) in the Homicide Direct Appeals, DNA/Forensic Testing, and Capital Post-Conviction Divisions. O.I.D.S. is the state law office that is assigned to defendants who cannot afford to pay for their own legal defense. The divisions I worked for at O.I.D.S. represented many convicted murderers from Oklahoma, including Franklin Delano Floyd and Benjamin Crider, Jr. In fact, I likely worked on these and other case files directly.

My main function at O.I.D.S. was photocopying and managing files and paperwork. However, I hardly ever actually read the contents of the papers I was photocopying. I usually just checked the papers for photocopying errors and arranged them in the order in which I was instructed. In fact, I didn’t even recognize Franklin Delano Floyd’s name when I worked at O.I.D.S., even though I had met him in my youth.

It wasn’t until I began researching Perry Floyd and his relatives that I recognized the suspect sketch of Franklin Floyd from Jacob Wetterling’s abduction in 1989. When I read that this suspect had a deep, raspy voice, I immediately recognized him as the man that I remembered from the Floyd family reunion in Ada.

None of the information in this document was rendered from files or documents at O.I.D.S. I had been in California for many years by the time I realized the significance and extent of the Floyd family’s criminal activities, so these files were very far removed from any availability to me. All of the information in this document came from my personal, first-hand observations or knowledge, or from my continued collaboration with my long-time research assistant, Ms. Google Toolbar.

Franklin Delano Floyd’s Crimes Examined More Fully

Murderpedia.com indicates that Franklin Floyd served time in prison for a 1963 Oklahoma bank robbery. He was a fugitive from 1979 on after absconding from federal parole. In the spring of 1989, Franklin Floyd lived under an assumed name with his “daughter” Sharon and her son, Michael Hughes. Sharon and Cheryl Commesso, the woman Franklin Floyd was convicted of killing, worked together as exotic dancers. The Florida Supreme Court opinion from this conviction states that:

“Shortly after St. Patrick’s Day of 1989, Floyd and Commesso were engaged in a heated argument outside the club, when a coworker of Commesso intervened. Floyd claimed that Commesso was responsible for Sharon’s loss of Medicaid coverage for her son (Floyd’s grandson). The coworker also knew that Floyd had recently struck Commesso and caused a bruise on her face.
Commesso was last seen alive during the first week of April 1989. She left her house with a packed bag and told her relatives that she would see them the following week. Her car was located at the St. Petersburg/Clearwater airport, where it had been parked since April 7, 1989.

In May of 1989, Floyd told a neighbor that he was going on vacation and asked the neighbor to mow the lawn and collect his mail. On June 15, 1989, Floyd and Sharon, using assumed names, married in New Orleans. On June 16, 1989, Floyd’s trailer burned down, and Floyd later called the neighbor and asked that his mail be burned.

In March of 1995, landscape workers found the skeletal remains of Commesso in an area off Interstate 275 in Pinellas County, Florida. Roots growing in the skeleton indicated her remains had been there for six or seven years.

In March of 1995, the owner of a Kansas auto repair business found a large envelope stuck between the truck bed and the top of the gas tank of a truck he had recently purchased at an auction. In the envelope, he found 97 small and irregularly cropped photos, including many pictures of a woman, beaten and bound, later identified as Commesso. The truck was traced back to Floyd, who had stolen it in Oklahoma in September 1994, but had abandoned it in Texas the following month.

The medical examiner determined that injuries to the cheek of Commesso’s skull were consistent with injuries sustained by Commesso in the pictures recovered from the truck. Also, similarities in clothing and jewelry were found between the pictures of Commesso and items found with her remains.

One of the pictures of Commesso contained an image of someone else’s thumb, which was found by an FBI analyst to contain multiple similarities to Floyd’s thumb. Many of the pictures contained images of furniture, a boat, and areas of a trailer, all of which belonged to Floyd.”

There are indications of organized crime including human trafficking in the above account and other bizarre details of Franklin Floyd’s life:

- Franklin Floyd’s “daughter” Sharon was only 17 years old when she gave birth to her son Michael Hughes in 1988.
- It was later proven that Sharon was not any biological relation to Franklin Floyd, so it is assumed that she may have been kidnapped as a child.
- Franklin Floyd claimed at different times to be both the father and grandfather of Michael Hughes, though he was neither.
- The account of Franklin Floyd assaulting Cheryl Commesso outside of the club where she danced is an indication that Franklin Floyd may have been trying to act as a “pimp” for Cheryl Commesso, his “daughter” Sharon and/or other girls.
- Cheryl Commesso packed a bag and told her family when to expect her back. This indicates that she left with her presumed abductor/murderer willingly, though perhaps reluctantly.
- The fact that Cheryl Commesso didn’t tell her family the specifics of her trip indicates that there may have been something clandestine about Commesso’s plans.
- Obviously Cheryl Commesso’s car was left at the airport to indicate that she had simply left the area, which is a cliché of organized crime tactics.
- Franklin Floyd fled town soon after Cheryl Commesso’s disappearance and changed the identities of himself and his “family” again.
- The fire that destroyed Franklin Floyd’s trailer in Florida several weeks after Cheryl Commesso’s disappearance was likely set intentionally to destroy any lingering evidence of Floyd’s connection to Commesso.
- Franklin Floyd having married his “daughter” Sharon just one day before the fire destroyed his trailer is another indication that the fire was set deliberately to destroy evidence of Floyd’s past life as Sharon’s “father”.
- Franklin Floyd having asked his neighbor to burn his mail after this occurred is another indication that the trailer fire was set to intentionally destroy evidence of his past life as Sharon’s “father”.

The descriptions of the 97 photographs which contained pictures of Cheryl Commesso beaten and bound make it even more apparent that organized crime was involved in this murder:

- The packet containing pictures of Cheryl Commesso beaten and bound shows that this was not simply a crime of passion or heat-of-the-moment killing.
- The large number of pictures shows that the killer(s) are extremely comfortable with killing and proud of their actions.
- If Franklin Floyd committed the abduction and murder by himself, then taking and printing the photos would be a huge liability for him. Why would Franklin Floyd then leave the photos hidden in this truck he stole and abandoned? Wouldn’t he want to either keep these photos on him at all times or destroy them?
- The photos were described as “small and oddly cropped.” Resizing and cropping photos was not a common a practice in 1995, before most homes had personal computers with photo printers. Franklin Delano Floyd did not strike me as even remotely technologically savvy or capable of operating computers in this manner. This means either someone helped Franklin Floyd take, edit and print these photographs, or someone did so on their own.
- If Franklin Floyd abducted and murdered Cheryl Comesso with the help of members of an organized crime ring, the photos of Cheryl Commesso’s murder could theoretically be useful to the crime ring in multiple ways, including blackmailing all of the people involved into remaining silent about the crime indefinitely.
- The photographs’ “small and oddly cropped” description indicates that significant details, most likely co-conspirators and/or their vehicles, were intentionally cropped from the photos or obscured by the photos’ small size.
- If Cheryl Commesso was held captive by human traffickers, there is a high likelihood that she was the victim of rape, as sex trafficking is the main purpose of human trafficking.
trafficking. If this is true, photos taken during this crime could theoretically be sold to
rape, bondage and torture fetishists for a high price.

- The photos were discovered right after Cheryl Commesso’s body was discovered, which
  indicates someone was intentionally trying to alert law enforcement to Franklin Floyd’s
  involvement in Cheryl Commesso’s disappearance and murder.

For several years after Cheryl Commesso’s disappearance in 1989, Franklin Floyd, his
“daughter” Sharon, and her son, Michael Hughes, were moving around sporadically under
assumed names. At some point, Franklin Floyd quit claiming that Sharon Commesso was his
daughter, married her, and began claiming that Michael Hughes was his son and not his
grandson.

In 1990, Franklin Floyd’s “daughter” Sharon was 19 and going by the name “Suzanne.”
Suzanne was killed in a “mysterious hit and run accident” for which Franklin Floyd was the
prime suspect. Franklin Floyd disappeared soon after, and two-year-old Michael Anthony
Hughes fell into foster care.

Franklin Floyd kidnapped six-year-old Michael Hughes from Indian Meridian Elementary
School in the fall of 1994. This school is located within Oklahoma’s Choctaw-Nicoma Park
School District. Perry Floyd’s nephew by marriage, Charles Claxton, just happens to be married
to a woman named Natalie who has two brothers that work or worked on the Nicoma Park police
force. I believe Natalie Claxton may have also had other relatives who worked for the Nicoma
Park police force as well.

Michael Hughes has never been found. However, Franklin Floyd insists that he handed Michael
Hughes over to “someone who would give him a good home.” Franklin Floyd has refused to tell
investigators who he handed Michael Hughes over to after his abduction, but it’s a safe bet that it
was someone connected to Perry Floyd’s human trafficking ring.

Michael Anthony Hughes

When I saw the pictures of Michael Anthony Hughes that were taken just before his abduction,
my heart sank with grief. I had not expected to, but I recognized this young boy. In the fall of
1996, the Harrah High School cheerleaders held a day-long “cheerleading clinic” for young
children at Harrah High School. Michael Anthony Hughes was the only male child to attend this
event.

I distinctly remember that the boy at this event was an eight-year-old named Michael. Michael
Hughes would have been eight years old at this time. Michael Hughes was described as
nonverbal at the age of six. The boy at this cheerleading clinic was also nonverbal, although he
seemed to understand and respond nonverbally when others spoke to him. I remember Michael’s
easy smile, his cherubic cheeks and dimples, and the “sparkle” dancing in his eyes, which he
opened wide as if in constant amazement at his surroundings. I recognize all of these same
features in the pictures of Michael Anthony Hughes.
The young woman who brought Michael Hughes to this cheerleading clinic acted very suspicious and nervous when she first arrived. This young woman practically ran out the doors as soon as she had dropped off Michael Hughes, as if she didn’t want to be seen with him. This young woman had a thick “country” accent and did not seem to be from Harrah, as she asked worriedly if “out-of-towners” were welcome at the cheerleading clinic.

The young children who attended this cheerleading clinic were invited onto the Harrah High School football field at the next varsity football game to demonstrate the cheer they had been taught. Michael Hughes was also brought to this event.

Because Michael Hughes was nonverbal and the only male, we practiced a cheerleading “stunt” with him, instead of teaching him the cheer routine. Michael Hughes and I then performed this “stunt” as the young girls performed their routine. Michael Hughes “lifted” a girl above his head as I supported the girl from behind.

I recall several camera flashes going off at this time in the Harrah bleachers. I know that there is someone in Harrah who attended this game and has a picture or video of Michael Hughes cheering at it. I am urging everyone who attended Harrah High School football games during this time to search through their photos and videos for this critical piece of evidence.

If you’re asking yourself why Perry Floyd would risk publicly exposing a kidnapped child like this, I can only assume this was another attempt to symbolically “punish” me. Perry Floyd did not like the fact that I was a cheerleader, and he likely murdered Michael Hughes after I had interacted with the boy at this event in symbolic ‘revenge’ for my defiance of his wishes.

Being nonverbal, there was also no way for Michael Hughes to incriminate Perry Floyd or any of his accomplices. The only real risk involved in this plan was that someone would recognize Michael Hughes. However, this was highly improbable, given that the pictures of Michael Hughes had stopped circulating on television soon after his abduction two years earlier. In 1996, many people in Oklahoma still did not have access to the internet, so there was also not a significant danger of anyone recognizing Michael Hughes’ photo from this medium.

JAMES FLOYD

Almost thirty years ago, Perry Floyd and his family took me to Arbuckle Wilderness in Ardmore, Oklahoma. I rode in a car with Perry Floyd’s parents, James and Lorene Floyd, and their grand-daughter, Nicole Floyd.

During our drive through the park, an adolescent giraffe approached the car and stuck its head in the window. James Floyd instructed me to offer the young giraffe the bucket of animal feed we had purchased. When I did so, the young giraffe stretched its tongue out and licked my hand. I squealed with delight, “He licked me!”

I remember seeing James Floyd’s face in the rearview mirror at this exact moment. As soon as I had reacted with joy to the young giraffe, James Floyd’s eyes narrowed and focused on the
animal with what I can only describe as a ‘predatory gaze.’ I didn’t know what to think of the look on James Floyd’s face at the time, but it has stuck out in my memory in a disturbing way ever since.

About two weeks after I visited Arbuckle Wilderness with the Floyds, an adolescent giraffe was stolen from this facility overnight. I remember seeing this on the local news at that time. I have a vivid memory of sitting on the floor in front of the television as a news anchor explained the details of the bizarre theft. I called out to Norma Floyd to come see the news story for herself. When the story concluded, I remember telling Norma Floyd that I hoped the missing giraffe wasn’t the same one who had licked my hand just two weeks before.

When I realized that Perry Floyd has often fixated on me while planning and committing murders, I recalled this event. Perry Floyd killed his neighbor’s cow and newborn calf after I had witnessed its birth. It therefore seems unsurprising that the Floyds would also be willing to kidnap and kill a giraffe that had also brought me joy as a child. Being cattle ranchers, the Floyds also would have owned one or more livestock trailers in which they could have transported this giraffe.

THE FOSS LAKE CARS AND THE FLOYDS

In September of 2013, two cars were found submerged in the Foss Lake Reservoir in Custer County. Inside each car were the remains of two males and one female. These remains are believed to be from six individuals who disappeared in separate incidents in 1969 and 1970. Many of the details of these disappearances and the disposal of these bodies suggest the involvement of the Floyd family’s organized crime ring.

The Floyds Family’s Connections to Sayre, Oklahoma

Three of the missing persons whose remains were discovered in these cars were last seen in Sayre, Oklahoma. The Floyd family has had extensive connections to Sayre, Oklahoma, for decades.

Perry Floyd went to school or worked in Sayre at some point. Perry Floyd knows several people in Sayre, including former and possibly current law enforcement. Perry Floyd also has shown an affinity for the town, having once purchased a plot of land nearby with the intention of retiring there one day.

The body of Kathy Engle was found in Sayre. Perry Floyd and the “cousin” that lived with James and Lorene Floyd match the suspect descriptions of Kathy Engle’s abductors. Perry Floyd’s oldest son, Steven Floyd, likely robbed the InterBank bank branch in Sayre, Oklahoma, just a few months ago.

At the time of the disappearance of Jimmy Williams and his friends, Perry Floyd's father, James Floyd, was likely the person running the Floyd family’s crime ring. Since James Floyd and Franklin Floyd seem to have worked together to commit the abduction of Jacob Wetterling, it is
likely that James and Franklin Floyd worked together to commit other crimes as well. These crimes may include the kidnapping, murder and disposal of the six individuals found in these two cars.

The Foss Lake Cars and their Placement in the Lake

It is demonstrable that the two cars recovered from Foss Lake were intentionally placed there. Every indication is that the six victims inside the cars were murdered, the cars and bodies were intentionally hidden in Foss Lake, and the crimes were committed by an organized crime syndicate that is still active in Oklahoma and the surrounding states.

To begin, consider the step-by-step events -- each of which is highly improbable or impossible -- that would have led to these cars and bodies "accidentally" being submerged in Foss Lake:

1) **The missing teenagers from Sayre could not have been "lost."** The missing teenagers from Sayre whose remains were likely recovered from the Camaro were supposed to be heading to a football game. If they made an intentional decision to drive an hour or more away to Foss Lake instead, then they were not "lost," and they would've all been aware of the lake's existence. It would be highly improbable for the driver and both passengers not to notice the lake long before they drove into it, let alone for this to happen to two different carloads of people only a year apart at the exact same boat ramp.

2) **Turning onto the boat ramp would have made the passengers notice the lake.** Even if they had somehow "accidentally" turned onto the lake road and not noticed the lake, the passengers would certainly have noticed the lake once they turned onto the boat ramp and their headlights were shining on the water. If the boat ramp is perpendicular to the lake road, as most are, then they would have to make the turn at a very low speed. This means they would've had plenty of time to hit the brakes before hitting the water.

3) **It is highly unlikely that all six passengers were immediately incapacitated by the impact with the lake.** The low speed necessary for turning onto the boat ramp also means the cars could not have hit the water at a very high speed. But even if the car had been going at top speeds, it would be very unlikely that all six passengers in both cars would have been rendered unconscious by hitting the water. But the intact windshield on the Camaro seems to confirm that this car did not hit the water at an extremely high velocity.

4) **A sinking car takes time, which would've made escape highly probable if any of the six victims had still been alive.** It takes time for a car to sink -- a physicist could give an estimate based on the exact models of cars in question. If any of the victims were alive and conscious when the car hit the water, this sinking time would've given time them to escape. Even if they sunk with the car, it was only twelve feet of water. That's like a car falling into a backyard swimming pool, albeit a large and murky one. There still would've been ample time to get out of the car and swim to safety if any of the six passengers had been able to do so.

5) **It is not physically possible for a car to travel fifty feet in deep, standing water by the power of its own momentum.** Even if the car somehow had been travelling at top speeds when
it hit the water, there is no way for a car to travel fifty feet from the boat ramp powered only by its own momentum. Again, a physics professor could do the math and prove it, but we can all easily picture the sheer impossibility of it. Water produces drag on the vehicle and stops its forward momentum almost immediately after hitting the water. There is also no current or tide in Foss Lake that could possibly move the car once it settled onto the lake floor.

6) **A boat pulling each car as it sank would explain the placement of the cars on the lake floor.** The most likely explanation for how the cars travelled 50 feet from the boat ramp is that they were chained to a boat, which pulled each car as far and fast as it could after the car hit the water. Each car would sink as it was being pulled. After each car hit the lake floor and filled with water, it would’ve effectively "anchored" the boat. This explains why the cars were not pulled even farther into the lake. If the same boat was used and the cars had similar buoyancies, weights, etc., this would also explain how the two cars came to rest only three feet from each other.

About a decade ago, Perry Floyd bought an old, used motorboat. This motorboat looks like it could easily be forty or more years old. Perry Floyd described this motorboat as having a “burnt-out engine” which rendered the boat useless. Perry Floyd said he bought the boat in spite of this because “the price was too good.”

This boat is likely the boat used to drag the Foss Lake cars out into the deep water where they were found. This would explain why Perry Floyd bought a very old boat that does not work. This scenario would also explain how the boat’s engine managed to “burn out.” Dragging cars along the bottom of a lake would not be an easy chore for any watercraft, especially a motorboat that was not intended for this or any similar purpose.

7) **The cars were placed in the lake by more than one person acting in unison.** Each car was either driven to the lake or towed there. If each car was driven to the lake, then another vehicle would have been necessary to carry the criminals away from the scene after the victims’ cars were dumped. If each car was towed to the lake, then one criminal could have driven the tow truck and left the scene in the same tow truck. But someone else would’ve had to pull any boat used in this scenario in another vehicle.

The explanation of a boat pulling the cars into the lake as they were being submerged also indicates the involvement of more than one person: At least one person to pilot the boat, and at least one more person to release the cars' brakes and/or guide the cars off of the boat ramp.

8) **The criminals involved were thorough, conscientious, and seemingly professional.** Obviously, whatever means were employed to dump these cars were premeditated and methodical. The criminals likely used the same method each time, as suggested by the cars’ very similar final placement.

If one jumps to the very logical conclusion that these six individuals were murdered, it suggests that these six victims are not the criminals' first kills and/or body disposals. These are not heat of the moment "passion crimes" concerning cheating spouses or the like. These cases display indications of involvement by a professional and highly organized crime ring.
9) There are other indicators that these crimes were the handiworks of an organized crime ring, including:

- The methodical placement of the cars in the water is indicative of organized criminals coldly calculating their best chances at not getting caught. There's a reason this is a cliché of organized crime; one has to have resources to pull off this kind of disposal, including access to a boat. In Oklahoma circa 1969 and 1970, that would've meant having at least moderately comfortable wealth.
- This was obviously not a car theft, and it seems unlikely the teens from Sayre had any money for it to have been a robbery.
- If more than one person was involved in placing the cars in the water, it is possible that more than one person was responsible for subduing and/or killing all six of the victims.
- The criminals are likely so comfortable with killing, they may even have a macabre sense of "artistry" or "balance" to their disposals, given the similarity of the placement of the cars and the matching number and gender of occupants in each car.
- If the perpetrators of this crime are an organized criminal element, they were likely to have been active in other criminal activity in the immediate and surrounding areas during this and other times. I read that there was a rumor that the Sayre teens had stumbled upon a drug deal. If nothing else, this rumor illustrates that at least some local citizens had the perception of a violent, organized criminal element that might be in the area at that time.

The indication that the teens from Sayre all seem to have been subdued or killed at the same time also makes it more likely that more than one person was involved in their abduction/murder. But another possible scenario is that the three teens went with their killer willingly. This would indicate that their abductor/attacker was either someone of authority or someone they knew. I had previously connected Perry Floyd to these disappearances in part because there are indications that he used his police uniform to fool other victims into going with him willingly, and he may have done the same thing here.

As far as motive, Perry Floyd seems to have contempt for any young male he thinks is too "cool" or popular, always referring to them angrily and derogatorily as "hotshots." Jimmy Williams' picture shows him to be a stylish, handsome young man exactly like the archetype that Perry Floyd despises. Perry Floyd would have been in his late teens/early twenties around this time, and he may have known Jimmy Williams and/or the others. Perry Floyd could have easily targeted Jimmy Williams out of dislike for his sense of fashion, envy over his "too cool" Camaro, etc., as well as for monetary gain from human trafficking.

**DANLIN AND DANNY AND LINDA FLOYD**

Danny Floyd is Perry Floyd's younger brother. Linda Floyd is Danny Floyd's current wife. In 1990, Danny and Linda Floyd started a chemical company in Thomas, Oklahoma, called Danlin. Danlin's main function, at least on the surface, was to provide chemical accessories called "soap sticks" to oil drilling companies.
Danlin is the company from which Perry Floyd acquired at least two dozen 50-gallon barrels with sealable lids. Danlin, as a chemical refining company, would have also had access to the connections, equipment and substances necessary to make methamphetamines and possibly other drugs. For this reason, during the spring and summer of 2013, I began drawing attention to Danlin in my communications with law enforcement.

On September 18, 2013, the Danlin chemical plant in Thomas, Oklahoma, was destroyed by a suspicious fire. This fire was allowed to “burn itself out” and completely destroy the Danlin chemical plant. An industrial fire like this is seldom described as ‘convenient.’ However, since this fire likely destroyed evidence and records of criminal activity connected to the Floyd family, it seems a little too convenient for them.

Danlin posted a message to its website after the fire, thanking about a dozen law enforcement and emergency response agencies by name for their assistance in “managing” this fire, including Perry Floyd’s former associates at the Oklahoma Highway Patrol. But if no action was taken to control or reduce this fire, why would the response of so many law enforcement agencies be necessary? Perry Floyd and his associates undoubtedly intentionally set fire to the Danlin chemical plant to destroy evidence. Perry Floyd and his associates likely then enlisted corrupt members of various law enforcement agencies to respond to the scene. These law enforcement officers easily could have impeded any legitimate attempt to investigate this fire in any number of ways.

Danlin may have also been set ablaze so that the Floyd family could collect an insurance payout from the destruction of their facility. I have been consistently “turning up the heat” on the Floyd family all year by informing various law enforcement agencies of their criminal actions. This has no doubt led to a reduction in revenue from, or even the total cessation of, the Floyd family’s normal criminal activities. Drug trafficking and human/sex trafficking require criminal transactions to occur regularly; these activities would be too risky to continue if the Floyds felt like they were being watched. The large amount of insurance money collected from a fire like this might have been necessary to offset this loss of revenue and keep the Floyd family afloat financially.

Recent Bank Robberies Connected to the Floyd Family

Perry Floyd’s son, Steven Floyd, apparently robbed a bank in Sayre, Oklahoma, in July of 2013. Steven Floyd may have been directed to commit this robbery to help offset the Floyd family’s recent financial short-comings. The Floyds are likely “hurting” for cash right now and seeking other new criminal enterprises to make up the difference. Bank robberies are a criminal act that can net a lot of profit in a very short amount of time. This high-profit/low-risk dynamic may be why Steven Floyd committed this bank robbery.

A man dressed as a woman robbed two banks in Norman, Oklahoma, in late September and early October of 2013. The suspect was seen getting into a white Cadillac car. The license from this car was traced, and police arrested John Paul Matthews just a few days after his second bank robbery in early October.
Perry Floyd’s younger son from his first marriage, Chuck Allen Floyd, is currently married to a woman named Chelsa. I believe Chelsa Floyd’s maiden name was Matthews. Chuck and Chelsa Floyd lived in Norman, Oklahoma, until a few years ago. Since he is also from Norman, John Paul Matthews is likely related to Chelsa (Matthews) Floyd, and he is therefore closely connected to Perry Floyd’s immediate family.

John Paul Matthews, the suspect in the Norman bank robberies, displays the physical features of someone who has been doing methamphetamines and perhaps other drugs for many years. John Paul Matthews was likely a distributor for Perry Floyd’s drug trafficking business. John Paul Matthews was likely instructed to rob these banks by Perry Floyd as another means of offsetting the Floyd’s reduced or diminished income from drug distribution.

In the Spring of 2001, I attended a themed costume party hosted by the University of Oklahoma’s student group for sexual minorities, the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender and Friends (G.L.B.T.F.). This party was called “Rock Out!” Attendees were encouraged to dress as a musician of the opposite gender. I attended this party dressed as Courtney Love. I bought a blonde wig for this purpose. This wig later mysteriously disappeared from among my possessions. When I saw the photos of the cross-dressing bank robber from Norman, I immediately recognized this wig as the one that disappeared from my apartment in Norman several years beforehand.

The picture that follows on the left is me dressed as Courntey Love at this party. The picture that follows on the right is the cross-dressing suspect in the Norman bank robberies.

Note that in both of these pictures, the bangs of the wig converge at a central point in the center of the hairline. (The cross-dressing suspect has the wig placed at an angle on his head so that the center of the wig’s hairline is placed over the right side of his face.) Because Courtney Love had
shorter bangs than the bangs on the wig that I bought, I tucked the bangs under the hair on each side of the wig and used bobby pins to secure them. The length of the bangs on the wig that the suspect is wearing are a few inches longer than the exposed part of the bangs on the wig in the picture of me, which makes sense, given that the full length of the bangs is not visible in the picture of me. Obviously the color of the wigs is the same, and the wigs both fall to just below the shoulders in both of these pictures.

I have many more pictures that confirm that the cross-dressing bank robber from Norman wore the exact same wig that turned up missing from my apartment several years ago with no explanation, if anyone is interested in reviewing these pictures. I also spoke to a friend who attended the G.L.B.T.F.’s “Rock Out!” party. This friend was present when I purchased the wig, and he also confirmed that the characteristics of the wig that this suspect wore match exactly the characteristics of the wig that I wore to this party.

I also recognize the large, burgundy-colored handbag/purse that the suspect is carrying in the preceding photo. Norma Floyd carried a large handbag in this same color and style for a while several years ago. Like most women, Norma Floyd changes purses from time to time, but she usually keeps her old purses after she is done carrying them on a regular basis.

Perry Floyd has demonstrated a consistent fixation with me in the planning and execution of his crimes; he has also always enjoyed taking toys, clothes and other objects of mine. Perry Floyd or one of his associates likely stole this wig from my apartment many years ago. Norma and Perry Floyd likely then provided this wig and handbag to John Paul Matthews and instructed him to commit these bank robberies.

Eva Floyd

Chuck Allen Floyd’s first wife was a woman named Eva whom Chuck Floyd knew from the University of Oklahoma’s School of Law. Eva Floyd and Chuck Floyd divorced several years ago. However, during their marriage, Eva Floyd was employed by a company that sold computer software to hospitals. This software was designed to store the medical records of patients, since many hospitals have been making the switch from keeping physical patient files to electronic recordkeeping.

Although this may sound innocuous, there is a financial motivation that would make the widespread use of this software extremely valuable to organized crime. The majority of human trafficking occurs for the purpose of sex trafficking and/or rape. However, some human trafficking is carried out for the purpose of fulfilling the demand for human tissue and organs on the “black market.”

If an organized crime ring was involved in the production of the medical software that Eva Floyd distributed, it would likely make the medical records of the patients at the hospitals that use this software available to this organized crime ring. This would make it much easier for human traffickers to identify patients that were “strong candidates” for tissue and organ transplants and
matched their customers’ specific medical needs. These patients could then be targeted for abduction by the human traffickers.

Other Cases Linked to the Floyd Family

I have not had a chance to fully research many of the other crimes I suspect of having connections to Perry Floyd, his family, and their organized crime ring. This is largely because I stumble across new cases almost daily that fit this profile. In particular, there are a number of disappearances of children that seem to have some connection to Perry Floyd, his family and/or associates. These include the cases of Logan Lynn Tucker, Bill Anderson Kiser, Ariana Marie Jarosz, Amber Jahnade Goodwin, and Colt Levi Clark, to name only a few. Hopefully the information in this document will enable honest law enforcement to find evidence that leads to these cases being solved. If not, I will continue researching these and other cases and distributing my findings until Perry Floyd and his family are brought to justice.
ORGANIZED CRIME AND THE EXTENDED FAMILY OF NORMA (CLAXTON) FLOYD

From what I have observed, organized crime tends to run in families. Members of these organized crime families often intermarry. This would build relationships that were beneficial to the organized crime rings with which these families are aligned. Norma (Claxton) Floyd has many family members of her own with disturbing connections to very serious crimes. Many members of Norma Floyd’s family are likely employed by Perry Floyd’s organized crime ring.

Melisa Claxton

Norma Floyd’s sister-in-law, Melisa Claxton, lives in Rochester, NY. Melisa Claxton is employed at UCB Pharma. Until recently, Melisa Claxton was the ‘Packaging Manager’ at UCB Pharma. Illegal prescription drug abuse has become an epidemic in America. Obviously, Melisa Claxton’s job as the Packaging Manager at UCB Pharma means that she likely was able to send vast amounts of prescription pharmaceuticals to Perry Floyd and his associates through the mail.

Melisa Claxton also has close personal connections to two individuals that I suspect of involvement in the so-called “Smiley Face Murders” that many people believe to be the work of one or more serial killers. Any legitimate investigator or law enforcement agency that is interested in hearing and investigating the information I have in relation to these murders is welcome to contact me.

Distorted Suspect Sketches

I read an interview with Margaret Loveall in which she complained about “The CSI Effect.” This is the name that has been given to a particular social phenomenon in which American citizens expect more and better forensic science applications from law enforcement because of the prevalence of so many television shows depicting advanced forensic technology, some of which does not even exist yet.

However, there is another troubling phenomenon occurring inside many corrupt law enforcement agencies. Take a good look at the composite sketches that follow of two men who attacked and sexually assaulted a woman in Tulsa in December 2012.
These sketches were released by the Tulsa Police Department. When I showed them to a friend, he burst out laughing because the sketches are so cartoonish and distorted. Take a look at the size of the facial features on these sketches in relation to the skull shape. These proportions are simply not possible in humans in the absence of severe deformations.

No actual person’s eyes take up literally the entire width of their face. No actual person’s skull is over three times longer than it is wide. No actual person’s nose and lips are as big as the sketch on the left. Considering that this sketch is supposed to depict an African-American male, these features being so outrageously over-sized seems very racist.

I contacted Jillian Roberson at Tulsa PD to see if perhaps these images had been “accidentally” distorted. She confirmed that these were the un-manipulated images that the Tulsa Police Department felt best-represented the suspects. In response to my complaint that the Tulsa Police Department seemed to be consistently releasing suspect sketches with impossibly unrealistic proportions, Jillian Roberson offered “the Software Excuse.”

The Software Excuse

“The Software Excuse” is usually employed after a law enforcement agency stops using actual, trained, experienced composite sketch artists and starts using composite sketch software. A corrupt law enforcement agency would theoretically prefer such software over an actual person for many reasons.

Using suspect sketch software would cost significantly less than paying an actual sketch artist to do the work, and that could mean more money for officers “on the take.” Unscrupulous law enforcement personnel could also more easily manipulate the images, since there would be no artist around to notice subtle changes made to the sketches.

If someone does complain about the sketches’ ridiculously un-lifelike proportions or other features, corrupt law enforcement personnel can throw their hands into the air and exclaim that
“that’s just how the software works!” This was the tactic Jillian Roberson employed to try to explain away Tulsa PD’s culpability in releasing these grossly distorted images to the public.

I also sent a message and forwarded the sketches to Tulsa-based crime reporter Lori Fullbright. Lori Fullbright agreed that the sketches were unrealistic and cartoonish, and that the sketch software Tulsa PD was using seemed inferior and needed improvement. She also mentioned that Tulsa PD had switched to the suspect sketch software after the retirement of Harvey Pratt, a very talented, experienced, real-life sketch artist they had used for many years.

Composite sketch artists seem like one area where Paul Bunyan and John Henry can still beat the machine; that is, human sketch artists still have inherent advantages over composite sketch software. Such software would, by its very nature, produce images that seem “mass-produced” and have no individualized human interpretation in their creation. Composite sketches are not Wii avatars; you can’t always just throw together pre-configured features and create accurate portraits. Many people have distinguishing features that are unique to them. These features would not be easily programmed into composite sketch software.

When I saw the preceding suspect sketches, it became clear to me that members of the Tulsa Police Department were systematically covering up the crimes of Perry Floyd’s criminal associates. In spite of the unrealistic proportions in these images, I immediately recognized the men depicted in these suspect sketches as Norma Floyd’s nephews, Christopher “Brandon” Green and Denver “D.J.” Claxton.

Christopher “Brandon” Green and Denver “D.J.” Claxton

Christopher “Brandon” Green has a history of violent behavior towards women. Brandon Green also once told me that a young woman had accused him and an associate of his of raping her at the same time. Denver James “D.J.” Claxton, III, is Brandon Green’s cousin. The two have been especially close all of their lives.

The descriptions of the two men who sexually assaulted a young woman in Tulsa on December 21, 2012, match descriptions of Brandon Green and D.J. Claxton. The woman’s attackers were described as in their mid- to late-20s, around 5’10” tall, and thin. Brandon Green and D.J. Claxton are in their mid- to late-20s, they are both around 5’10” tall, and they are both thin. Both of the suspects smelled strongly of marijuana. I know that Brandon Green and D.J. Claxton both smoke marijuana; in fact, D.J. Claxton’s father, Denver James “Bud” Claxton, II, distributes marijuana.

The African-American suspect was described as wearing his hair in short dreadlocks and having a tattoo on the right side of his neck. Brandon Green is of mixed African-American and Caucasian descent, and he has a tattoo on the side of his neck. At the time of this attack, he was wearing his hair in short, dreadlocked “stubs.” A picture of Christopher “Brandon” Green follows on the left; the suspect sketch depicting him follows on the right.
In spite of the unrealistic features of the suspect sketch, there are obviously similarities between Christopher “Brandon” Green and this suspect, including the length and style of the hair.

The Caucasian suspect in this attack had hair that was short, blonde and straight. D.J. Claxton is Caucasian, and his hair is short, blonde and straight. A picture of D.J. Claxton follows on the left; the composite sketch depicting him follows on the right.

As with the suspect sketch of his accomplice, this composite sketch is too unrealistically proportioned to reliably compare its features to any real person. However, there are clearly visible similarities between D.J. Claxton and this suspect sketch, including the slightly asymmetrical, jutting jaw lines in both images.
Recurring Stranger Rapes with Multiple Attackers in Tulsa

I read an article in which Tulsa Police officer Mike Mears explained that “stranger rapes” such as the preceding one are especially rare in Tulsa, and stranger rapes by more than one attacker are even rarer. However, according to an article by Abbie Alford on Fox23.com:

“On December 23rd, police say a stranger raped a woman waiting for someone to pick her up at the corner of 34th and S. Peoria. Police believe the attacker overheard her conversation and then acted like he knew her friends. He invited her to wait in his car, and that’s when someone in the backseat attacked the victim.”

This woman appears to have been targeted by more than one person: the man on the street who invited her to wait in his car, and the person in the backseat of the car who attacked the victim. This rape occurred on December 23, 2011. On December 21, 2012, another woman was raped in Tulsa by the two men in the suspect sketches that I have identified as Brandon Green and D.J. Claxton. The proximity of the dates of these attacks just a few days before Christmas may indicate that the same two men were responsible for both of these rapes.

More Corruption at the Tulsa Police Department

After identifying Brandon Green and D.J. Claxton from the preceding sketches and suspect descriptions, I contacted the Tulsa Police Department. Once again, I spoke with Jillian Roberson, Tulsa PD’s Public Information Officer. And once again, Jillian Roberson dismissed the information I had concerning this crime without allowing me to speak to a detective or investigating in any way.

Jillian Roberson indicated that the Tulsa Police Department had already arrested one of the two suspects sought in this case. Jillian Roberson said that a witness had come forward and given the name of someone who resembled the distorted composite sketch of the African-American suspect.

The suspect that the Tulsa Police Department arrested in this case was only seventeen years old at the time. The victim of this sexual assault was twenty years old at the time, and she said that both of her attackers were in their mid- to late-20s. A 20-year-old woman would be able to easily distinguish the age difference between a 17-year-old boy and a man in his mid- to late-20s. The Tulsa Police Department has offered no explanation for the discrepancies in the ages of the suspects they originally sought and the young man they eventually arrested.

If members of the Tulsa Police Department are “on the take” and colluding with Perry Floyd’s organized crime ring, they would have a strong motivation to cover-up the involvement of Brandon Green and D.J. Claxton in this sexual assault. A sexual assault of this nature that was linked back to Norma Floyd’s close family might lead investigators back to Perry Floyd himself and risk exposing the organized crime ring. By “pinning” the crime on this young African-American man, the Tulsa PD could direct scrutiny away from Perry Floyd and continue to brag about their “high closure rates” on cases.
A passing motorist scared the two rapists away during the middle of this sexual assault. The crime was therefore unfinished. This sexual assault may have only been the first part of a planned rape/abduction, a rape/murder, or even a rape/abduction/murder. This explains why rapists working for a human trafficking ring could easily have been involved in this crime, in spite of the miraculous fact that the victim managed to survive.

I also have evidence and indications of corruption by the Tulsa County Public Defender assigned to defend the young man who was arrested for this rape. I’ll spare the specifics, but Public “Defender” Brian Rayl was avoidant, hostile, and duplicitous enough that it became apparent he was colluding with corrupt Tulsa law enforcement to “railroad” the young man he was assigned to defend.

It is clear that there is also widespread corruption in the Tulsa judicial system and Tulsa’s city government. I will provide the specific details of my interactions with Brian Rayl and other corrupt civil servants from Tulsa to any legitimate investigator or law enforcement entity that wishes to investigate, expose, and/or prosecute this corruption.

CAMERON CLAXTON

Cameron Claxton is Norma Floyd’s nephew. In May of 2012, a woman escaped from a man who tried to assault and abduct her at Lake Hefner’s Hobie Point. The suspect who attacked this woman was described as a white male, about twenty-five years old, standing about six feet tall and weighing about two-hundred and fifty pounds. Cameron Claxton is a white male about twenty-five years old, and he stands about six feet tall and weighs about two-hundred and fifty pounds.

A composite sketch of this woman’s attacker follows on the left. A picture of Cameron Claxton follows on the right.
I recognized the above suspect sketch as my first cousin, Cameron Claxton. Note that the man in the suspect sketch and Cameron Claxton have similar round face shapes and many other similar facial features. These similarities include the relative size, shape and placement of the eyes, nose, chin, lips, philtrum and “laugh lines.”

As with the attempted rape in Tulsa, this crime was not fully executed because the victim was able to escape. The victim who escaped from this suspect may have narrowly avoided becoming another unsolved disappearance related to the Floyd family.

LEONARD NEAL DIRICKSON

I have already identified a possible victim profile for missing males who may have associated with or been clients of Perry Floyd’s criminal enterprises. Leonard Neal Dirickson may be a male who fits a slightly different profile of missing persons cases associated with Perry Floyd: people who willingly “disappeared” and created new identities for themselves with assistance from Perry Floyd and his associates.

Leonard Neal Dirickson disappeared in 1998, just a few months after he “sold out” of his failing business. Norma Floyd’s maternal aunt, Loretta Langley, married a man named “Dan” several years ago. I do not distinctly recall the surname of Loretta Langley’s husband Dan, although I think it may have been Brown.

A picture of Leonard Neal Dirickson follows on the left. A picture of Loretta Langley’s husband “Dan” follows on the right.
The men in these two pictures are either the same person, or they are long-lost identical twins. The picture of Loretta Langley’s husband “Dan” on the right was taken several years after Leonard Dirickson disappeared, which explains the age difference visible in the man in these pictures.

Loretta Langley’s husband “Dan” supposedly died several years ago. I was at the hospital on the night that “Dan” died. I saw Loretta Langley ‘grieving’ in a waiting room, but I never saw Dan, his hospital room, his nurse(s), his doctor(s), or his body. Loretta Langley’s emotions on this night also seemed staged and insincere.

I also met a young woman who claimed to be the daughter of Loretta Langley’s husband “Dan.” This young woman displayed all of the characteristics that I have come to associate with underage prostitution and the child sex trade. This young woman was not grieving for “Dan” in any visible way, and she seemed annoyed that she had to be at the hospital that night.

A man who has created a completely new identity once could very well have done it a second time. It is not inconceivable that with Perry Floyd’s connections, the ‘death’ of Loretta Langley’s husband “Dan” could have been staged. This scheme could have been executed for a variety of reasons, including to collect on insurance money or to create another new identity somewhere else.

Alternatively, “Dan” might have actually died, and his wife and daughter simply didn’t care that much. Given the amount of deception and/or callousness demonstrated by Norma Floyd’s family, either scenario is believable.

DAVE LEVINE

Dave Levine (84yo) is married to another of Norma Floyd’s maternal aunts, Sharon Levine. Dave and Sharon Levine have lived in Watonga, Oklahoma, for decades. One of my earliest childhood memories is seeing Dave Levine torture and murder several small kittens on my great-grandmother’s property.

Dave Levine has made several strange and disturbing statements over the years, including that he “likes rape and torture.” Dave Levine wears a ring that he had specially made with 18 or 19 small skulls on it. Dave Levine told me that these skulls represented “the gooks he had killed in the war.” Dave Levine then told me that these men would become his slaves in the afterlife.

Dave Levine has claimed to have been a “hit-man for the mob” in his youth, before he supposedly “reformed.” Dave Levine has always used the word “mob” to describe his time as a hit-man, never the word “mafia.” Dave’s Levine’s late mother was from Boston. Dave Levine speaks with a strange hybrid accent with a southern twang and long, round vowel sounds similar
to a Boston accent. He also uses slang associated with Boston “Southie” culture, like “fartknocker” and “chowderhead.” All of this suggests that Dave Levine’s early criminal employment as a hit-man may have been with the Irish Mob in south Boston, one of few organized crime gangs to use the word “mob” in their common name.

Dave Levine also claims to have been involved with various ‘motorcycle gangs’ during or after this time. Dave Levine still owned and rode an expensive motorcycle the last time I knew, in spite of his failing health.

The New Bedford Highway Killer

Dave Levine retired from a career as a “freelance long-distance truck driver” several years ago. In 1989, Dave Levine would have been about 59 or 60. Dave Levine was in relatively good health at the time, although he talked about his worry that he would not be able to “do his work” for very much longer because of a bad back.

Wikipedia states that:

“The New Bedford Highway Killer is an unidentified serial killer responsible for the deaths of nine women and the disappearances of two additional women in New Bedford, Massachusetts, between July 1988 and June 1989. All of the killer’s victims were known prostitutes or substance abusers.”

The suspect is referred to as the “New Bedford Highway Killer” because the bodies of most of these victims were found dragged a short distance from the side of various highways south of Boston and New Bedford, Massachusetts. Dave Levine was driving a semi-regular route in his big rig truck back and forth from Oklahoma to Boston during this exact time period.

I stayed with Dave and Sharon Levine for two weeks during this period. Dave Levine was home between trips and was preparing to leave. I asked where he was going, and Dave Levine said that he was going to Boston. Dave Levine then referred to Boston as “his old hunting grounds” in a very disturbing tone of voice.

Sharon Levine then wrung her hands in anxiety and said to her husband in a worried tone of voice, “Oh, be careful. You know they got that serial killer going around up there.”

Dave Levine replied that he “didn’t have nothing to worry about” because “[the killer] was only killing whores.” Dave Levine knew that he was safe because he is the New Bedford Highway Killer. Dave Levine was driving a big rig through the area where the bodies of these victims were dumped during the exact time period these crimes occurred. Dave Levine could have easily pulled his big rig truck and trailer over on the side of a highway without drawing any suspicion, as truckers commonly do. Dave Levine’s “bad back” explains why the victims’ bodies were not disposed of very far from the highway.
It is easy to imagine the motivation for an organized crime ring to employ a serial killer and target “prostitutes and drug users” in a far-away region: simple economics.

A man like Dave Levine, who claims to be a “retired” hit-man, would be valuable to an organized crime ring because he might work for less money in exchange for the promise of protection from organized crime’s corrupt law enforcement connections. An experienced and bloodthirsty killer is also less likely than someone who kills simply for profit to have an attack of conscience. This would make a man like Dave Levine much less likely to ever pose a threat as a potential witness if he were questioned or apprehended.

Targeting prostitutes as serial murder victims could also have economic benefits for an organized crime ring. When prostitutes in a given area hear that a serial killer is targeting them, many are likely to stop working or relocate out of fear. Many of these prostitutes’ customers would also likely stop soliciting sex from the area, out of fear that they could be targeted by the investigation into the serial murders.

In other words, if Perry Floyd instructed Dave Levine to kill prostitutes from the Boston area, it might have scared sex and human trafficking “business” away from Boston to other areas. This might have increased Perry Floyd’s profit from sex trafficking “businesses” operated by his associates in these other areas. It might have also hurt the profits of a rival organized crime group, such as the Irish Mob in south Boston. With Dave Levine’s likely connections to organized crime in the Boston area, he may have even been sheltered by corrupt local law enforcement while committing these crimes.

I noticed the connections between Dave Levine and the New Bedford Highway Killer long before I noticed the connections between Perry Floyd’s family and unsolved crimes, way back in the Fall/Winter of 2012. I contacted the New Bedford Police Department at that time to relay the information I had about Dave Levine in relation to the New Bedford Highway Killer. I left four voicemail messages on this police department’s tip line and sent several e-mails with the information I had. I never received a reply from anyone at the New Bedford Police Department.

Shortly after I sent these e-mails, the Boston Marathon bombing occurred. I understood that the New Bedford Police Department was likely swamped by this investigation. Therefore, I did not contact them again until a few months ago. By this time, I had realized the full extent of Perry Floyd’s organized crime connections, as well as the implications of widespread corruption among law enforcement connected to this crime ring.

I spoke to an officer at the New Bedford Police Department, who immediately recognized my name. This officer also recalled Dave Levine’s name immediately, and that Dave Levine lived in Watonga, Oklahoma. I found this odd, because no one from the New Bedford Police Department had ever spoken to me or communicated with me in any way. I wondered why the officer remembered so much detail about my e-mails even though his office had never reached out to me.
This officer indicated that after he had received my e-mails, he called the local Sheriff with jurisdiction over Dave Levine’s home in Watonga, Oklahoma. This officer indicated that the Sheriff “didn’t really have a lot to say about Dave Levine.” This officer implied that was where the investigation into Dave Levine and the New Bedford Highway Killer had ended.

I cannot imagine that a legitimate investigation into nine confirmed murders from the Boston area in the 1980s would consist entirely of one phone call to a present-day Sheriff in Oklahoma. It is as if the New Bedford officer expected the Sheriff to simply say, “Oh, Dave Levine? Yeah, he kills a lot of the hookers around here. That totally sounds like him.”

In my e-mails to the New Bedford Police Department, I also described some strange behavior that I thought might be relevant to an investigation of Dave Levine and these crimes. Dave Levine kept a cigar box full of “spare buttons” either in his dresser or on top of it. Dave Levine treated these buttons with a strange reverence. During the two weeks that I stayed with Dave and Sharon Levine, I witnessed an argument between the two concerning this box of buttons.

Dave Levine was screaming about a button that Sharon Levine had removed from his box. Sharon Levine had sewn the button onto one of her shirts, even though it was not a perfect match for the button she was trying to replace. Dave Levine demanded that Sharon Levine remove the button from her clothes and return it to his cigar box immediately, and she complied. Sharon Levine explained that she had looked in the box and thought some of the buttons looked like they came from women’s clothing. Sharon Levine said that she didn’t understand why Dave Levine was “making such a fuss” about a spare button that didn’t match or fit any of his clothes.

I believe some of these buttons did come from women’s clothing, and the specific women were those Dave Levine had targeted as a serial killer. This behavior would explain Dave Levine’s odd attachment to these seemingly worthless objects, because it is classic serial killer “trophy” behavior.

I had explained my observations about the buttons to in my messages to the New Bedford Police Department. When the officer I spoke with proved so familiar with the details of my messages, I asked him if he had looked into whether any buttons were removed from the clothing of the New Bedford Highway Killer’s victims.

The officer did not recall any of the details I had given his department about the buttons. This officer also stated that no search had been done through the evidence logs to see if buttons or sections/articles of clothing that might contain buttons were taken from the victims. This officer indicated that he would follow up and see if any such details were noted in the investigative logs.

Obviously the New Bedford Police Department put no significant effort into the “investigation” of Dave Levine in relation to these crimes. They did, however, reach out to local law enforcement in Oklahoma. Given the widespread corruption of many members of Oklahoma law enforcement in relation to Dave Levine’s family, this indicates that the New Bedford Police
Department also suffers from corruption related to organized crime.

The Zodiac Killer

The Zodiac Killer was a serial killer who believed that his victims would become his ‘slaves’ in the afterlife. This is disturbingly similar to Dave Levine’s comment that the “gooks he killed in the war” would become his slaves after he died.

Wikipedia states that:


Dave Levine also talked of having driven his big rig truck on routes all over the country, including San Francisco and other cities in California. I remember Dave Levine mentioning travelling to San Francisco specifically because he described the city as “just a bunch of faggots.” Dave Levine has a son from a previous marriage that he disowned for being gay, so this bit of homophobia from Dave Levine was not surprising.

The Zodiac Killer was described as a man between 35 and 45 years old, 5’8” tall, with a medium to medium-heavy build and prescription glasses. In 1968 and 1969, Dave Levine would have been around 40 years old. Dave Levine is also around 5’8” tall with a medium-heavy build, and he wears prescription glasses.

If his stories about his time “killing gooks in the war” and acting as a “hit-man for the mob” are true, Dave Levine would have already been an experienced killer by this time. The Zodiac claimed to have killed 37 people. However, police could only link him with certainty to seven victims, two of whom lived; the Zodiac is suspected by some to have possibly been involved in an additional four deaths. This means that the Zodiac’s known or suspected “kill count” is only about eleven people, far short of the 37 he claimed.

However, if one were to add the 18 or 19 people that Dave Levine claims to have killed “in the war” to the Zodiac’s possible 11 victims, the total number is around 30 – just a few murders shy of the number of kills the Zodiac was claiming at the time. Dave Levine also claims to have been a “hit-man for the mob,” which would have raised his “kill count” even higher. Dave Levine could have easily killed 37 people by the time he was about 40 years old, if one believes his own accounts of murdering people and imagines the Zodiac’s victims added into the mix.

A man believed to be the Zodiac Killer called into the television show A.M. San Francisco, hosted by Jim Dunbar, on October 20, 1969. A link to a recording of this segment from the television show follows:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsM-kwU2mRU
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Some sources claim that the man who called into this show was later proven to not be the Zodiac Killer. However, the voice on the recording of this show sounds like a younger, higher-pitched version of Dave Levine’s gravelly voice. The man claiming to be the Zodiac Killer in this recording also avoids answering the question the host asks him about whether or not he ever served in the military. Since Dave Levine was in the military, he would have likely avoided answering this question so that he did not reveal a researchable aspect of his identity.

The man claiming to be the Zodiac Killer in this clip also speaks in short, quick, mostly one-word phrases. This indicates that the caller might be trying to disguise a recognizable feature of his voice -- a regional accent picked up from south Boston, for example. In spite of this, some of this man’s vowel sounds do demonstrate some of the longer, rounded, nasal vowel sounds associated with Boston accents. The caller’s last phrase before disconnecting is, “I don’t wanna be hurt.” This sentence in particular sounds remarkably like Dave Levine’s voice, accent and intonations, except younger-sounding and higher-pitched.

If Dave Levine was the Zodiac Killer, he might also have taken buttons or clothing with buttons from his victims’ bodies as his “trophies.” This would explain why there were buttons from both men’s and women’s clothing in Dave Levine’s treasured button collection. If the Zodiac Killer’s victims had buttons or clothing that might have contained buttons removed from their persons, this would indicate that Dave Levine is the Zodiac Killer.

RONALD LANGLEY AND THE OKLAHOMA CITY BOMBING

The final suspect sketches that I will present in this document are of "John Doe #2" -- a suspected collaborator of Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols in planning the bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah federal building in Oklahoma City in April of 1995. The man in these suspect sketches was instantly recognizable as Norma Floyd's first cousin, Ronald Langley. The resemblance of the 'John Doe #2' suspect sketch to Ronald Langley circa 1995 is unmistakable, and I am absolutely certain that Ronald Langley is this long-sought co-conspirator.

Ronald Langley matches (or matched in 1995) all of John Doe #2's physical descriptions:

- Ronald Langley is somewhere in the 5'8"-5'9" range.
- Ronald Langley would have been about 24 or 25 years old in 1996.
- Ronald Langley has an olive skin tone.
- In 1995, Ronald Langley had thick brown, "bushy" hair. (Ronald Langley has since started balding and keeps his hair cut short.)
- Ronald Langley was a high school wrestler, and I believe he served in the military or national guard in some capacity after high school. Ronald Langley was definitely "muscular" in build in 1995.

A composite sketch of “John Doe #2” follows on the left. The only photograph I could find of Ronald Langley follows on the right.
The photograph of Ronald Langley is blurry, but you can still see similarities in the face shape of the sketch of “John Doe #2” and Ronald Langley. These similarities include the square face shape, the wide, flat chin, the wide cheekbones, the closely-set eyes, the long, square jowls/jawline, and the slightly bulbous nose.

I also recognized the hat in which John Doe #2 is depicted in the composite sketches. It is exactly like a hat that Ronald Langley often wore and called his “lucky hat.” It has the same flame design as depicted in the black and white suspect sketches. This hat was red, yellow, black and white.

A composite sketch of “John Doe #2” wearing this hat, as seen in full profile, follows.

The hat in the composite sketch on the left has a thin white strip separating the brim from the skullcap. This white strip is actually a small piece of white rope or cord about five or six millimeters in diameter. This piece of rope or cord was attached underneath the skullcap on both sides of the brim of the hat. During the late 1980s and early- to mid-1990s, hats with a small cord or rope running across the brim like this briefly became the preferred style of many “country boys” like Ronald Langley.
Shortly after the Alfred P. Murrah Building was bombed, Ronald Langley moved as far away from Oklahoma as he could within the continental U.S., to the Seattle area. To my knowledge, Ronald Langley has never returned to Oklahoma since. Ronald Langley did not even visit for his mother's wedding or to introduce his wife or children to his family.

The following link is to an article relating to John Doe #2 and an FBI interview with Terry Nichols from May 26, 2005:


The article at the above link states that:

"During the interview, the convicted bomber unleashed a startling admission: John Doe 2 exists. The FBI report states, "Nichols advised that John Doe 2's name had not been mentioned during the (FBI) investigation, and therefore, he feared for his life and his family's well-being should it become public.""

If John Doe #2 had been acting as an individual, 'solo' co-conspirator during the planning of the Oklahoma City bombing, then Nichols would have no logical reason to fear for his or his family's well-being should he reveal John Doe #2's identity. John Doe #2 could have simply been apprehended, and Nichols would have nothing to fear.

However, Ronald Langley's identity as John Doe #2 makes it obvious why Terry Nichols was wary of naming him. Ronald Langley is Perry Wayne Floyd's first cousin-by-marriage. Terry Nichols obviously knew about Langley's connection to Oklahoma's leading organized crime syndicate, Perry Wayne Floyd's drug and human trafficking cartel. Like many previous witnesses I have discussed in relation to Perry Floyd, Terry Nichols likely was afraid of retribution if he provided any information to law enforcement that might connect Perry Floyd to this crime.

I can easily imagine a few reasons that Perry Floyd’s organized crime cartel might have participated in the Oklahoma City bombing. Many federal workers died in the bombing, which eventually created job openings. Organized criminals need contacts in a variety of government positions in order to easily perpetuate their crimes. Perry Floyd could have directed many of his criminal associates and their family members to apply for these jobs after the bombing. There was also a vast amount of money that poured into Oklahoma after the bombing, connected to everything from charities to construction and rebuilding projects. Perry Floyd’s corrupt political associates likely steered some of this money into his hands. And of course, an act of terrorism like the Oklahoma City bombing would likely result in bigger budgets for Oklahoma’s various law enforcement and/or military agencies, both of which could benefit Perry Floyd and his corrupt associates.

However, having known Perry Floyd for most of my life, I can say in all honesty that he probably also just wanted to kill a bunch of people.
ADDENDUM

After I had already distributed the first draft of this document this morning, a very helpful friend sent me a better picture of Ronald Langley taken during his senior year in high school. The composite sketch of John Doe #2 follows on the left. This new picture of Ronald Langley, which dates to about six years before the Oklahoma City bombing, follows on the right.

This newer picture better illustrates that Ronald Langley matches all of the physical features of the composite sketch of John Doe #2. Note that Ronald Langley’s skin tone matches the olive complexion that John Doe #2 was described as having. John Doe #2’s hair was described as “brown and bushy.” Ronald Langley’s hair is brown, and so “bushy” that it is puffing up on the left side of his head, even in this posed, coiffed picture. Ronald Langley’s wide, flat chin, square face shape, and strong jowls/jawline also match these features in the composite sketch. Ronald Langley’s left eye is slightly smaller and slightly higher than his right one, just as in the composite sketch. Ronald Langley’s eyebrows begin just under his prominent brow near the bridge of his nose, arching up toward the edges of his face before curving back down toward his temples, just as in the composite sketch. Ronald Langley has full and thick lips, just as John Doe #2 is depicted as having. Ronald Langley’s large, wide cheekbones protrude just a little wider on each side of his face than his jowls/jawline, as in the composite sketch. Even the shadows that fall on Ronald Langley’s face below his right cheekbone and his lower lip match the placement and shape of these shadows in the composite sketch!